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Abstract

In this thesis, we consider automorphic periods associated to certain affine

symmetric spaces such as the symmetric pairs

(Sp4n,ResK/kSp2n) and (GSp4n,ResK/kGSp2n),

where k is a number field and K is an Étale algebra over k of dimension 2. We

consider the period integral of a cusp forms of Sp4n(Ak) against with an Eisenstein

series of the symmetric subgroup ResK/kSp2n. We expect to establish an identity

between this period integrals and the special value of the spin L-function of the

symplectic group.

In the local theory, using Aizenbud and Gourevitch’s generalized Harish-Chandra

method and traditional methods, i.e. the Gelfand-Kahzdan theorem, we can

prove that these symmetric pairs are Gelfand pairs when Kv is a quadratic ex-

tension field over kv for any n, or Kv is isomorphic to kv × kv for n ≤ 2. Since

(U(J2n, kv(
√
τ)), Sp2n(kv)) is a descendant of (Sp4n(kv), Sp2n(kv) × Sp2n(kv)), we

prove that it is a Gelfand pair for both archimedean and non-archimedean fields.

According to the Yu’ construction in [76] of irreducible tame supercuspidal rep-

resentations, we give a parametrization of the distinguished tame supercuspidal

representation of symplectic groups in this thesis. Applying the dimension for-

mula of the space HomH(π,1) given by Hakim and Murnaghan [28], we prove that

if (G,H) is the symmetric pair (U(J2n, Kv), Sp2n(kv)) there is no H-distinguished

tame supercuspidal representation, where Kv is a quadratic extension over kv. In

addition, for the symmetric pair (Sp4n(kv), Sp2n(Kv)), we give the sufficient and

necessary conditions of generic cuspidal data such that the corresponding tame

supercuspidal representations are H-distinguished. Note that our case is the first

case worked out with none of G and H being the general linear groups. Further-

more, motived by a sub-question, we also give an example for the distinguished

ii



representations of finite groups of Lie Type in a low rank case. In particular,

we show that θ10 is the unique SL2(Fq2)-distinguished cuspidal representation of

Sp4(Fq).
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Let G be a connected reductive group defined over a number field k, and H

denote the subgroup of fixed points of an involution θ of G defined over k. In

this paper, the involution means an automorphism over k of G of order 2. Such

an H is called a symmetric subgroup of G and G/H is an affine symmetric space

via a symmetrization map g → gθ(g)−1. This symmetrization map induces a

homeomorphism from G/H to the image. This pair (G,H) is called a symmetric

pair.

For example, when θ is a Cartan involution of a semi-simple Lie group G(R),

the symmetric subgroup H(R) is a maximal compact subgroup of G(R) and

G(R)/H(R) is a Riemann symmetric space.

The study of algebraic theory of affine symmetric spaces from the invariant-

theoretic point of view began with the pioneer work of Kostant and Rallis (1969).

Study of the group version is continued by Richardson (1982). Study of the

classification theory over rational fields, say, p-adic local fields and number fields,

of affine symmetric spaces was carried out by Helminck (2000). More recently, the

study of a more general family of algebraic varieties, called Spherical Varieties,

has been studied by Brion, Knop and others.

As the classical theory of spherical functions has a deep impact on harmonic

analysis over Riemannian symmetric spaces and on the general theory of auto-

morphic representations, one expects potential applications of spherical functions

or functionals attached to affine symmetric spaces or more generally to spherical

varieties in the theory of automorphic forms.

1.1 Global aspect of my work

A period of automorphic forms attached to a symmetric pair (G,H) is given, for

example, by

PH(ϕ) =

∫
H(F )\H(A)

ϕ(h) dh, (1.1.1)
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where ϕ is an automorphic form on G(A) and A is the ring of adeles of the number

field k. In general, this integral may have a convergence issue, and in that case,

suitable regularization is needed, including the Arthur truncation method.

In many examples, these period integrals are related to a special value or a pole

of L-functions. One may expect in some cases that there is an identity between

an automorphic period and a special value of a certain L-function attached to the

automorphic form. Such an identity implies a great deal of arithmetic and analytic

information. Examples include the Gross-Prasad conjecture for classical groups

and their refinement given recently in Gross, Prasad, and Gan [26] (2010), and the

Ichino-Ikeda conjecture on an identity relating the periods studied by Gross and

Prasad and the central value of the tensor product L-function of symplectic type

for orthogonal groups. More cases have been discussed in Jiang [36] (2007) and

the more recent work of Ginzburg, Jiang, and Soudry [24] (2010). Algebraic cycles

and periods of automorphic forms are clearly related as discussed in Kudla’s paper

[43] (2004), for example. In the analytic application, one can refer to Sarnak’s

conjecture about L∞-norm in the letter [65] (2004). Lapid and Offen applied the

compact unitary period to study this conjecture for automorphic forms on GLn

in their paper [45] (2007). For more applications of this automorphic period, one

can refer to Lapid’s lecture on ICM 2010.

In this thesis, under the supervision of Dihua Jiang, I work on a particularly

interesting affine symmetric pairs

(Sp4n,ResK/kSp2n) and (GSp4n,ResK/kGSp2n),

where K is an étale algebra over k of degree two, and the related global and local

problems in the theory of automorphic forms.

More precisely, given by

J2n =

(
wn

−wn

)
and wn =


1

. .
.

1
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we define a symplectic similitude group

GSp2n(k) =
{
g ∈ GL2n(k) | gtJ2ng = λJ2n, for some λ ∈ k×

}
,

and a symplectic group

Sp2n(k) = {g ∈ GSp2n(k) | λ(g) = 1}.

Let G be the group GSp4n or Sp4n over k. Define an invoultion θ of GL4n via

θ(g) = εgε−1, where

ε =


In

τIn

In

τIn

 .

Denote the embedding ι : GL2n(K) ↪→ GL4n(k) whose images are the fixed points

of θ, more explicitly,

ι

((
A B

C D

)
+
√
τ

(
X Y

Z Y

))
=


A X B Y

τX A τY B

C Z D W

τZ C τW D

 .

Since εJ4nε
t = τJ4n, the involution θ is also an involution on G. Let H be Gθ,

consisting of the fixed points of θ.

The automorphic period PH(ϕ) for this symmetric pair (G,H) has been found

to be interesting and important. In [12] (1993), Ash, Ginzburg and Rallis proves

the following general result.

Theorem 1.1.1 (Ash, Ginzburg, and Rallis [12] (1993)). If ϕ be a cuspidal auto-

morphic form of Sp2n(A), then PSp2n1
×Sp2n2

(ϕ) is always zero, where n = n1 +n2.

In particular, when ϕ is a cuspidal automorphic form on Sp4n(A) and when

H = Sp2n × Sp2n, the period PSp2n×Sp2n
(ϕ) is zero for all cuspidal automorphic

forms ϕ. Hence it is very interesting to figure out which automorphic forms ϕ
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in the residual spectrum of Sp4n(A) will support this automorphic period. Even

more generally, consider this period for the continuous spectrum of Sp4n(A). Note

that when ϕ is not cuspidal, it may not be rapidly decreasing in the Siegel set

associated with H(k)\H(A). This problem usually is treated by using the Arthur

truncation method as first introduced by Jacquet and Rallis in [34] (1992) and by

Friedberg and Jacquet in [21] (1993).

One of the special cases was studied by Ginzburg, Rallis, and Soudry in [23]

(1999), which was a key ingredient in their theory of automorphic descent that con-

structs the backward Langlands functorial transfer from the general linear group

to a classical group. More precisely, consider the Siegel parabolic subgroup P of

Sp4n with the Levi subgroup GL2n. Let τ be a self-dual, irreducible, cuspidal, au-

tomorphic representation of GL2n(A). For the cuspidal datum (GL2n, τ), following

Langlands, one defines an Eisenstein series E(g, φτ , s). Following the Langlands-

Shahidi method (Shahidi [68], for instance), the Eisenstein series E(g, φτ , s) is

holomorphic when the real part of s is greater than 1
2
, has meromorphic continu-

ation and a functional equation. Moreover, E(g, φτ , s) has a pole (which must be

simple) at s = 1
2

if and only if the partial exterior square L-function LS(s, τ,Λ2)

has a pole at s = 1 and the central value of the partial standard L-function

LS(1
2
, τ) is nonzero. The proof uses the work of H. Kim (see [40], for instance) on

the normalization of the corresponding local intertwining operators in this case.

The residue at s = 1
2

is denoted by E 1
2
(g, φ). In this case, Ginzburg, Rallis and

Soudry proved.

Theorem 1.1.2 ( Ginzburg, Rallis, and Soudry [23] (1999)). The following period

identity holds

PH(E 1
2
(·, φ)) =

∫
KH

∫
(C2n(A)GLn(F )×GLn(F ))\(GLn(A)×GLn(A))

φ(k;

(
a

b

)
) da db dk.

Here H = Sp2n × Sp2n, KH = K ∩ H, K is a maximal compact subgroup of

Sp4n(A), and C2n is the center of GL2n.
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Following the work of Bump and Friedberg [16] (1990), if the partial exterior

square L-function LS(s, τ,Λ2) has a pole at s = 1 and the central value of the

partial standard L-function LS(1
2
, τ) is nonzero, then the linear period, i.e. the

integration along variables a and b is nonzero. This implies that the right hand

side of the identity is nonzero, as proved in Ginzburg, Rallis, and Soudry [23]

(1999). Therefore, when the residue E 1
2
(g, φ) is nonzero (which is in fact square-

integrable following the Langlands criterion), the period PH(E 1
2
(·, φ)) is nonzero.

Note that Ginzburg, Rallis, and Soudry used the Arthur truncation method to

regularize this period.

In my joint work with Dihua Jiang, we are trying to prove the following result

on this period in [37].

Conjecture 1.1.1 (Jiang-Zhang). Let ϕ be an automorphic form on Sp4n(A). If

the period PH(ϕ) with H = Sp2n×Sp2n, is nonzero, assuming the period is defined

via suitable regularization, then the cuspidal support of ϕ is a subgroup of GL2n,

where GL2n is the Levi subgroup of the standard Siegel parabolic subgroup of Sp4n.

It follows that in order to study the period PH(ϕ) for general automorphic

forms ϕ on Sp4n(A), we only need to consider those Eisenstein series or their

residues with cuspidal support in GL2n. In this situation, the cuspidal data

are generic in the sense that they have a nonzero Whittaker Fourier coefficient.

In particular, the residues of Eisenstein series in this family can be completely

determined, although it is technically complicated. It is one of my joint re-

search projects with Dihua Jiang to completely understand the period with split

H = Sp2n × Sp2n for those Eisenstein series and their residues. The local version

of this problem will be discussed in Section 1.2 below.

It is now very natural to ask if there exists a cuspidal automorphic represen-

tation of Sp4n(A), which supports the automorphic period with nonsplit H, i.e.

H = Sp2n(K), with K being a quadratic extension field over k. In the local aspect

of my work (Section 1.2), I classify all irreducible supercuspidal representations

It is my long term project to find explicit formula for the automorphic period

PH(ϕ) in general. When ϕ is an Eisenstein series or its residue, the explicit
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formula I am looking for reduces the explicit formula for cuspidal automorphic

forms in the cuspidal datum of the Eisenstein series or its residue. The work of

Ginzburg, Rallis and Soudry mentioned above could be regarded as one of the

examples of this type. The main issue here is to deal with the case when ϕ is

cuspidal. When n = 1, a Rankin-Selberg integral is introduced in the work of

Piatetski-Shapiro [59] (1997), which expresses the automorphic period in terms

of the residue of certain L-function GSp4 of degree 4. By following a similar

consideration, I obtained an infinite sum of eulerian global integrals, which is

parametrized by the square classes of the number field k. We discovered that each

global integral looks like the integrals considered by Piatetski-Shapiro and Rallis

in their paper: A new way to get eulerian products (Piatetski-Shapiro and Rallis

[58] 1988). However, in order to figure out the corresponding generating function,

which computes the local L-function at the unramified places, we found that the

situation is totally different and involves a new type of affine symmetric space. In

this thesis, for the symplectic group Sp4 case, I calculated the local integral at the

unramified split places and obtained the following identity in Theorem 2.2.1.

Theorem 1.1.3. ∫
R\H

W (g)| det g|s+
n+1
2 dg = L(s+

3

2
,Πv, ρ),

where the L-function is spin L-function of degree 4 and W (g) is a degenerate

Whittaker function.

Next, we plan to continue the calculation for the general n in the future.

On the other hand, we may also try to consider this problem for the cuspidal

automorphic form from the Ikeda lifting. In this thesis, we give the calculation of

the lower rank cases such as n = 1 and n = 2, and establish the identity except

over the bad primes.

In general, one may relate the automorphic period for the symmetric pair

(Sp4n,ResK/kSp2n) to the geometric and arithmetic issues, since the subgroup H

generates Shimura subvarieties in the Shimura variety of Siegel type associated
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to Sp4n. It is a very interesting problem to figure out the relation of my current

work to the Tate conjecture in this case.

1.2 Local aspect of my work

Let π = ⊗vπv be an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation of G(A). For

a symmetric subgroup H of G, the period PH(ϕπ), with ϕπ in the space Vπ of π,

defines a linear functional in the following space

HomH(A)(Vπ, 1).

It is clear that this space is a restricted tensor product

⊗vHomH(Fv)(Vπv , 1).

Hence the nonzero period PH(ϕπ) induces a nonzero functional `H in

HomH(kv)(Vπv , 1)

for each local place v. This means that if the automorphic representation π is

H(A)-distinguished, then the local component πv is H(kv)-distinguished.

Guided by the local-global principle in the theory of automorphic forms or

more generally in number theory, it is important to study the local distinguished

representations and the relation between local distinction and global automorphic

distinction for automorphic representations in general. This leads to the following

two basic problems.

Problem A: Let (G,H) be a symmetric pair defined over a p-adic local field F ,

and let σ be an irreducible admissible representation of G(F ). Find the dimension

of the space HomH(F )(Vσ, 1). When F is archimedean, one may consider continuity

and Harish-Chandra modules.

Problem B: Classify H(F )-distinguished representations of G(F ).

These two problems turn out to form the harmonic analysis aspect and rep-

resentation aspect of the general problem of distinguished representations. The

local-global relation is the arithmetic aspect of the problem.
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In this thesis, I investigated both Problem A and Problem B for the par-

ticular symmetric pair (Sp4n(kv), Sp2n(Kv)) for p-adic local places v. Form now

on, we use F to denote a p-adic local field of characteristic zero, and π denote

irreducible admissible representation of G(F ).

1.2.1 Gelfand Pairs

A symmetric pair (G,H) is called a Gelfand pair if the dimension of the vector

space HomH(π, 1) is at most one for each smooth admissible irreducible repre-

sentation π of G(F ). This is the so called local uniqueness for (G,H). Such a

local uniqueness in general is important in representation theory and automorphic

forms. In general, a symmetric pair may not be a Gelfand pair. There are some

counter examples, given by Hakim and Murnaghan [28] (2008).

In the Chapter 4, we prove the following result.

Theorem 1.2.1 ( Zhang [77] (2010)). All the following pairs are Gelfand pairs

for non-archimedean fields of characteristic 0,

1. (Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(F )× Sp2n(F )) when n = 1 or 2;

2. (GSp4n(F ), (GSp2n(F )×GSp2n(F ))◦) when n = 1 or 2;

3. (Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(E)) for all n;

4. (GSp4n(F ),GSp2n(E)◦) for all n;

5. (U2n(J,E), Sp2n(F )) for all n.

Here

U(J2n, E) = {g ∈M2n×2n(E) | gtJ2ng = J2n}.

The involution θ is induced from the action of the nontrivial Galois element in

the quadratic field on each matrix entry. Then the symmetric subgroup H is

Sp2n(J2n, F ). The symmetric pair (U(J2n, E), Sp2n(F )) appears as a descendant

of (Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(E)).
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To prove this theorem, I applied the criterion which is investigated by the

Gelfand and Kazhdan in [22] (1975). Let ρ be an anti-involution of G such that ρ

stabilizes H. By the Gelfand-Kazhdan criterion, one needs only to prove that all

H×H-invariant distributions on C∞c (G) are preserved by ρ. In order to verify this

condition, Bernstein and Zelevinsky [13] (1976) gave a localization principle for

p-adic fields. Some important Gelfand pairs are proved based on the Bernstein-

Zelevinsky localization principle, such as the Whittaker model (see Gelfand and

Kazhdan [22], Shalika [69]), the symmetric pair (GL2n(F ), Sp2n(F )) by Heumos

and Rallis [31] (1990), and the Shalika model by Nien [56] (2009), to mention a

few.

Following Bernstein’s ideas, Aizenbud and Gourevitch [4] (2009) applied the

Luna Slice Theorem to generalize the descent technique due to Harish-Chandra

to the case of a reductive group acting on a smooth affine variety, which is called

generalized Harish-Chandra method. Applying this new method, which works for

arbitrary local field of characteristic 0, they formulated a conjectural approach to

prove that certain symmetric pairs are Gelfand pairs in [4]. This idea was also

used by Jacquet and Rallis to prove the uniqueness of linear periods in Jacquet

and Rallis [35] (1996).

In the proof of Theorem 3.1, I applied this generalized Harish-Chandra method

formulated in [4], and proved that all the symmetric pairs I considered are good

and regular in the sense of Aizenbud and Gourevitch in [4]. This finishes the

proof.

When n is greater than two, the approach which I used does not work for

(Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(F ) × Sp2n(F )). The issue is to prove that this pair is regular

in the sense of [4]. To do this in the n > 2 case, one may have to study the

invariant distributions on the tangent space of G/H whose supports are nilpotent

orbits. The current knowledge has not been well understood about the invariant

distributions on the tangent space of G/H, although some rank one cases have

been discussed by Rader and Rallis in [62] (1996).

In summary, the theory of the uniqueness of symmetric pairs is eventually
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reduced to the theory of harmonic analysis on C∞c (G/H). This space C∞c (G/H)

is well understood in the archimedean case by P. Delorme, among others. In

the non-archimedean case, for instance, Harish-Chandra [29] (1978) thoroughly

studied the case (G×G,G4) and discovered lots of properties of the distribution

characters of the representations. As a generalization, Rader and Rallis defined the

spherical characters on the symmetric spaces in [62]. Studying spherical characters

with applications to the local uniqueness problem is a long-term goal of mine.

1.2.2 Distinguished Representations

Now I consider Problem B for the symmetric pair (Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(E)). This

means classifying all H-distinguished representations of Sp4n(F ). From the gen-

eral classification theory of irreducible admissible representations of a p-adic groups,

one may first consider the supercuspidal case and then the case which is parabol-

ically induced from the supercuspidal representations.

In order to classify the H-distinguished supercuspidal representations, I have

to use the construction of all supercuspidal representations of p-adic reductive

groups by means of Bruhat-Tits buildings. In the tamely ramified case, this

construction is carried out by J.-K. Yu in [76] (2001). Let us recall some facts of

such constructions.

Morris [53] (1999), and Moy and Prasad [54] (1994) independently gave the

level-zero construction for arbitrary reductive group, in terms of Bruhat-Tits

buildings, and introduced the depths of quasi-characters and supercuspidal repre-

sentations of depth zero. Based on these and Adler’s work [2] (1998), Yu [76], in

the view of the local Langlands conjecture, naturally considered quasi-characters

of the centralizer of a certain torus and gave a construction which has a very

nice inductive structure: the generic G-datum (~G, y, ρ, ~φ). Later, Kim [41] (2007)

proved that all tamely ramified supercuspidal representations can be obtained

through Yu’s construction, subject to some hypotheses on G and F .
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The another approach to construct the supercuspidal representations of clas-

sical groups began with Bushnell and Kutzko [17] (1993). Following their works,

Stevens [72] (2008) constructed all supercuspidal representations of classical groups,

which include unitary, symplectic and special orthogonal groups over a non-

archimedean local field, except for the residual characteristic 2 case.

All of these constructions have their notable advantages in classifying the

H-distinguished supercuspidal representations. For example, applying Bushnell-

Kutzko-Stevens’ construction, Blondel and Stevens listed all generic supercuspi-

dal representations of Sp4(F ). Hakim and Murnaghan [28] (2008) applied Yu’s

construction and gave some necessary conditions for all tame supercuspidal rep-

resentations of G distinguished by a symmetric subgroup H.

I applied Hakim and Murnaghan’s formula in [28] to prove that a tame super-

cuspidal representation is H-distinguished if and only if each component of the

generic G-datum (~G, y, ρ, ~φ) satisfies certain conditions. For more details, one can

refer to my paper [78] (2010).

Theorem 1.2.2 (Zhang). Let (G,H) be the symmetric pair (Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(E)).

A tame supercuspidal representation π(Ψ) is H-distinguished if and only if Ψ

satisfies the following conditions, up to a K-conjugation and a θ-symmetric refac-

torization.

• The quadratic extension E is unramified.

1. When d is 0, y is θ-fixed and ρ is a distinguished cuspidal representation

of the symmetric pair (Gy,0/Gy,0+, (Gy,0/Gy,0+)θ), that is,∏
i

(Sp4ri
(fi)× Sp4(ni−ri)(fi), Sp2r(fEi)× Sp2(ni−ri)(fEi)).

2. When d > 0, the symmetric pair (G0, G0,θ) is isomorphic to

(
∏
i

U2(Q,Ei),
∏
i

SU1(Di)).

• The quadratic extension E is ramified.
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1. The depth d is more than zero.

2. The symmetric pair (G0, G0,θ) is isomorphic to

(
∏
i

U(Ei),
∏
i

SU(Di)).

The point y is θ-fixed point and ρ is a distinguished cuspidal represen-

tation of the symmetric pair (Gy,0/Gy,0+, (Gy,0/Gy,0+)θ), that is,∏
i

(Sp4ni
(fi), Sp2ni

(fEi)).

Here, fi is the residue field of a local field and Di is a quaternion algebra. For

n = 1, Murnaghan gave a H-distinguished representation [55] (2010), which is

consistent with this theorem.

In the case (Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(E)), there is a family of tame supercuspidal repre-

sentations which are distinguished. For example, the supercuspidal representation

c-Ind
Sp4(F )
Sp4(OF )θ10 is SL2(E)-distinguished, where θ10 is the unipotent cuspidal rep-

resentation of Sp4(Fq) over the finite field Fq.
As a corollary of the classification of H-distinguished tame supercuspidal rep-

resentation, I have the following dichotomy theorem.

Theorem 1.2.3 (Zhang [78]). Let π be an irreducible tame supercuspidal repre-

sentation of Sp4n(F ). If the symmetric pair (G,H) is (Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(E)), then

dim HomSp2n(E1)(π, 1) · dim HomSp2n(E2)(π, 1) = 0, (1.2.1)

where E1 is the unramified quadratic extension over F and E2 is a ramified

quadratic extension.

For the symmetric pair (U2n(E), Sp2n(F )), I obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 1.2.4 (Zhang [78]). If a symmetric pair (G,H) is (U2n(E), Sp2n(F )),

then there is no H-distinguished tame supercuspidal representation of G.
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In order to calculate the distinguished representations, more explicitly, one

naturally reduces to the consideration of the distinguished representations over

finite fields. When n is 1, I have the following theorem.

Theorem 1.2.5 (Zhang [78]). If a symmetric pair (G,H) is (Sp4(Fq), SL2(Fq2),

then θ10 is the unique H-distinguished irreducible cuspidal representation of G.

For the H-distinguished representations over finite fields, I apply Deligne-

Lusztig’s virtual characters and Lusztig’s formula on the symmetric spaces to

classify all the H-distinguished representations. Since not all irreducible repre-

sentation of finite groups of Lie type can be expressed as a linear combination

of Deligne-Lusztig’s virtual representation Rθ
T , there is still a gap between the

dimension formula of HomH(Fq)(R
θ
T , 1) and H(Fq)-distinguished irreducible rep-

resentations. Theorem 1.2.5 is an example to fill this gap and get a complete

list of H-distinguished irreducible representations. For a general n and all other

symmetric pairs, I am interested in the classification of H-distinguished repre-

sentations in terms of Lusztig’s parameterization of irreducible representations in

[50] (1984) and the construction of linear invariant forms in the finite field case.

This is also a long-term project of mine.

Next, when π is not just supercuspidal, there is a framework for distinguished

representations given by Kato and Takano in [38] (2008). They generalized the

Jacquet’s sub-representation theorem to affine symmetric spaces, and introduced

the notion of relative supercuspidal representations. In addition, there is another

general theory about H-distinguished representations by Blanc and Delorme in

[14] (2008). For the case under my consideration, based on the setup of Kato and

Takano in [38], I can completely list all the relative supercuspidal representations

and give a more explicit classification of H-distinguished representations including

supercuspidal and non-supercuspidal representations. This is the local version of

Theorem 1.1.1 discussed in Section 1.1. In a joint project with Dihua Jiang, we

figure out the relation between H-distinguished representations and the structure

of their corresponding local Arthur parameters. Some cases for orthogonal groups

are discussed in a recent work of Jiang, Nien and Qin.
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In conclusion, the classification of distinguished representations over local fields

will be used in our explicit calculation of the period formula for PH(ϕ) when ϕ is

an automorphic form in the space of an irreducible automorphic representation π

occurring in the discrete spectrum of Sp4n(A). This is one of my future research

projects. I omit details here.

1.3 Notation

Let k be a number field, ok be the ring of integers and p be the prime ideal of ok.

Let K be a quadratic extension field of k. Then there is a non-square element τ

in ok such that K = k(
√
τ). We take the non-trivial element in the Galois group

Gal(K/k), which is the non-trivial involution over k, given by

x = a+
√
τb ∈ K → x̄ = a−

√
τb.

Denote by kp the completion local field over the place p.

Let A be the Adele ring of k. Fix a character ψ of k\A. In this paper, we use

F to denote the local field over a place p of k and E to denote the completion Kp,

which could be kp × kp (split case) or kp(
√
τ) ( quadratic extension case). Let oF

be the valuation ring of F . Except the Chapter 5, we denote by F the Frobenius

map over the finite fields in . In this whole paper, for the nonarchimedean field, we

restrict ourselves to the characteristic 0 case, and assume that the characteristics

of the residue field and all finite fields are not even.

Usually, we choose the plain upper case letters such as A, B, X, Y , etc. to

denote the matrix. Let G and H be the specified reductive groups. According to

the subscript, let P be a standard parabolic subgroup with the Levi subgroup M

and the unipotent radical N .



Chapter 2
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2.1 Automorphic periods of (G,H)

In this section, we introduce our notation and the symplectic pairs. Given a

symplectic matrix

J2n =

(
wn

−wn

)
and wn =


1

. .
.

1


n×n

,

define a symplectic similitude group

GSp2n(k) =
{
g ∈ GL2n(k) | gtJ2ng = λJ2n, for some λ ∈ k×

}
,

and a symplectic group

Sp2n(k) = {g ∈ GSp2n(k) | λ(g) = 1}.

Let G be the group GSp4n or Sp4n defined over k. Define a k-involution θ of

GL4n via θ(g) = εgε−1, where

ε =


In

τIn

In

τIn

 .

Denote an embedding ι : GL2n(K) ↪→ GL4n(k) whose images are the fixed points

of θ, more explicitly,

ι

((
A B

C D

)
+
√
τ

(
X Y

Z Y

))
=


A X B Y

τX A τY B

C Z D W

τZ C τW D

 .

Since εJ4nε
t = τJ4n, the involution θ is also a k-involution on G. Let H be Gθ,

consisting of the fixed points of θ.
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Lemma 2.1.1. The symmetric subgroup H is isomorphic to Sp2n(K) if G(k) is

Sp4n(k). Or, the subgroup H is the group{
g ∈ GSp2n(K) | λ(g) ∈ k×

}
,

if G(k) is GSp4n(k).

Proof. Let g ∈ GL2n(K). Then ι(g) ∈ G(k) is equivalent to

ι(g) · J4n · ι(g)t · J−1
4n = I4n or k× · I4n.

Since ι(g)t = T1ι(g
t)T−1

1 where

T1 =


In

τ−1In

In

τ−1In

 ,

we have ι(g)(J4nT1)ι(gt)(J4nT1)−1 = I4n or ∈ k× · I4n. Therefore,

g · ι−1(J4nT1) · gt · ι−1(J4nT1) = I2n or k× · I2n.

Denote PG be the standard Siegel parabolic subgroup of G consisting of the

matrix of the form ( ∗ ∗∗ ), MG be the Levi subgroup of PG, and UG be the unipotent

radical. Then MG is isomorphic to GL2n. Let PH = PG ∩H (resp. MH , UH).

Lemma 2.1.2. The subgroup PH of H is the standard Siegel parabolic subgroup

of H.

Proof. The subgroup PH consists of the matrices of form
A X B Y

τX A τY B

D τW

τW D

 .
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In addition, we have

MH =




A X

τX A

D τW

τW D


 and UH =




In B Y

In τY B

In

In


 .

Then, MH ' ResK/kGLn and UH ' ResK/kMn×n. Therefore, we have PH is a

standard Siegel parabolic subgroup of H.

Without any confusion, the intersection MH and UH are the Levi subgroup

and unipotent radical of PH . For a n-by-n matrix A, denote Â = wAtw. Given a

matrix u ∈M2n×2n such that u = û and h ∈ GL2n, define

n(u) =

(
I2n u

I2n

)
and m(h) =

(
h

ĥ−1

)
.

Let f(g, s) be a function in the normalized induced representationInd
H(A)
PH(A)| det |s if G = Sp4n

Ind
H(A)
PH(A)| det |s1 o |λ|s2 if G = GSp4n.

When G is the symplectic similitude group GSp4n, the elements of the Levi sub-

group of PH have the form

m(g, λ) =

(
λg

ĝ−1,

)
and the character ofm(g, λ) in the induced representation is given by | det(g)|s1|λ|s2 .
Then we can form an Eisenstein series

E(g, s, f) =
∑

γ∈PH(k)\H(k)

f(γg, s).

Let Π be an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation of G(A) and ϕ be a

cusps form of Π. In this paper, we consider the following integral,

IG(s, ϕ) =


∫
Z(A)H(F )\H(A)

ϕ(g)E(g, s, f) dg if G = GSp4n∫
H(F )\H(A)

ϕ(g)E(g, s, f) dg if G = Sp4n

(2.1.1)
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First, let us consider the case G = Sp4n.

IG(s, ϕ) =

∫
H(k)\H(A)

ϕ(g)
∑

γ∈PH(k)\H(k)

f(γg, s) dg

=

∫
PH(k)\H(A)

ϕ(g)f(g, s) dg

Applying the Fourier expansion of ϕ over the commutative unipotent radical

UG, we obtain

ϕ(g) =
∑

ψ∈(UG(k)\UG(A))∨

ϕψ(g),

where (UG(k)\UG(A))∨ is the set of all smooth characters up to isomorphism and

the Fourier coefficients ϕψ (g) are given by

ϕψ(g) =

∫
UG(k)\UG(A)

ϕ(ug)ψ−1(u) du.

Hence, we identify the space Sym2(k2n) with the matrices

{A ∈M2n×2n(k) | A = wAtw}.

Indeed, this space is isomorphic to UG(k) as abelian groups. Since UG(k)\UG(A)

is compact,the space (UG(k)\UG(A))∨ of characters is isomorphic to UG(k) by

Pontryagin Duality Theorem in the work of Ramakrishnan and Valenza [64]. In

details, let ψ0 be a fixed character over k\Ak. We can construct a character ψβ

for all β ∈ Sym2(k2n) via

ψβ(n(u)) = ψ0(trβu).

For each character ψ on UG(k)\UG(A), ψ(u) = ψ0(tr(βu)) for some β ∈ UG(k).

Hence the mapping β to ψβ gives the isomorphism. Thus we may identity the two

spaces by identify ψ and β, and write ϕβ for ϕψ.

Now, let us substitute this Fourier expansion into the integral IG(s, ϕ), and

then obtain

IG(s, ϕ) =

∫
MH(F )UH(A)\H(A)

f(g, s)

∫
UH(F )\UH(A)

∑
β∈Sym2(k2n)

ϕβ(ug) du dg

=

∫
MH(F )UH(A)\H(A)

f(g, s)
∑

β∈Sym2(k2n)

ϕβ(g)

∫
UH(F )\UH(A)

ψ(trβu) du dg
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Since the Fourier expansion is absolutely converge and the integration domain

UH(F )\UH(A) is compact, we can exchange the order of the summation and the in-

tegral. From now on, we normalize the Haar measure du so that vol(UH(k)\UH(A)) =

1. The integration of the character ψβ over UH(k)\UH(A) is zero if the characters

ψβ associated with β are not trivial on UH(A). Define a set

Ω = {β ∈ Sym2(k2n) \ {0} | ψ(trβu) = 1 for all u ∈ UH(A)}.

Therefore,

IG(s, ϕ) =

∫
MH(F )UH(A)\H(A)

∑
β∈Ω

ϕβ(g)f(g, s) dg

Lemma 2.1.3. ψ(trβu) = 1 for all u ∈ UH(A) is equivalent to tr(βu) = 0 for all

u ∈ UH(A).

Proof. If tr(βu) = 0 for all u ∈ UH(A), then it is easy to conclude ψ(trβu) =

1 for all u ∈ UH(A).

Assume ψ(trβu) = 1 for all u ∈ UH(A). Applying the fact that xI2n for all

x ∈ Ak is belong to UH(A), if tr(βu0) 6= 0 for some u0 ∈ UH , we can find an element

x such that ψ(xtrβu) 6= 1. Therefore, tr(βu) has to be zero for all u ∈ UH(A).

Then, we can easily conclude the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1.4. Ω = {

(
X Y

−τY X̂

)
∈ Sym2(k2n) \ {0} | X = −X̂, Y = Ŷ }

Proof. Let

β =

(
X Y

Z X̂

)
∈ Ω,

where Y = Ŷ and Z = Ẑ. For all

u =

(
A B

τB A

)
∈ UH with A = Â and B = B̂,

we have tr(βu) = 0. Since

tr

(
X Y

Z X̂

)(
A B

τB A

)
= tr((X + X̂)A+ (τY + Z)B),
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tr(βu) = 0 for all A and B is equivalent to X+X̂ = 0 and Z+τY = 0. Therefore,

β =

(
X Y

−τY X̂

)
with X = −X̂ and Y = Ŷ .

In order to continue unfolding the integral IG(s, ϕ), let us study the Fourier

coefficients under the conjugation of MH(k). For any element m(h) ∈MH(k), we

have

ϕβ(m(h)g) =

∫
Sym2(k2n)\Sym2(A2n)

ϕ(n(u)m(h)g)ψ(tr(βu))) du

=

∫
Sym2(k2n)\Sym2(A2n)

ϕ(m(h)−1n(u)m(h)g)ψ(tr(βu)) du

=

∫
Sym2(k2n)\Sym2(A2n)

ϕ(n(h−1uĥ−1)g)ψ(tr(βu)) du,

(changing variables u′ = h−1uĥ−1,)

=

∫
Sym2(k2n)\Sym2(A2n)

ϕ(n(u′)g)ψ(tr(βhu′ĥ)) du′

=

∫
Sym2(k2n)\Sym2(A2n)

ϕ(n(u′)g)ψ(tr(ĥβhu′)) du′

=ϕĥβh(g).

Now, let us classify all the orbits of the adjoint action of MH(k) on Ω. Assume

that

h =

(
X Y

τY X

)
∈ GL2n(k) and β =

(
A B

−τB Â

)
∈ Ω

with A = −Â and B = B̂. Let us introduce a matrix

T2 =

(
1
2
In − 1

2
√
τ
In

1
2
In

1
2
√
τ
In

)
,
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satisfying

T2gT
−1
2 =

(
X +

√
τY

X −
√
τY

)
and T2βT

−1
2 =

(
A+
√
τB

A−
√
τB

)
.

Under the conjugation of T2, we have

T−1
2 · (T2gT

−1
2 ) · (T2βT

−1
2 ) · (T2ĝT

−1
2 ) · T2 = T−1

2 ·

(
Z · C · ˆ̄Z

Z̄ · C̄ · Ẑ

)
· T2,

where C = A+
√
τB ∈Mn×n(K), C̄ = −Ĉ and Z = X+

√
τY ∈ GLn(K). Then C

is a skew-Hermitian matrix. Obviously, the orbits of the adjoint action of MH(k)

on Ω are corresponding to the isometry classes Hermn of n-dimensional skew-

hermitian spaces over K. In Section 2.3, we recall the classification of hermitian

forms over a number field k and a local field.

Denote Dβ the stabilizer of the action MH on β. We will calculate the Dβ in

the next section.

2.1.1 Stabilizer of the character ψβ

Without confusion, we also write β as an element in Mn×n(K) and then Dβ as

a subgroup in GLn(K). One can choose a representative β =
( √

τβr
0n−r

)
in Ω.

Therefore,

Dβ =

{(
A B

0 C

)
∈ GLn(E)|AĀt = λIr, C ∈ GLn−r(E), B ∈Mr×(n−r)(E)

}
(2.1.2)

If rank(β) = n, then

Dβ = {A ∈ GLn(E)|AβĀt = λβ}.

Remark that λ is trivial when G = Sp4n.
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2.2 Global Calculation

Let us continue the calculation of the integral I(s, ϕ).

IG(s, ϕ) =

∫
MH(k)UH(A)\H(A)

∑
β∈Herm

∑
h∈Dβ(k)\MH(k)

ϕβ(hg)f(hg, s) dg

=
∑

β∈Herm

∫
Dβ(k)UH(A)\H(A)

ϕβ(g)f(g, s) dg

=
∑

β∈Herm

∫
Dβ(A)UH(A)\H(A)

∫
Dβ(k)\Dβ(A)

ϕβ(tg)f(tg, s) dt dg

=
∑

β∈Herm

∫
Dβ(A)UH(A)\H(A)

(∫
Dβ(k)\Dβ(A)

ϕβ(m(t)g)| det t|s+
n+1
2 dt

)
f(g, s) dg

=
∑

β∈Herm

∫
Dβ(A)UH(A)\H(A)

∫
Dβ(k)\Dβ(A)

∫
UG(k)\UG(A)

f(g, s)

ϕβ(m(t)ug)ψβ(u)| det t|s+
n+1
2 du dt dg.

Denote Rβ = DβUG and

ϕβ,s(g) =

∫
Rβ(k)\Rβ(A)

ϕ(rg)αβ,s(r) dr. (2.2.1)

where αβ,s is a charachter of Rβ defined by αβ,s(tu) = | det t|s+n+1
2 ψβ(u) for t ∈ Dβ

and u ∈ UG. Therefore,

IG(s, ϕ) =
∑

β∈Herm

∫
Dβ(A)UH(A)\H(A)

ϕβ,s(g)f(g, s) dg. (2.2.2)

For the case G = GSp4n, we use the similar way and obtain the following

identity for GSp4n.

IG(s, φ) =
∑

β∈Herm/k×

∫
Dβ(A)UH(A)\H(A)

ϕβ,s(g)f(g, s) dg. (2.2.3)

If G is the symplectic similitude group GSp4n, then the similitude k× also acts on

the set Ω by the dilation and we denote by Herm/k× the orbits of this action on
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the isometry classes of Hermitian forms Herm. The stabilizer Dβ of the character

associated to β can be found at Equation 2.1.2. The integral ϕβ for GSp4n is given

by

ϕβ,s(g) =

∫
Rβ(k)\Rβ(A)

ϕ(rg)αs1,s2,β(r) dr. (2.2.4)

In this case, the character αs1,s2,β of Rβ is given by

αβ,s(tu) = | det t|s+
n+1
2 |λ(t)|s+

n(n+1)
4 ψβ(u).

Let all places outside the finite S be finite and unramified with odd residual

characteristic. Put

IS(s, ϕ, β) =

∫
Dβ,SUH,S\HS

ϕβ(g)f(g, s) dg

where HS =
∏

v∈S H(kv), Dβ,S =
∏

v∈S Dβ(kv) and UH,S =
∏

v∈S UH(kv).

Denote by S ′ a finite set of places containing S. Let p /∈ S ′. Then

IS′(s, ϕ, β) =

∫
Dβ,S′UH,S′\HS′

f(g, s)ϕβ(g) dg.

IS′∪{v}(s, ϕ, β) =

∫
Dβ,S′UH,S′\HS′

f(g, s)

∫
Dβ(kv)UH(kv)\H(kv)

ϕβ(ggv)fp(gv, s) dgv dg.

(2.2.5)

Following the method in the work of Piatetski-Shapiro and Rallis [58], we take

the limit for the finite places set S ′ and expect to evaluate this integral over all

the places.

Referring to the following section, for the case Sp4(A), we calculate an explicit

result of the period integral over a cuspidal form in an irreducible cuspidal auto-

morphic representation from the Ikeda lifting. In addition, we need to normalize

the Eisenstein series in a suitable way. For the case Sp4(A), we use the zeta

function ζK(s) to normalize the Eisenstein series of SL2(AK). Then, we have the

following conjecturally identity.
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Theorem 2.2.1.

IG(s, φ) =
∑

a∈K×/ ker(N(K))

∏
Sa

Iv(s, a)
∏

Kv split

Lv(s+
1

2
,Πv, ρ)

∏
Kv unram

Iv(s, a),

(2.2.6)

where Sa = S ∪ {v | |a|v 6= 1}.

2.3 Classification of Hermitian Forms

In this section, we will review the classification of the skew-Hermitian forms over

K. There are many materials which discussed the classification of the Hermitian

forms and quadratic forms over a number field. Here, we refer to O’Meara [57]

and Lewis [46]. Indeed, the skew-Hermitian matrices over K can be equivalently

treated as the Hermitian matrices via A→
√
τ
−1
A. Let A be a n-by-n Hermitian

matrix over K and A = X +
√
τY for X and Y in Mn×n(k).

First, we assume that A is non-degenerate and rewrite this Hermitian matrix

as a 2n-by-2n symmetric matrix via

X +
√
τY −→

(
X τY

−τY −τX

)
.

Hence, by Jacobson’s theorem, two Hermitian matrices are isometric if and only

if the corresponding symmetric matrices are isometric. Referring to O’Meara

[57, Remark 66:5], for a non-degenerate quadratic form Q, we have the following

complete set of invariants for Q:

1. the dimension of the quadratic space,

2. the discriminant disc(Q),

3. the Hasse symbols Hassp(Q) at all finite places p,

4. the number of the positive signatures at all real places p.
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For the quadratic form associated to A, the discriminant is (−τ)n and the

Hasse symbol Hassp(Q) is equal to the Hilbert symbol (disc(A),−τ)p at the finite

place p. The isometry class of a non-degenerate Hermitian matrices A is uniquely

determined by the discriminant disc(A) and the positive indices at all real places.

In addition, for each isometry class, we can take a diagonal matrix with the entries

in k as a representative.

If an Hermitian matrix A is degenerate, let us assume the rank of A is r.

Then, the isometry classes of all the Hermitian matrices of rank r are bijective

to Hermr. Let us summarize the classification of the Hermitian matrices as the

following lemma.

Lemma 2.3.1. An isometry class of an n-by-n Hermitian matrix A over K is

uniquely determined by the following invariants:

1. the rank of A,

2. the Hilbert symbol (disc(A),−τ)p at all finite places p,

3. the number of the positive signatures of A at all real places p.

Here, if the rank r of A is strictly less than n, then we consider A as an r-by-r

non-degenerate Hermitian matrix.

In general, we can choose the representative in Ω,

β =

(
0n Y

−τY 0n

)
and Y =


a1

a2

. .
.

an

 .

Next, we show two lower rank examples.

2.3.1 Case n = 1

If n=1, the isometry classes Herm1 is isomorphic to k×/N(K×). By the Hasse

Norm Theorem, a and b in k× have the same image in k×/N(K×) if and only
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if a and b have the same image in k×p /N(K×p ) for all places p. This condition is

equivalent to (a, τ)p = (b, τ)p for all places p. We can choose the representative in

Ω,

β =

(
0 a

−τa 0

)
.

2.3.2 Case n = 2

We can choose the representative in Ω,

β =


a

b

−τa
τb

 .

Here, a is in k× and b is in k. According to the Lemma 2.3.1, if b is zero, this

representative is for the degenerate Hermitian matrices. The isometric classes are

corresponding to k×/N(K×). If b is not zero, the isometric classes are uniquely

determined by the number of the positive signatures and the determinant ab.

2.3.3 Hermitian forms over p-adic fields

Theorem 2.3.1 (Jacobowitz [33, Theorem 3.1]). Let V and W be a hermitian

spaces over E (E could be any quadratic extension over F ). Then V ' W if and

only if dimV = dimW and dV ' dW , where dV and dW are discriminant.

Let A be a nondegenerate skew-hermitian matrix with entries in E. Skew-

hermitian matrices could be equivalently treated as hermitian matrices by A →
√
τA. Applying Theorem 2.3.1,

A '
√
τ1n or

√
τdiag{1, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸

n−1

, u},

where u ∈ {$, ε}, accordingly as E is unramified extension or ramified extension.
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2.4 Ikeda Lifting

In this section, we recall a family of irreducible cuspidal representation of Sp4n(A)

by Ikeda in [32], which is usually called the Ikeda lifting. let k be a totally real

number field over Q of degree d. Denote S∞ the set of all archimedean places

of k. Let π be an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation of PGL2(A).

Assume that π = ⊗vπv satisfies the following conditions:

(A1) For v /∈ S∞, πv is a degenerate principal series IGL2(µv, µ
−1
v ).

(A2) For v ∈ S∞, πv is a discrete series representation with lowest weight ±2κv.

(A3) The root number ε(1/2, π) is equal to 1.

Here, the global root number ε(1/2, π) is defined by

ε(1/2, π) =
∏
v

ε(1/2, πv),

where the local root number ε(1/2, πv) is given by

ε(1/2, πv) =

µv(−1) if v /∈ S∞,

(−1)κv if v ∈ S∞.

Let 〈,〉v be the Hilbert symbol for kv. Define a character χ−1 of k×v via χ−1(x) =

〈−1, x〉v.
For v /∈ S∞, define

Π2n,v = Π(2n, πv) = Ind
Sp4n(kv)
P2n(kv) (χ−1(detA)n)µ(det(A)).

If v ∈ S∞, let Π2n,v be the lowest weight representation of Sp4n with lowest

U(2n)-type (det)κv+n. The restricted tensor product

Π2n = ⊗′vΠ(n, πv),
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Ikeda proved that Π2n is an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation of

Sp4n(A) in [32] and is called the Ikeda lifting of π. The partial of standard L-

function of Π2n is given by,

LS(s,Π2n) = ζk(s)
2n∏
i=1

L(s+ n− i+
1

2
, τ ⊗ χ(−1)n), (2.4.1)

where ζk(s) is the Dedekind zeta function of k.

2.4.1 Spin L-function of Ikeda’s lifting

In [67], Schmidt computed the spin L-function of the Ikeda lifting Π of Sp4n. The

formula is given by

L(s,Π, ρ) = δ(s)
n∏
j=0

j(2n−j)∏
r=j(j−2n)
r≡j mod 2

L(s+
r

2
, π, Symn−j)β(r,j,n), (2.4.2)

which expresses the spin L-function of the Ikeda lifting in terms of symmetric

power L-function of the cuspidal representation π of PGL2(A). The function δ(s)

is a polynomial of s, only dependent on the weight of the local representation

over the archimedean place. In particular, the L-function L(s, π, Sym0) is the

completed Riemann zeta function.

In this thesis, we only consider the nonarchimedean place, and then have

not recalled the definition of δ(s) here. Let us recall the combinatoric datum in

Equation 2.4.2.

α(r, j, n) = #{(x1, x2, . . . , xj) | xi ∈ {1− 2n, 3− 2n, . . . , 2n− 1},
j∑
i=1

xi = r,

and xi1 6= xi2for all 1 ≤ i, i1, i2 ≤ j}.

Let β(r, j, n) = α(r, j, n)− α(r, j − 2, n). If j < 0, default α(r, j, n) = 0.

Example 2.4.1. We list three examples of α(r, j, n) and β(r, j, n) for n = 1, 2, 3,

which can be found at the appendix of [67]. The entires in the first column are the
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value of r and the entries in the first row are the value of j. Based on the definition,

one can easily find that α(r, j, n) = α(r, 2n− j, n) and α(r, j, n) = α(−r, j, n). It

is enough to consider r ≥ 0 and j ≤ n.

Table 2.1: α(r, j, 1)

(r,j) 0 1

0 1

1 1

Table 2.2: β(r, j, 1)

(r,j) 0 1

0 1

1 1

Table 2.3: α(r, j, 2)

(r,j) 0 1 2

0 1 2

1 1

2 1

3 1

4 1

Table 2.4: β(r, j, 2)

(r,j) 0 1 2

0 1 1

1 1

2 1

3 1

4 1
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Table 2.5: α(r, j, 3)

(r,j) 0 1 2 3

0 1 3

1 1 3

2 2

3 1 3

4 2

5 1 2

6 1

7 1

8 1

9 1

Table 2.6: β(r, j, 3)

(r,j) 0 1 2 3

0 1 2

1 1 2

2 2

3 1 2

4 2

5 1 1

6 1

7 1

8 1

9 1

Example 2.4.2. From Equation 2.4.2, we calculate the spin L-function of Sp4.

Assume that π is an irreducible cuspidal representation of PGL2(A). Let πv be a

principal series IPGL2(||ν , ||−ν) of PGL2(kv) and S contains all the places except

the unramified places of the Ikeda lifting Π. Therefore, the partial of the spin

L-function of Sp4 is

LS(s,Π, ρ) =
∏
v/∈S

1

(1− q−(s−1/2))(1− q−(s+1/2))(1− p−(s−ν))(1− p−(s+ν))
.

Example 2.4.3. Following the notation as above, we state the local factor of the

spin L-function of Sp8:

Lv(s,Πv, ρ) = L(s, πv, Sym2)
3∏
i=0

L(s+
3

2
− i, πv)

4∏
i=0

ζ(s+ 2− i).

In details,

L(s, πv) =
1

(1− p−(s−ν))(1− p−(s+ν))
, ζ(s) =

1

1− q−s
,

and

L(s, πv, Sym2) =
1

(1− q−(s−2ν))(1− q−s)(1− q−(s+2ν))
.
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2.4.2 Case n = 1

Now, let us calculate the period integral I(s, φ) for a cuspidal form φ in an irre-

ducible cuspidal automorphic representation Π of Ikeda lifting. By the unfolding

in the last section, we conclude that the period integral is summation over the

rational isometry classes of the Hermitian forms over k.

In this example, we assume that G is Sp4. Thus, we can choose a ∈ k as

a representative for each Hermitian form. Further, we normalize the Eisenstein

series in the following way

E∗(g, s, f) = ζK(s+ 1)E(g, s, f).

Then the normalized Eisenstein series have meromorphic continuation and func-

tional equation. More generally,

E∗(g, s, f) =

[n
2

]∏
i=1

ζKv(2s+ n+ 1− 2i) · ζKv(s+
n+ 1

2
)E(g, s, f).

In next chapter, we calculate the period integral over the unramified places

IG(s, φ) =
∑

a∈K×/ ker(N(K))

∏
Sa

Iv(s, a)
∏

Kv split

Lv(s+
1

2
,Πv, ρ)

∏
Kv unram

Iv(s, a),

where Sa = S ∪ {v | |a|v 6= 1}.
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In this chapter, we consider the following local integral∫
Dβ(kv)UH(kv)\H(kv)

ϕβ(gv)fp(gv, s) dgv

from the global integral (2.2.2) and (2.2.3), for an unramified representation

ISp4n
(χ−1η) := ind

Sp4n(F )
P2n(F ) χ−1(det)nη(det)| det |

2n+1
2 ,

which is the degenerate principal series. In order to simplify the notation, we can

assume that χ−1η = | |ν and then ISp4n
(χ−1η) = ISp4n

(ν). In the last chapter,

we know this degenerate principal series are the unramified representation of the

cuspidal automorphic representation Π of the Ikeda lifting.

Similarly, If G is the symplectic similitude group GSp4n, we consider the de-

generate principal series

IGSp4n
(ν1, ν2) := ind

GSp4n(F )
P2n(F ) | det |ν1+ 2n+1

2 o |λ|ν2−
n(2n+1)

2 .

Here the character | det g|ν1+ 2n+1
2 o |λ|ν2−n(2n+1) is defined over the element(

g

λĝ−1

)
,

which is slightly different from the induced representation associated to the Eisen-

stein series.

For a prime ideal p in ok corresponding to the place v, the completion local

field Kv has the following three cases:

1. Kv is the unramified quadratic extension over kv;

2. Kv is a ramified quadratic extension over kv;

3. Kv is split, which is isomorphic to kv × kv.

Remark that there are only finitely many prime ideals of k which are ramified in

K. The Dirichlet densities of both split prime ideals and unramified prime ideals
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are 1
2
. Therefore, for the local calculation, we consider the unramified extension

Kv and the split case kv × kv first.

In oder to simplify our notation, we use F instead of kv to denote the local

field over a place and E to denote the completion Kv. In this chapter, let G,

H, PG, HG and Rβ, etc, represent the same groups but F -points. Denote by

KG = Sp4n(oF ) (or GSp4n(oF )) a standard maximal open compact subgroup of

G. Let (Π, V ) be an irreducible unramified representation of G and v0 be a K

fixed vector in V . Let `β be a linear functional on V such that

`β(Π(r)v) = α−1
s,β(r)`β, for all r ∈ Rβ(v).

Remark that this linear functional arise from Integral (2.2.1) and (2.2.4).

For the symplectic group Sp4n, by Equation (2.2.5), we need to calculate

the following local integral:

Iv(s, β) =

∫
Dβ(F )UH(F )\H(F )

ϕβ(gk)fv(k, s) dk. (3.0.1)

Here we choose a right H-invariant Haar measure dg, so normalized that vol(K) =

1. Let fv(g, s) be the unramified vector of

IH(E)(s) = ind
H(E)
PH
| det |s+

n+1
2

E .

By the Iwasawa decomposition,

Iv(s, β) =

∫
Dβ\MH

`β(Π(g)v0)| det g|s+
n+1
2 δPH (g)−1dg (3.0.2)

=

∫
Dβ\MH

`β(Π(g)v0)| det g|s−
(n+1)

2 dg. (3.0.3)

In order to calculate the linear functional `β, we show a straightforward lemma

in a general setting.

Lemma 3.0.1. Let G be a reductive group defined over a nonarchimedean field

of F , N be a closed subgroup of G, and M be the normalizer of N in G. Let

ψ be a smooth character of N , and N1 be the kernel of ψ. Then M naturally
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acts on ψ. Let (Π, V ) be a smooth representation of G, and v0 ∈ V be a K-fixed

vector where K is an open compact subgroup of G. Assume that there is a linear

functional ` in the space HomN(Π, ψ). If h ∈M satisfies that the restriction of ψ

on h(K ∩N)h−1 is nontrivial, then `(Π(h)v0) = 0.

Proof. Let n be in K ∩N such that ψ(hnh−1) 6= 1. We have

`(Π(h)v0) = `(Π(h)Π(n)v0) = ψ(hnh−1)`(Π(h)v0).

Therefore, `(Π(h)v0) = 0.

Define

W (g, β) = `β(Π(g)(v0)),

for the unramified vector v0 of Π. This function W (g, β) is called degenerate

Whittaker functions associated to `β. For simplicity, we call it the degenerate

Whittaker functions in this chaper.

3.1 Unramified Split case

In this section, we consider the split case kv(
√
τ) ∼= kv × kv. In order to have an

easisily readable matrix form, we use another Sp4n(F )-conjugate involution

ε = Ad


In

−I2n

In

 instead of Ad


In

τIn

In

τIn

 .

The embedding of H = Sp2n(F )× Sp2n(F ) into Sp4n(F ) is

(
A B

C D

)
×

(
X Y

Z W

)
=


A B

X Y

Z W

C D

 .
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Therefore, we can choose the following matrix for the symmetric matrices β asso-

ciated to the character ψβ of UG,

βr =


Ir

02n−2r

Ir

 .

Then the stabilizer Dβr ism(


A B

0(n−r)×r C

X 0(n−r)×r

Y Â−1

) ∈MG(F ) | X,C ∈ GLn−r(F ), A ∈ GLr(F )

 .

Lemma 3.1.1. The double coset GL4n (F )\GLn(F ) × GLn(F )/GLn(o) × GLn(o)

is corresponding

{($a1 , $a2 , . . . , $an) | a1 ≥ a2 ≥ · · · ≥ an}.

Denote the set

Λ+ = {~a = (a1, a2, · · · , an) | a1 ≥ a2 ≥ · · · ≥ an ≥ 0}.

Lemma 3.1.2. Given a character η of F×, we have the following uniqueness,

dim HomRβr (F )(I(η), ψ ⊗ | det |−s−
n+1
2 ) =


1 if r = 2n,

1 if η = | |s and r < 2n,

0 if η 6= | |s and r < 2n.

Indeed, we define the following linear functional on the degenerate principal

series I(χ−1η) as following,

`I2n(f) =

∫
UG(F )

f(Jn)ψβ(n) dn.
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For the case β = I2n, the degenerate Whittaker function W (g, I2n) associated

to `I2n is well studied by Kudla, Piateiski-Shapiro and Rallis in [63, 44]. Moreover,

let

b2n(s) =
n∏
k=1

L(2s+ 2n+ 1− 2k)L(s+
2n+ 1

2
).

Then

W (e, β) =
L(s+ 1

2
, χβ)

b2n(s)
,

where β ∈M2n×2n(o) ∩GL2n(o), | det(β)| = 1 and

χβ(x) = (x, (−1)n det(β)).

In order to evaluate the integral Iv(s, I2n), we need to calculate the value

of the degenerate Whittaker function W (g, β) on Dβ\MH . For all h ∈ Dβ(F ),

g ∈MH(F ) and k ∈ KG ∩MH(F ), we have

W (m(hgk), β) =`β(r(m(g)) · f)

=

∫
UG(F )

f(Jn(u)m(g)ψ(trβu) du

=

∫
UG(F )

f(Jm(g)n(g−1uĝ−1)ψ(trβu) du

=

∫
UG(F )

f(m(ĝ−1)Jn(g−1uĝ−1)ψ(trβu) du

=| det g|−ν−
(2n+1)

2

∫
UG(F )

f(Jn(g−1uĝ−1)ψ(trβu) du

=| det g|−ν−
(2n+1)

2 δPG(m(g))

∫
UG(F )

f(Ju)ψ(trβguĝ) du

=| det g|−ν+
(2n+1)

2 W (e, ĝβg).

Recall that the character η in the degenerate principal series ISp4n
(χ−1η) are

defined by the character in the local component IGL2(η, η
−1) of the cuspidal au-

tomorphic representation π of GL2(A) and this local component is a unitary rep-

resentation of GL2(F ). If we rewrite η as | |ν , then Reµ = 0 or µ ∈ [−1
2
, 1

2
]. By

Lemma 3.1.2, we have `βr(v) = 0 for all v ∈ I(χ−1η) if s > 1
2
.
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Now, let us consider that β = I2n, and then

Dβ(F ) ' GLn(F )4 ↪→MH(F ) ' GLn(F )×GLn(F ).

Applying Lemma 3.1.1, for all m(g) ∈ MH(F ), we have m(g) = m(htk) for some

h ∈ GLn(F )4, k ∈MH(F ) ∩KG and

t = diag{$m1 , $m2 , · · · , $mn , In} where m1 ≥ m2 · · · ,≥ mn.

By Lemma 3.0.1, we conclude that

W (m(t), I2n) = 0 if mn < 0.

Referring to Equation (3.0.3), we have

Iv(s, I2n) =

∫
GLn(F )4\GL2n(F )×GL2n(F )

W (g, I2n)| det g|s−
n+1
2 dg

=
∑
~m∈Λ+

W (m(t(~m)), I2n)q−(
∑n
i=1mi)(s−

n+1
2

)vol(GLn(o)t(~m)GLn(o))

=
∑
~m∈Λ+

W (e, B(~m))q−(
∑n
i=1mi)(s−ν+n

2
)vol(GLn(o)t(~m)GLn(o)), (3.1.1)

where

B(~m) = diag{$m1 , $m2 , · · · , $mn , $mn , · · · , $m1}.

Next, we will apply the explicit formula for W (e, B) to evaluate the above

integral.

3.2 An explication formula for Siegel series

In this section, we introduce the explicit formula for the Fourier coefficients of the

local Siegel series in the work of Katsurada [39]. First, let recall some notation in

[39].

For a prime number p 6= 2, let Qp be the field of p-adic numbers, and let Zp be

the valuation ring. Let Sn(Zp) be the set of n×n symmetric matrices with entries
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in Zp. Denote by ord the normalized additive valuation on Qp. Let ψ0 be a fixed

unramified additive character of Qp. Remark that in our notation the matrix β is

symmetric with respect to the anti-diagonal.

For B ∈ Sn(Zp) we define the local Siegel series b(B, s) by

bp(B, s) =
∑

R∈Sn(Qp)/Sn(Zp)

ψ0(tr(B ·R)) · p−ord(µ(R))s, (3.2.1)

where µ(R) is the product of denominators of elementary divisors of R.

Define a function χp on Qp
× via

χp(x) =


1 if Qp(

√
x) = Qp,

−1 if Qp(
√
x) is the unramified field extension,

0 if Qp(
√
x) is a ramified field extension.

Let B be in Sn(Zp) and det(B) 6= 0. Define a polynomial γp(B;X) in X by

γp(B,X) =

(1−X)Π
n/2
i=1(1− p2iX2)(1− pn/2ξp(B)X)−1 if n is even

(1−X)Π
(n−1)/2
i=1 (1− p2iX2) if n is odd

.

where ξp(B) = χp((−1)n/2 detB).

Let 〈,〉p be the Hilbert symbol over Qp and hp the Hasse invariant of the

symmetric matrices. Now, we introduce the following notation,

η(B) = hp(B) · (detB, (−1)(n−1)/2 detB)p, if n is odd, (3.2.2)

ξ(B) = ξp(B), if n is even, (3.2.3)

d(B) = ord(det(B)), (3.2.4)

δ(B) =

2[(d(B) + 1)/2] if n is even

d(B) if n is odd,
(3.2.5)

e(B) =

δ(B)− 2 + 2ξ(B)2 if n is even

δ(B) if n is odd.
(3.2.6)
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For a matrix B of even degree, let ξ′(B) = 1 + ξ(B) − ξ(B)2. Here we make

the convention that ξ(B) = ξ′(B) = 1 if B is the empty matrix.

As a quadratic form over Zp-module, B is Zp-equivalent to

J(B) := pe1U1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ pesUs,

where e1 > e2 > · · · > es ≥ 0 and

Ui = 1 ⊥ 1 · · · ⊥ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
ni−1

⊥ ui

with ui ∈ {1, ε}. Here τ is a non-square element in Zp. Let bi be the i-th diagonal

component of J(B) and Ji = bi ⊥ · · · ⊥ bn. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, define

di(B) = d(Ji) and δi(B) = δ(Ji).

We note that di(B) = ord(a1 · · · an−i+1), where a1, · · · , an are elementary divisors

of B such that a1|a2 · · · |an. Now we define invariants ξi(B) for 1 ≤ i ≤ [n/2] and

ηi(B) for 1 ≤ i ≤ [(n− 1)/2] of B by

ξi(B) =

{
ξ(J2i−1) if n is even

ξ(J2i) if n is odd
(3.2.7)

ηi(B) =

{
η(J2i) if n is even

η(J2i−1) if n is odd
(3.2.8)

Example 3.2.1. Let B = diag{$m1 , τ$m1 , . . . , $mn , τ$mn} and |τ | = 1|. Then

if n is even, ξ2i = χ(−τ) and ξ2i−1 = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ [n+1
2

].

If n is odd, ξ2i = 1 and ξ2i−1 = χ(−τ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ [n+1
2

]. For all n, ξ′i = ξi.

If n is even, then

δ2i−1 = 2
n∑
j=i

mj

δ2i = mi + 2
n∑

j=i+1

mj
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Katsurada gave the following explicit formula for

Fp(B; p−s) =
bp(B, s)

γp(B; p−s)
. (3.2.9)

Equation (3.2.9), we have an explicit formula for the Fourier coefficients of the

local Siegel series.

Theorem 3.2.1 (Theorem 4.3 [39]). Let B be a non-degenerate symmetric integral

matrix of degree n over Zp, and write ξi, δi etc. instead of ξi(B), δi(B) etc.

If n is even,

F (B; p−s) =
∑

(j1,··· ,jn)

n/2∏
i=1

[
1− ξipn/2+1−i+j1+···+j2i−2+j2i−1−s

1− pn+3−2i+2j1+···+2j2i−2−2s

× {(−1)ξi+1ξ′iηi(p
n/2+1−i+j1+···+j2i−2−s)δ2i−1−δ2i+ξ2i pδ2i−1/2}1−j2i−1 ]

×
n/2∏
i=1

{(−1)ξi+1ξ′i+1ηi(p
n/2−i+j1+···+j2i−1−s)δ2i−δ2i+1+2−ξ2i+1p(2δ2i−δ2i+1+2)/2}1−j2i

1− ξi+1pn/2+1−i+j1+···+j2i−1−s
.

If n is odd,

F (B; p−s) =
∑

(j1,··· ,jn)

(n−1)/2∏
i=1

[
1− ξip(n+3)/2−i+j1+···+j2i−1−j2i−s

1− pn+2−2i+2j1+···+2j2i−1−2s

×{(−1)ξi+1ξ′iηi+1(p(n+1)/2−i+j1+···+j2i−1−s)δ2i−δ2i+1+ξ2i pδ2i/2}1−j2i ]

×
(n+1)/2∏
i=1

{(−1)ξiξ′iηi(p
(n+1)/2−i+j1+···+j2i−2−s)δ2i−1−δ2i+2−ξ2i p(2δ2i−1−δ2i+2)/2}1−j2i−1

1− ξip(n+3)/2−i+j1+···+j2i−2−s
.

Here (j1, · · · , jn) runs over all elements of {0, 1}n. We make the convention

that ξ[(n+2)/2] = ξ′[(n+2)/2] = η[(n+1)/2] = 1 and δn+1 = 0, and that j1 + · · · j2i−2 =

2j1 + · · ·+ 2j2i−2 = 0 if i=1 and
∏(n−1)/2

i=1 (∗) = 1 if n = 1.

Example 3.2.2. If n = 1 and B = pm, then

F (B;X) =
1− (pX)m+1

1− pX
.

Example 3.2.3. In the case n = 2 and B = B(m) = diag{$m, τ$m}, we have

the following explicit formula.
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• When |τ | = 1,

F (B,X) =
(1− χp(−τ)pX)(1− (p2X)m+1)

(1− p3X2)(1− p2X)
+

χp(−τ)p2m+1Xm+1(1− χp(−1)p2X)(1− (pX)m+1)

(1− p3X2)(1− pX)
.

• When |τ | = p,

F (B,X) =
1− (p2X)m+1

(1− p3X2)(1− p2X)
− p2m+3Xm+2(1− (pX)m+1)

(1− p3X2)(1− pX)

Example 3.2.4. Let B = diag{$m1 ,−$m1 , $m2 ,−$m2}, where m1 ≥ m2. Then

ξ1 = ξ2 = 1,

δ1 = 2m1 + 2m2, δ2 = m1 + 2m2, δ3 = 2m2, δ4 = m2,

η1 = 〈−$m1 , $m2〉p〈−$m1 ,−$m2〉p, η2 = 1.

Furthermore, referring to Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, we have

η1 =

1 if − 1 ∈ F 2,

(−1)m1 if − 1 /∈ F 2.

Therefore,

F (B, p−s) =
(1− p2−s)

(1− p5−2s)(1− p3−s)
×[

(1− p3−s)(1− p(4−s)(m2+1))

(1− p7−2s)(1− p4−s)
+
pm2p(3−s)(m2+1)(1− p4−s)(1− p(3−s)(m2+1))

(1− p7−2s)(1− p3−s)

]
+

[
η1p

m1+m2p(2−s)(m1+1)(1− p3−s)

(1− p5−2s)(1− p2−s)
− pm1+m2+1p(2−s)(m1+1)(1− p2−s)

(1− p5−2s)(1− p3−s)

]
×[

(1− p2−s)(1− p(3−s)(m2+1))

(1− p5−2s)(1− p3−s)
+
pm2p(2−s)(m2+1)(1− p3−s)(1− p(2−s)(m2+1))

(1− p5−2s)(1− p2−s)

]
− η1p

2m1+2m2+1p2(2−s)(m1+1)(1− p3−s)

(1− p5−2s)(1− p2−s)
×[

(1− p1−s)(1− p(2−s)(m2+1))

(1− p3−2s)(1− p2−s)
+
pm2p(1−s)(m2+1)(1− p2−s)(1− p(1−s)(m2+1))

(1− p3−2s)(1− p1−s)

]
.
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The following tables are the Hilbert symbols for a p-adic field F of character-

istic 0.

Table 3.1: −1 ∈ F 2

1 ε $ ε$

1 1 1 1 1

ε 1 1 −1 −1

$ 1 −1 1 −1

ε$ 1 −1 −1 1

Table 3.2: −1 /∈ F 2

1 ε $ ε$

1 1 1 1 1

ε 1 1 −1 −1

$ 1 −1 −1 1

ε$ 1 −1 1 −1

3.3 Case Sp4

In this section, we only consider that τ is split over p and |τ |v = |a|v = 1. Then,

we continue to calculate Equation (3.1.1) and obtain,

Iv(s, I2n) =
∑
~m∈Λ+

W (e, B(~m))q−(
∑n
i=1mi)(s−ν+n

2
)vol(GLn(o)t(~m)GLn(o))

=
∞∑
m=0

F (diag{pm,−pm}, p−(ν+ 3
2

))p−m(s−ν+ 1
2

)

=
∞∑
m=0

(
(1− pX)(1− (p2X)m+1)

(1− p3X2)(1− p2X)

+
p2m+1Xm+1(1− p2X)(1− (pX)m+1)

(1− p3X2)(1− pX)

)
p−m(s−ν+ 1

2
)

=
(1− pX)

(1− p3X2)(1− p2X)(1− p−(s−ν+ 1
2

))
− (1− pX)p2X

(1− p3X2)(1− p2X)(1− p−s)

+
(1− p2X)pX

(1− p3X2)(1− pX)(1− p−s)
− (1− p2X)(pX)2

(1− p3X2)(1− pX)(1− p−(s+ν+ 1
2

))

=
1− p−s−1

(1− p−s)(1− p−s−v− 1
2 )(1− p−s+v− 1

2 )

where X = p−(ν+ 3
2

).
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3.4 Case GSp4

In order to verify our calculation, we apply our formulation into the GSp4 case

and recalculate it. The result also can be found in the work of Piatetski-Shapiro

[59].

If G is GSp4, then the set Herm/k× contains only one element and we take

β = 1 as a representative in the orbit Herm/k×. Since β is trivial, we omit β as

a subscript or a variable in the integral. Therefore, the stabilizer D as a subgroup

of G is 


a b

τb a

a −b
−τb a


 .

In this case, the involution ε is 
1

τ

1

τ

 ,

where τ is a non-square unit element or the identity element. Similar to Lemma 3.1.2,

we also can construct the degenerate Whittaker functions and have the following

lemma for the symplectic similitude group.

Lemma 3.4.1. dim HomR(IGSp4
(ν1, ν2), α−1

s1,s2
) = 1 if and only if ν1 +ν2 = s2−s1.

In order to obtain a nonzero linear integral, let s = s2 and s1 = s − ν1 − ν2.

Since for both cases of τ , we have

D\MH '

t =


t

t

1

1


 .
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Therefore, applying the calculation similar to the Sp4 case, we have

Iv(s) =

∫
D\MH

W (t)|t|s−1 dt

=

∫
F×

F (

(
t

−τt

)
, X)|t|ν2+ 3

2 |t|s−1 dt

=
1− χ(τ)p−(s+ν1+ν2+1)

(1− p−(s+ν1+ν2))(1− p−(s+ν1+ 1
2

))(1− p−(s+2ν1+ν2+ 1
2

))
.

In this calculation, we apply the fact that the local Siegel series F (B,X) for GSp4

are same as these for Sp4. In addition, for the Eisenstein series of H, we use

ζK(2s− s1 + 1) to normalize the Eisenstein series. Thus,

Iv(s)ζKv(2s− s1 + 1) = L(s+
1

2
,Πv, r),

where the L-function is the standard L-function of GSp4 of degree 4. Remark

that this result is compatible with the result of Piatetski-Shapiro [59].



Chapter 4

Uniqueness of the Symmetric

Pairs
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In this chapter, we attempt to prove that the symmetric pairs

(Sp4n(kv), Sp2n(Kv)) and (GSp4n(kv),GSp2n(Kv)
◦)

are Gelfand pairs. Considering a descendant of (Sp4n(kv), Sp2n(kv)×Sp2n(kv)), we

also prove that (U(J2n, kv(
√
τ), Sp2n(kv)) is a Gelfand pair for both archimedean

and non-archimedean fields. The most content of this chapter are discussed by

the author in Zhang [77].

4.1 Overview

The theory of Gelfand pairs has a wide range of applications in harmonic anal-

ysis on symmetric spaces, automorphic forms and L-functions. For instance, the

uniqueness of Whittaker models for quasi-split reductive groups over local fields

plays an important role in the Langlands-Shahidi method and the Rankin-Selberg

method to study automorphic L-functions.

The main tool to verify whether a pair (G,H) is a Gelfand pair is the Gelfand-

Kazhdan criterion for groups defined over complex, real, and p-adic fields. Bern-

stein and Zelevinsky in [13] give a localization principle for p-adic fields to ver-

ify the assumption in the Gelfand-Kazhdan criterion. Some important Gelfand

pairs are found based on the Bernstein-Zelevinsky localization principle, such as

(GL2n(F ), Sp2n(F )) in [31], and Shalika model in [56], to mention a few.

Following Bernstein’s ideas, Aizenbud and Gourevitch applied the Luna Slice

Theorem to generalize the descent technique due to Harish-Chandra to the case of

a reductive group acting on a smooth affine variety. By applying this new method

which works for arbitrary local field F of characteristic 0, they formulated an

approach to prove that certain symmetric pairs were Gelfand pairs in [4]. This

idea was also used by Jacquet and Rallis to prove the uniqueness of linear periods

in [35].

Following their theorem in [4], if a symmetric pair is both a good pair and all

descendants are regular, then it is a Gelfand pair. Here a symmetric pair (G,H, θ)
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means that a symmetric subgroup H consists of the fixed elements of an involution

θ. By this method, they proved an archimedean analogue of uniqueness of linear

periods and the multiplicity one theorem for (GL(n+ 1, F ),GL(n, F )) in [5].

However, not all symmetric pairs are Gelfand pairs. For instance,

(SL2n(E), SL2n(F )) and (U(1, 1), T (F )) are not Gelfand pairs, as proved in [9]

and [28] respectively. Even if π is a supercuspidal representation, there still exists

such a π that dim HomH(π,C) > 1.

In this chapter, we apply the generalized Harish-Chandra descent method of

Aizenbud and Gourevitch to prove that certain families of symmetric pairs are

Gelfand pairs. When no confusion is possible, we use (G,H) instead of (G,H, θ).

Let

J ′4n =

(
J2n

J2n

)
For the non-split case, in order to easily calculate the H-conjugation on the

tangent space of H\G, we realize Sp4n(F ) as a subgroup of GL4n(E). That is,

Sp4n(F ) = {g =

(
α β

β̄ ᾱ

)
∈ GL4n(E) | gJ ′4ngt = J ′4n}.

We denote the embedding ι : Sp4n(J ′4n, F ) ↪→ GL4n(E). The involution is Ad(ε),

where ε = diag{
√
τ12n,−

√
τ12n}, and the symmetric subgroupH is ι(Sp2n(J2n, E)).

Using the similar description, one have the symmetric pairs

(GSp4n(F ), (GSp2n(F )×GSp2n(F ))◦) and (GSp4n(F ),GSp2n(E)◦)

for the split case and the non-split case respectively. Here (GSp2n(F )×GSp2n(F ))◦

consists of pairs of elements in GSp2n(F ) with same similitude and GSp2n(E)◦

consists of elements in GSp2n(E) with similitude in F×. The involutions for both

of them are same as the previous cases.

Define

U(J2n, E) = {g ∈M2n×2n(E) | gtJ2ng = J2n}.

The involution θ is induced from the action of the nontrivial Galois element in

the quadratic field on each matrix entry. Then the symmetric subgroup H is
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Sp2n(J2n, F ). The symmetric pair (U(J2n, E), Sp2n(F )) appears as a descendant

of (Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(E)).

To prove that a symmetric pair (G,H, θ) is a Gelfand pair, it is sufficient to

show that all H-invariant distribution on G is invariant under some anti-involution

of G. This main approach is due to the Gelfand-Kazhdan criterion [22] for non-

archimedean F and a version of the Gelfand-Kazhdan criterion for archimedean F

which is given by Aizenbud, Gourevitch and Sayag in [8]. Sun and Zhu also proved

a generalized version of the Gelfand-Kazhdan criterion for the archimedean case

in [73].

Applying Aizenbud and Gourevitch’s generalized Harish-Chandra decent in [4],

one reduces to proving that a pair is a good pair and all descendants are regular

instead of proving that all H-invariant distributions on G are invariant under some

anti-involution of G. A good pair means that every closed orbit with respect to

the left and right translation of H is preserved by an anti-involution of G. In order

to show a symmetric pair is a good pair, one can calculate the Galois cohomology

of the centralizer groups of semi-simple elements in the symmetric subgroup. If

the cohomology is trivial, then the pair is good. We show in this manner that

(Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(E)), (GSp4n(F ),GSp2n(E)◦) and (U(J2n, E), Sp2n(F )) are good,

for any local field F of characteristic 0.

A descendant consists of the centralizer of certain semi-simple elements in G

and the restriction of the involution in the centralizer, and it is also a symmetric

pair. A symmetric pair (G,H, θ) is regular if all H conjugation invariant distri-

butions on the tangent space of the symmetric space G/H are preserved by the

adjoint actions of all admissible elements. A usual way to prove the regularity of a

symmetric pair is based on considering the support and homogenity of H-invariant

distributions. One can see Theorem 4.3.4 for any local field of characteristic 0 and

Theorem 4.3.1 for non-archimedean fields.

In the sequel, we need to calculate all descendants of the symmetric pairs

and prove them to be regular. Explicitly, the descendants of the symmetric pair
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(Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(E)) are

(U(J2m, E), Sp2m(F )), (GL2m(F ), Sp2m(F )) and (Sp4m(F ), Sp2m(E))

and the descendants of GSp case are similar to those of Sp case. The symmet-

ric pair (GL2m(F ), Sp2m(F )) is a Gelfand pair, as proved in [31] for the non-

archimedean case and in [7] for the archimedean case. These proofs also imply

the regularity of this pair. Therefore we show

Theorem 4.1.1. The symmetric pair (U(J2n, E), Sp2n(F )) is a Gelfand pair for

both archimedean and non-archimedean fields.

Applying Theorem 4.3.1, we show the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1.2. All of these following pairs are Gelfand pairs for

non-archimedean fields,

1. (Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(F )× Sp2n(F )) when n ≤ 2;

2. (GSp4n(F ), (GSp2n(F )×GSp2n(F ))◦) when n ≤ 2;

3. (Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(E)) for all n;

4. (GSp4n(F ), (GSp2n(E))◦) for all n.

If E = F × F for n > 2, this method does not work for (Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(F ) ×
Sp2n(F )). For instance, when n = 3, we can find a distinguished orbit such

that the homogenity of this orbit is equal to 1
2

dim gσ, which is the same as the

homogenity of the invariant distributions of the nilpotent cone. The regularity of

this symmetric pair is still in progress. Assume this symmetric pair is regular,

then it is a Gelfand pair.

4.2 Gelfand Pairs

In this section, we introduce some notation, definitions and a usual process to

prove that a pair is a Gelfand pair. First, let us recall some techniques and

terminologies due to Aizenbud and Gourevitch. For more details, see [4].
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About basic definitions and facts on representations of p-adic groups, I will

refer to the reference [13]. Let X be an l-space. Denote by S(X) the space of

Schwartz functions on X and S∗(X) := S(X)∗ to be the dual space to S(X).

For a group G acting on a set X and an element x ∈ X we denote by Gx the

stabilizer of x and XG the fixed points of G.

We recall the definition of Gelfand pairs in [4]. Let H ⊂ G be a closed subgroup

of G. (G,H) is a Gelfand pair if for any irreducible admissible representation

(π, V ) of G, we have

dim HomH(π,C) ≤ 1.

By an admissible representation of G, we mean a smooth admissible rep-

resentation of G(F ) over a non-archimedean F .

To prove that a pair is a Gelfand pair, one can apply the following generalized

Gelfand-Kazhdan criterion which is generalized for both archimedean and non-

archimedean fields, and has an inequality for the dimension of H-invariant linear

functionals over any irreducible admissible representation.

Theorem 4.2.1 (Theorem 8.1.4 [4]). Let H be a closed subgroup of a reductive

group G and let τ be an anti-involution of G and such that τ(H) = H. Suppose

τ(T ) = T for all bi H-invariant Schwartz distributions T on G(F ). Then for any

irreducible admissible representation (π, V ) of G, we have

dim HomH(π,C) · dim HomH(π̃,C) ≤ 1,

where π̃ is the smooth contragredient representation of π.

Theorem 4.2.2 (Theorem 8.2.1 [4]). Let G be a reductive group and let σ be an

Ad(G)-admissible anti-involution of G. Let θ be the involution of G defined by

θ(g) := σ(g−1). Let (π, V ) be an irreducible admissible representation of G. Then

π̃ ∼= πθ, where πθ is defined as twisting π by θ.

Here for a smooth affine varietyX which is associated an action π of a reductive

group G, an algebraic automorphism τ on X is called G-admissible if
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1. π(G(F )) is of index at most 2 in the group of automorphisms of X generated

by π(G(F )) and τ .

2. For any closed G(F ) orbit O ⊂ X(F ), we have τ(O) = O.

For our symmetric pairs, it is a well-known result, as Theorem 4.2.2, that there

is an involution θ′ such that πθ
′
= π̃. We can choose a suitable θ′ such that θ′ sta-

bilizes our symmetric subgroups respectively. Hence we have dim HomH(π,C) =

dim HomH(π̃,C). Therefore, it is enough to show that all H-invariant distri-

butions over G are invariant under the anti-involution σ. To prove this, let us

introduce generalized Harish-Chandra descent method in [4].

Definition 4.2.1. A symmetric pair (G,H, θ) is called good pair if for any closed

H×H orbit O ∈ G, where H×H acts on G by left and right translation, we have

σ(O) = O, where σ is the anti-involution on G defined by σ(g) := θ(g−1).

Due to Rader and Rallis [62], if a reductive group acts on an affine variety,

an orbit is closed in the analytic topology if and only if this orbit is closed in the

Zariski topology. Therefore, there is no confusion when we say a closed orbit.

For a symmetric pair, denote g = Lie(G), h = Lie(H). Let θ and σ act on

g by their differentials and denote gσ = {a ∈ g | θ(a) = −a}. Note that H

acts on gσ by the adjoint action. Denote Gσ = {g ∈ G | σ(g) = g} and define

a symmetrization map ρ : G → G by ρ(g) = gσ(g). The symmetrization map

induces a homeomorphism from G/H to Imρ and translates the left multiplication

of H on G/H to H conjugation on Imρ. Therefore the H\G/H are bijective to

H-conjugate classes on Imρ. Let us describe gσ for Sp4n(F ) in the split case and

the non-split case,

1. gσ =

{(
β

−β̃

)
| β ∈M2n×2n(F )

}
, if Kv ' F × F ;

2. gσ =

{(
β

−β̃

)
| β ∈M2n×2n(E), β̄ + β̃ = 0

}
, if Kv ' E.
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Denote β̃ = J2nβ
tJ−1

2n throughout this chapter. Note that gσ are same for Sp4n(F )

and GSp4n(F ).

Definition 4.2.2. Let x be a semi-simple element and x = ρ(g) for some g. We

will say that the pair (Gx, Hx, θ|Gx) is a descendant of (G,H, θ), where Gx (resp.

Hx) is the centralizer of x in G (resp. H).

Denote Q(gσ) := gσ/(gσ)H . Since H is reductive, there is a canonical em-

bedding Q(gσ) ↪→ gσ. Let φ : gσ → gσ/H be the standard projection. Denote

Γ(gσ) := φ−1(φ(0)) ∩ Q(gσ). Denote also R(gσ) := Q(gσ) − Γ(gσ). Applying to

Gelfand pairs, we need to consider Ad(H)-invariant distributions over Q(gσ). By

Lemma 5.2.2 (ii) in [3], we have Q(gσ) = gσ as G = Sp4n(F ). Since gσ are same

for Sp4n(F ) and GSp4n(F ), Q(gσ) = gσ is also true when G = GSp4n(F ). Further,

applying the Lemma 7.3.8 [4], Γ(gσ) consists of all nilpotent elements in gσ.

Definition 4.2.3. A symmetric pair (G,H, θ) is called regular if for any ad-

missible g ∈ G, which means ρ(g) ∈ Z(G) (the center of G) and Ad(g)|gσ is

H-admissible, such that S∗(R(gσ))H ⊂ S∗(R(gσ))Ad(g), we have

S∗(Q(gσ))H ⊂ S∗(Q(gσ))Ad(g).

Applying generalized Harish-Chandra method, Aizenbud and Gourevitch [4]

have the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2.3 (Theorem 7.4.5[4]). Let (G,H, θ) be a good symmetric pair such

that all its descendants are regular. Then

S∗(G(F ))H(F )×H(F ) ⊂ S∗(G(F ))σ.

By this theorem, if a symmetric pair is good and all its descendants are regular,

one can directly get that all H bi-invariant Schwartz distributions T on G(F )

are invariant under the anti-involution σ. Hence, applying generalized Gelfand-

Kazhdan criterion (Theorem 4.2.1) and Theorem 4.2.2, one can show that this

symmetric pair is a Gelfand pair. In the rest of this chapter, we will show that

our pairs which we consider are good and study their regularity.
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To prove that a symmetric pair is a good pair, one can apply the following

proposition.

Proposition 4.2.1 (Corollary 7.1.5 [4]). Let (G,H, θ) be a symmetric pair and

G/H be connected. Let g ∈ G(F ) such that H(F )gH(F ) is a closed orbit in G(F ).

Suppose that H1(F,Hρ(g))) is trivial,then σ(g) ∈ H(F )gH(F ).

In the original corollary, the assumption is that H1(F, (H×H)g) is trivial. By

Hρ(g) ' (H × H)g in Proposition 7.2.1 (ii) [4], the assumption can be replaced

by the triviality of H1(F,Hρ(g))). Hence we have this proposition. Further, by

Proposition 7.2.1 (i) [4], if H(F )gH(F ) is closed in G(F ), then ρ(g) is semi-simple.

To prove that the symmetric pairs are good, we need to consider the centralizer

Hρ(g) for each semi-simple ρ(g) and show that H1(F,Hρ(g))) = 1. Since Hρ(g)

is just a part of the descendants, let us compute all the descendants of these

symmetric pairs (Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(E)) and (GSp4n(F ), (GSp2n(E))◦).

To calculate the descendants of symmetric pairs, we refer calculation for some

symmetric pairs in [6], in which they apply the method of computing centralizers

of semi-simple elements of classical groups in [70]. In the paper [78] and Chapter 5,

I wrote down explicit representatives of all the semi-simple H-conjugate classes in

Gσ and calculate their centralizers in G and H respectively. After Aizenbud and

Gourevitch found an easier calculation in [6], I decide to adopt their argument to

calculate the descendants of our symmetric pairs. Let (G,H, θ) be one of following

symmetric pairs,

1. (Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(F )× Sp2n(F ));

2. (Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(E));

3. (GSp4n(F ), (GSp2n(F )×GSp2n(F ))◦);

4. (GSp4n(F ), (GSp2n(E))◦).

We recall some notation in Notation 6.1.1 [8]. Let V be the symplectic space

and G = Sp(V ) or GSp(V ). Let x ∈ Gσ be a semi-simple element and P be
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its minimal polynomial. For groups of symplectic similitudes, since λ(ρ(g)) =

λ(g)λ(θ(g))−1 = 1 for all g ∈ GSp4n(F ), we have Imρ(GSp4n(F )) ⊂ Sp4n(F )σ.

Hence it is enough to calculate the centralizers of semisimple element x in Sp4n(F )σ.

Let Q =
∑n

i=0 ait
i ∈ F [t] (where an 6= 0) be an irreducible polynomial.

Denote FQ := F [t]/Q, inv(Q) :=
∑n

i=0 an−it
i, V 0

Q,x := Ker(Q(x)) and V 1
Q,x :=

Ker(inv(Q)(x)). We define an FQ-linear space structure on V i
Q,x by letting t act

on V 0
Q,x by x and on V 1

Q,x by x−1. We will consider V i
Q,x as a linear space over

FQ. Let P be the minimal polynomial of the semisimple element x. Note that the

minimal polynomial of x−1 is inv(P ) and hence P is proportional to inv(P ). Let

P = Πi∈IPi be the decomposition of P into irreducible factors over F . Since P is

proportional to inv(P ), every Pi is proportional to Ps(i) where s is some permu-

tation of I of order ≤ 2. Let I =
⊔
Iα be the decomposition of I to orbits of s.

Denote Vα := Ker(Πi∈αPi(x)). Clearly V = ⊕Vα and Vα are orthogonal to each

other and each Vα is invariant under ε for θ = Adε. It is enough to consider cases

P = Πi∈αPi over a single orbit α. Hence the pair (Gx, Hx) is a product of pairs for

irreducible multiples. Let us calculate the descendants of (G,H, θ) case by case.

Theorem 4.2.4. All the descendants of the pair (Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(E)) are products

of the pairs of the following types, where E is a commutative semi-simple algebra

over F of dimension 2.

1. (GL(W ), Sp(W )) for a space W over some extension field F ′ over F .

2. (U(WE′), Sp(W )) for a symplectic space W over some extension field F ′ of

F and a skew-hermitian space WE′ := W ⊗ E ′ over a quadratice extension

field E ′ of F ′, i.e. (U(J2m, E
′), Sp2m(F ′)).

3. (Sp(W ), Sp(W )ε) for a symplectic space W over F .

If E is isomorphic to F×F , Sp(W )ε is isomorphic to Sp2m1
(F )×Sp2m2

(F ))

for some positive integers m = m1 +m2.

If E is a quadratic extension over F , Sp(W )ε is isomorphic to Sp2m(E) for

some positive integer m.
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Proof. We will discuss 3 special cases and then deduce the general case from them.

Case 1. P = Q · inv(Q), where Q is an irreducible polynomial. Note that

GL(V )x ∼= ΠiGL(V i
Q,x). Since the symplectic form defines a non-degenerate pair-

ing V 0
Q,x
∼= (V 1

Q,x)
∗, and V i

Q,x are isotropic, we have

Sp(V )x ∼= ∆GL(V 0
Q,x) < ΠiGL(V i

Q,x).

Since εx = x−1ε, ε gives an isomorphism V i
Q,x
∼= V 1−i

Q,x . Compose this isomorphism

V i
Q,x
∼= (V 1−i

Q,x ) given by ε with the isomorphism V i
Q,x
∼= (V 1−1

Q,x )∗ given by the non-

degenerate pairing. This gives a symplectic structure on V 0
Q,x. Clearly, ε gives an

siomorphism V i
Q,x
∼= V 1−i

Q,x as symplectic spaces and hence

(Sp(V )ε)x ∼= ∆Sp(V 0
Q,x) < ∆GL(V 0

Q,x).

Case 2. P is irreducible and x 6= x−1. In this case GL(V )x ∼= GL(V 0
P,x). Also,

V 0
P,x and V 1

P,x are identical as F -vector spaces but the action of FP on them differs

by a twist by η. Therefore the isomorphism V 0
P,x
∼= (V 1

P,x)
∗ gives a skew-hermitian

structure on V 0
P,x over (FP , η) and ε gives an (FP , η)-antilinear automorphism of

V 0
P,x. Then

Sp(V )x ∼= U(V 0
P,x).

Denote W := (V 0
P,x)

ε. It is a linear space over (FP )η. It has a symplectic structure.

Hence

(Sp(V )ε)x ∼= Sp(W ) < U(V 0
P,x).

Case 3. P is irreducible and x2 = 1. Again, GL(V )x ∼= GL(V 0
P,x). However, in

this case FP = F and V 0
P,x = V . Also Sp(V )x ∼= Sp(V 0

P,x). Since ε commutes with

x and hence Sp(V )x ∼= Sp(V 0
P,x), then

(Sp(V )ε)x ∼= (Sp(V 0
P,x))ε < Sp(V 0

P,x).

Theorem 4.2.5. All the descendants of the pair (GSp4n(F ), (GSp2n(E))◦) are

products of the pairs of the following types, where E is a commutative semi-simple

algebra over F of dimension 2.
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1. (GL(W ) × GL1(F ′),GSp(W )) for aspace W over some extension field F ′

over F .

2. (GU(WE′),GSp(W )) for a symplectic space W over some extension field

F ′ of F and a skew-hermitian space WE′ := W ⊗ E ′ over some quadratic

extension field E ′ of F ′, i.e. (GU(J2m, E
′),GSp2m(F ′)).

3. (GSp(W ), (GSp(W )ε)
◦) for a symplectic space W over some extension field

F ′ over F .

If E is isomorphic to F × F , (GSp(W )ε)
◦ is isomorphic to

(GSp2m1
(F )×GSp2m2

(F ))◦ for some positive integers m = m1 +m2.

If E is a quadratic extension over F , (GSp(W )ε)
◦ is isomorphic to (GSp2m(E))◦

for some positive integer m.

Proof. We will discuss 3 special cases and then deduce the general case from them.

Case 1. P = Q · inv(Q), where Q is an irreducible polynomial. Note that

GL(V )x ∼= ΠiGL(V i
Q,x). Since the symplectic form defines a non-degenerate pair-

ing V 0
Q,x
∼= (V 1

Q,x)
∗, and V i

Q,x are isotropic, we have

GSp(V )x ∼= ∆GL(V 0
Q,x)× F×Q < ΠiGL(V i

Q,x).

Since εx = x−1ε, ε gives an isomorphism V i
Q,x
∼= (V 1−i

Q,x ). Compose this isomor-

phism V i
Q,x
∼= V 1−i

Q,x given by ε with the isomorphism V i
Q,x
∼= (V 1−1

Q,x )∗ given by the

non-degenerate pairing. This gives a symplectic structure on V 0
Q,x. Clearly, ε gives

an siomorphism V i
Q,x
∼= (V 1−i

Q,x ) as symplectic spaces and hence

(GSp(V )ε)x ∼= ∆GSp(V 0
Q,x) < ∆GL(V 0

Q,x)× F×.

Case 2. P is irreducible and x 6= x−1. In this case GL(V )x ∼= GL(V 0
P,x). Also,

V 0
P,x and V 1

P,x are identical as F -vector spaces but the action of FP on them differs

by a twist by η. Therefore the isomorphism V 0
P,x
∼= (V 1

P,x)
∗ gives a skew-hermitian

structure on V 0
P,x over (FP , η) and ε gives an (FP , η)-antilinear automorphism of

V 0
P,x. Then

GSp(V )x ∼= GU(V 0
P,x).
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Denote W := (V 0
P,x)

ε. It is a linear space over (FP )η. It has a symplectic structure.

Hence

(GSp(V )ε)x ∼= GSp(W ) < GU(V 0
P,x).

Case 3. P is irreducible and x2 = 1. Again, GL(V )x ∼= GL(V 0
P,x). However, in

this case FP = F and V 0
P,x = V . Also GSp(V )x ∼= GSp(V 0

P,x). Since ε commutes

with x and hence GSp(V )x ∼= GSp(V 0
P,x), then

(GSp(V )ε)x ∼= (GSp(V 0
P,x))ε < GSp(V 0

P,x).

Remark 4.2.1. The previous two proofs are analogous to the proof of Theorem

6.5.1 in [8].

There is another descendent (U(Q2n, E), SUn(D)) which is explained at Chap-

ter 5. Since the regularity of this symmetric pair is same to the symmetric pair

(U(J2n, E), Sp2n(J2n)). Therefore, we omit the details of this pair in this chapter.

Let us calculate the descendants of the symmetric pair (U(VE, J), Sp(V, J)),

where (V, J) is a symplectic space over F and E = E. Denote η the non-

trivial Galois element. The involution θ in this symmetric pair is extended

from η. We also identify θ as an involution on VE, VE = V ⊗ E with a skew-

symmetric hermitian form. We recall some notation in Notation 6.1.4 [8]. Let

x ∈ U(VE, J)σ be a semi-simple element and P be the minimal polynomial of x.

Let Q =
∑n

i=0 ait
i ∈ E[t] (where an 6= 0) be an irreducible polynomial. Denote

EQ := E[t]/Q, Q∗ := η(inv(Q)), V 0
Q,x := Ker(Q(x)), and V 1

Q,x := Ker(Q∗(x)).

We twist the action of E on V 1
Q,x by η. We define EQ-linear space structure on

V i
Q,x by letting t act on V i

Q,x by x. We will consider V i
Q,x as linear spaces over EQ.

If Q is proportional to Q∗ we define an involution µ on EQ by µ(f(t)) := η(f)(t−1)

for all f(t) ∈ E[t]/Q. Note that θ(x) = x−1 and hence P is proportional to P ∗.

Let P = Πi∈IPi be the decomposition of I to irreducible multiples. Since P is

proportional to inv(P ), every Pi is proportional to Ps(i) where s is some permu-

tation of I of order ≤ 2. Let I =
⊔
Iα be the decomposition of I to orbits of s.
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Denote Vα := Ker(Πi∈αPi(x)). Clearly VE = ⊕Vα and Vα are orthogonal to each

other and each Vα is invariant under θ. It is enough to consider cases P = Πi∈αPi

over a single orbit α. Hence the pair (U(VE, J)x, Sp(V, J)x) is a product of pairs

for irreducible multiples.

Theorem 4.2.6. Let (V, J) be a symplectic space over F and E = E. Let VE =

V ⊗E be a skew-symmetric hermitian space. Then all the descendants of the pair

(Uε(VE), Sp(V )) are products of pairs of the following types.

1. (GL(W ), Sp(W )) for some space W over some extension field F ′ over F .

2. (U(W ′
E, J), Sp(W,J)) for some space W over some extension field F ′ over

F and some quadratic extension E ′ of F ′.

Proof. We will discuss 2 special cases and then deduce the general case from them.

Case 1. P = QQ∗ where Q is irreducible over E. Clearly GL(VE)x ∼=
GL(V 0

Q,x) × GL(V 1
Q,x). Recall that the skew hermitian form gives a non-degerate

pairing between V 0
Q,x and V 1

Q,x, and the space V i
Q,x are isotropic.

Therefore GL(V 0
Q,x)
∼= GL(V 1

Q,x),

GL(VE)x ∼= ΠiGL(V i
Q,x) and U(VE)x ∼= ∆GL(V 0

Q,x) < ΠiGL(V i
Q,x).

Since θ(x) = x−1, θ gives an isomorphism V i
Q,x
∼= (V 1−i

Q,x ). Compose this

isomorphism V i
Q,x
∼= (V 1−i

Q,x ) given by θ with the isomorphism V i
Q,x
∼= (V 1−1

Q,x )∗

given by the non-degenerate pairing. This gives a symplectic structure on V 0
Q,x.

Then

Sp(V )x ∼= ∆Sp(V 0
Q,x) < ∆GL(V 0

P,x).

Case 2. P is irreducible over E. Clearly GL(VE)x ∼= GL(V 0
P,x) and V 0

P,x as

F -linear spaces but the actions of EP on them differ by a twist by µ. Hence

the isomorphism V 0
P,x
∼= (V 0

P,x)
∗ given by the skew-hermitian form gives a skew-

hermitian structure on V 0
P,x over (EP , µ) and the isomorphism V 0

P,x
∼= V 1

P,x given

by θ gives an antilinear involution of V 0
P,x. Therefore,

U(VE)x ∼= U(V 0
P,x) < GL(V 0

P,x) and Sp(V )x ∼= Sp(V 0
P,x) < U(V 0

P,x).
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Remark 4.2.2. The above proof is analogous to the proof of the Theorem 6.4.1

[8].

Theorem 4.2.7. Symmetric pairs (Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(E)), (GSp4n(F ),GSp2n(E)◦),

and (U(J2n, E), Sp2n) are good pairs.

Proof. By Proposition 4.2.1, it is sufficient to show that H1(F,RF ′/F (Sp2n)) = 1.

According to Shapiro’s Lemma, we have

H1(F,RF ′/F (Sp2n)) = H1(F, Sp2n(F )).

Since H1(F, Sp2n(F )) = 1 in (29.25) [42], H1(F,RF ′/F (Sp2n)) = 1.

Hence (Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(E)) is a good pair. For GSp case, since ρ(GSp4n) =

ρ(Sp4n), the paur (GSp4n(F ),GSp2n(E)◦) is also a good pair.

4.3 Regularity

In previous section, we have already computed all descendants of these symmet-

ric pairs. By generalized Harish-Chandra method, we have to show that all of

these descendants are regular, and hence conclude that these symmetric pairs are

Gelfand pairs. By Proposition 7.4.4 [4], a product of regular symmetric pairs is

regular. It is enough to prove that descendants in Theorem 4.2.4, Theorem 4.2.5,

and Theorem 4.2.6, are regular. In this section, we introduce some definitions

related to the nilpotent orbits in Γ(gσ) and summarize several methods to prove

the regularity of symmetric pairs.

By Lemma 7.1.11 [4], for each nilpotent element x ∈ gσ, there exists a sl2-triple

(x, h, f) such that the semisimple element h ∈ h and f ∈ gσ. Denote by d(x) the

semisimple element in sl2.

Definition 4.3.1. An orbit AdH · x in Γ(gσ) is called negative defect if

tr(ad(d(x))|hx) < dimQ(gσ).
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Definition 4.3.2. A nilpotent element x ∈ gσ is distinguished if

gx ∩Q(gσ) ⊂ Γ(Q(gσ)),

where gx is the centralizer of x in g.

Definition 4.3.3. A symmetric pair (G,H, θ) is a pair of negative distin-

guished defect if all the distinguished elements in Γ(gσ) have negative defect.

Considering the Fourier Transform of H-invariant distributions which is also

H-invariant, one have the following theorems to prove a symmetric pair is regular.

Theorem 4.3.1. Let (G,H, θ) be a symmetric pair over a non-archimedean field.

For each element x ∈ Γ(gσ), it satisfies one of following condition:

1. tr(ad(d(x))|hx) 6= dim gσ (Proposition 7.3.7 [4]);

2. Ad(g) · x is H-conjugate to x for each admissible element g.

Then the pair (G,H, θ) is regular.

Proof. This proposition is a straightforward of localization principle, Proposition

7.3.7, Proposition 7.3.5 and Remark 7.4.3 in [4].

We use this theorem to prove the main theorems in this chapter.

Theorem 4.3.2. For any local field of characteristic 0,

the symmetric pair (U(J2n, E), Sp2n(F )) is a Gelfand pair. Furthermore, (GL2n(F )×
GL1(F ),GSp2n(F ) and (GU(J2n, E),GSp(J2n, F )) are regular.

Proof. We need to prove that all descendants of this symmetric pair are regular.

Since (GL2n(F ), Sp2n(F )) is regular for any local field of characteristic 0, proved in

[7], [66] and [31], it is enough to prove the regularity of (U(J2n, F (
√
τ)), Sp2(J2n, F )).

Now let us analysis H adjoint action on gσ. In this case,

gσ = {
√
τA | A = Ã, A ∈M2n×2n(F )}.
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Then gσ are same for (GL2n(F ), Sp2n(F )) and (U(J2n, F (
√
τ)), Sp2(J2n, F )) up

to a scalar. Even though all admissible elements for these two symmetric pairs

could be different, the argument in [7] and [66] still work for unitary symmetric

pairs over archimedean field. For non-archimedean field, according the classifi-

cation of Sp2n conjugate nilpotent orbits in Q(gσ) in [7] and [31], one can prove

that each nilpotent orbit is invariant under the adjoint action of all admissi-

ble elements. Therefore we show the regularity of (U(J2n, F (
√
τ)), Sp2(J2n, F ))

for both archimedean and non-archimedean. (GL2n(F )×GL1(F ),GSp2n(F ) and

(GU(J2n, E),GSp(J2n, F )) which are the descendants of (GSp4n(F ),GSp2n(E)◦)

are regular by the same arguments.

In symplectic cases, if g is admissible in Sp4n(F ), then ρ(g) ∈ Z(G) and

ρ(g) ∈ {±I4n}. We can easily verify ρ(I4n) = I4n and ρ(ω) = −I4n, where

ω =
(

I2n
I2n

)
. Therefore g ∈ H ∪ ωH. If g is admissible in GSp4n(F ), then

ρ(g) ∈ {±I4n} and g ∈ H ∪ ωH, by λ(ρ(g)) = 1. To prove that these symmetric

pairs are regular, it is enough to prove S∗(Q(gσ))H ⊂ S∗(Q(gσ))Ad(ω).

Now let us prove the case E ' E for any n and non-archimedean field F .

Theorem 4.3.3. If E is a quadratic extension field over F, symmetric pairs

(Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(E)) and (GSp4n(F ), (GSp2n(E))◦) are Gelfand pairs for any non-

archimedean field F.

Proof. We have already proved that these pairs are good pairs. It is enough

to prove that these pairs are regular. Applying the following lemma 4.3.1 and

Ad(ω) · ι(β) = ι(β̄), we show Ad(ω) preserve each H-adjoint orbit on gσ. By

Theorem 4.3.1, we prove that these pairs are regular and hence Gelfand pairs.

Lemma 4.3.1. For any ι(β) =
(

β
β̄

)
∈ Γ(gσ), there exists an element h ∈ H

such that hβh̄−1 ∈M2n×2n(F ).

Proof. Since ι(β) ∈ Γ(gσ) is equivalent to (ββ̄)2n = 0, rank(β) < 2n. Denote

ci(β) the i-th column of β and ri(β) the i-th row of β. Then there exists some

ai 6= 0 such that
∑2n

i=1 aici(β) = 0. By the adjoint action of some Weyl elements
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in H, we can switch columns such that a1 6= 0. Then c1(h̄−1βh) = 02n×1 and

r2n(h̄−1βh) = 01×2n if we take

h =


1 v∗ a2na

−1
1

12n−2 v

1


where v = (a2a

−1
1 , · · · , a2n−1a

−1
1 )t and v∗ is uniquely determined by v. Hence we

can assume β =
(

0 v a
0 A v∗
0 0 0

)
. By β̃ + β̄ = 0, we have conditions, v∗ = J2n−2v̄

t,

a ∈ F and Ã + Ā = 0, (AĀ)2n−2 = 0. If n=1, β is obviously in M2×2(F ). By

induction, there exists h ∈ H such that hAh̄−1 ∈M2(n−1)×2(n−1)(F ). Thus we can

assume that A is a nilpotent element in the Lie algebra of Sp2n(F ) and conjugate

to the standard form in [56]. We treat A as a skew adjoint endmorphsim over

F -vector space V which has a symplectic form J2n−2, then it can be decomposed

to ⊕i∈IVi(j) according to a sl2 triple including A, where j is the highest weight.

We can restrict A to Vi(j), if j is even, then

A|Vi(j) =

(
Dj 0

0 −Dj

)
.

If j is odd, we have

A|Vi(j) = Dj · diag(1, · · · , ci,−1, · · · ,−1)

for some ci ∈ F× which is the (j/2 + 1)-th entry of the diagonal matrix. Here Dj

is a Jordan block of j × j matrix, i.e.

0 1

0

. . .

0 1

0


.

The subscript i of Vi(j) means if j is even, ci(A) = 0, and if j is odd, ci(A) =

c2n+2−i−j(A) = 0.
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Taking h =
(

1 w 0
1 J2n−2wt

1

)
and choosing a suitable vector w such that

ci(v − w̄A) · ci(A) = 0 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n− 2 and under the action of this h, we

reduce to the case ci(v) · ci(A) = 0. Next we choose

h1|Vi(j) = diag(c, c̄, · · · , c, c̄, c̄, c, · · · , c̄, c), if c−1 = ci(v) 6= 0, otherwise h1|Vi(j) = 1.

Remark that the subscript i of ci(v) is same as that of Vi(j), i.e. in the index set

I. Then we get ci(v) = 0 or 1 for i ∈ I and all entries are in F except c2n+2−i−j(v)

for all odd j. If c2n+2−i−j(v) /∈ F , we define h2 restriction to this Vi(j) by

h2|i(j) =

(
1 T

1

)
where T = diag(c, c̄, · · · , c, c̄, c, · · · , c̄, c) and c = −c2n+2−i−j(v). In the rest Vi(j),

h2 is the identity matrix. Under action of h2, we get that all entries of β are

belong to F .

Next, we consider the split case (Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(F ) × Sp2n(F )). First we in-

troduce another theorem in [3] to prove the regularity of symmetric pairs. Then

applying Theorem 4.3.1 for n = 1, 2, we prove that these symmetric pairs are

Gelfand pairs. However, both of these two theorems fail to prove the regularity

for n ≥ 3. For n ≥ 3, the regularity is still in progress.

Theorem 4.3.4 (Theorem 5.2.5 [3]). Let (G,H, θ) be a symmetric pair of negative

distinguished defect. Then it is regular.

For each nilpotent element e ∈ gσ, we take the sl2-triple (e, h, f) such that the

semi-simple element h ∈ h and f ∈ gσ. The centralizer ge of a nilpotent element

e ∈ gσ is invariant under ad(h), h ∈ H and under θ. This implies that ge = he+gσe

is direct sum and ad(h) also preserves he and gσe . Then we can take a basis

w1, · · · , wr of gσe which are eigenvectors on ad(h). Denote ni the corresponding

eigenvalues for each wi. Indeed, ni(1 ≤ i ≤ r) are the highest weights of (e, h, f)

of gσ. We have following criterion for gσ-distinguished nilpotent element.

Lemma 4.3.2 ([75]). e is gσ-distinguished nilpotent element if and only if ni > 0

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
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In the following definition, we consider that the sl2 triple (e, h, f) is a graded

Lie algebra, where e, f ∈ sl2(F )1 are of grade 1 and h ∈ sl2(F )0 is of grade 0.

Definition 4.3.4. A graded representation of sl2 triple (e, h, f) is a representation

of sl2 on a graded vector space V = V0 ⊕ V1 such that sl2(F )i(Vj) ⊂ Vi+j, where

i, j ∈ Z/2Z.

In our case, we have the involution θ = Ad(ε), and take (e, h, f) as above

and Vi invariant by ε. Therefore, we have a graded representation of sl2.

Decompose V to the direct sum of irreducible representations, i.e. ⊕V (d),

where d is the highest weight of sl2. Let L(d) be the subspace of the lowest weight

vectors of V (d). Since X ∈ gσ, L(d) can be decomposed to the direct sum of L(d)0

and L(d)1, where L(d)i ∈ Vi. Denote xd+1 = dim(L(d)0) and yd+1 = dim(L(d)1).

Proposition 4.3.1. For symmetric pairs

(Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(F )× Sp2n(F )) and (GSp4n(F ), (GSp2n(F )×GSp2n(F ))◦),

we have

1. If d is odd, xd+1 = yd+1;

2. If d is even, xd+1 and yd+1 are even;

3.
∑

d even xd+1 =
∑

d even yd+1.

Proof. The proof for GSp case is similar to the proof of Sp case. Here we give the

proof for Sp case.

1. Let v 6= 0 ∈ L(d)0, then edv ∈ L(d)1, since d is odd. Since the restriction of

<,> to V (d) naturally induces a nondegenerate form, and < v, edv >= 0,

there exists a vector w ∈ V (d)1 such that < w, edv >6= 0. Hence edw is

a non-zero vector of the highest weight and edw ∈ L(d)1. Let V ′ be a sl2-

module which is generated by v and w. It is clear that V ′ is a nondegenerate

symplectic vector space. We have V (d) = V ′⊕W . By induction, we conclude

(1).
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2. For Sp2n(F ), V (d) with the odd highest weight has even dimension, it is

enough to show that ed+1 is even. Similarly, if ed+1 = 0, there is nothing

to prove. If not, taking a non-zero vector v ∈ L(d)0, then < v, edv >=<

ed/2v, ed/2v >= 0. By the similar argument, we can find a vector w such

that edw ∈ L(d)0 and a nondegenerate symplectic vector space V ′ such that

dimL(V ′)0 = 2 and V = V ′ ⊕W . By induction, we have xd+1 is even.

3. It is straight forward by the skew-symmetry of e.

Proposition 4.3.2. For symmetric pairs

(Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(F )× Sp2n(F )) and(GSp4n(F ), (GSp2n(F )×GSp2n(F ))◦),

e ∈ Γ(gσ) is a distinguished nilpotent element , then the corresponding xd+1 = 1

if d is odd and xd+1yd+1 = 0 if d is even.

Proof. By Lemma 4.3.2, we need to prove dim((gσe )h) = 0. Referring to [19], any

z ∈ ge is completely determined by its restriction to L(d). If Z ∈ (ge)h, Z sends

L(d) to L(d), then it defines a bilinear form (·, ·) on L(d) via (v, w) =< v, ed·Zw >.

This form is symmetric or sympletic according as d is even or odd. The set of

possible forms (·, ·) and Z ∈ gσ is thus a vector space of dimension xd+1yd+1 if d

is even and xd+1(xd+1 − 1) if d is odd. Since dim((gσe )h) = 0, xd+1 = yd+1 = 1 if d

is odd and xd+1yd+1 = 0 if d is even.

Theorem 4.3.5. If n = 1, symmetric pairs (Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(F ) × Sp2n(F )) and

(GSp4n(F ), (GSp2n(F )×GSp2n(F ))◦) are Gelfand pairs for non-archimedean fields.

Proof. It is enough to show that these pair are regular. We have to prove S∗(Γ(gσ))AdH ⊂
S∗(Γ(gσ))Ad(ω). By Theorem 4.3.1, it is sufficient to show that each orbit of AdH

over N(gσ) is invariant under Ad(ω). We show this in the following.

Let

(
0 A

−Ã 0

)
∈ gσ, where A =

(
x y

z w

)
.
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If

(
0 A

−Ã 0

)
∈ Γ(gσ), then AÃ = 0 which is equivalent to det(A) = 0.

There exist h1 and h2 in Sp2(F ) such that h1Ah
−1
2 =

(
1 0

0 0

)
if A 6= 0 and

h1Ah
−1
2 = 0 if A = 0.

Therefore, N(gσ) = AdH · e ∪ {0}, where e =


1 0

0 0

0 0

0 −1

.

Theorem 4.3.6. If n = 2, symmetric pairs (Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(F ) × Sp2n(F )) and

(GSp4n(F ), (GSp2n(F )×GSp2n(F ))◦) are Gelfand pairs for non-archimedean field

F.

Proof. By Proposition 4.3.1, nilpotent orbits in gσ have partition [42], [3212], [24]

and [2214]. The corresponding tr(ad(d(x))|hx) ∈ {8, 12, 20}. Therefore,

tr(ad(d(x)) 6= 16 by dim gσ = 4n2.

Applying Proposition 4.3.1, we have (Sp8(F ), Sp4(F )× Sp4(F )) is regular.

Referring Proposition 5.2 in [15], Bosman and van Dijk classify all H-conjugate

orbits in N(gσ) when G = Sp2n(F ) and H = Sp2n−2(F ) × Sp2(F ) for n > 2 and

real field F . However the proof still works for arbitrary non-archimedean field F.

We can easily verify that all orbits are invariant under Ad(g) for all admissible

element g. Hence by Proposition 4.3.1, we can show that (Sp2n(F ), Sp2n−2(F ) ×
Sp2(F )) are regular for n > 2. According to Theorem 4.3.5, (Sp2n(F ), Sp2n−2(F )×
Sp2(F )) are regular for n > 1. Therefore, all the descendants of symmetric pairs

(Sp8(F ), Sp4(F )×Sp4(F )) and (GSp8(F ), (GSp4(F )×GSp4(F ))◦) are regular and

then these symmetric pairs are Gelfand pairs.
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Remark 4.3.1. If n = 3, denote e =

(
A

−Ã

)
, where

A =



1

0

0

0 1

0 1

0


.

We can easily find the corresponding semi-simple element d(e), calculate

tr(ad(d(e))|he) = dim gθ = 36.

Additionally, this orbit is not invariant under Ad(w) and a distinguished orbit.

Therefore, for general n, we can not use Proposition 4.3.1 or Theorem 4.3.5 to

prove that this symmetric pair is regular.

Under the assumption of the regularity of the symmetric pairs

(Sp2m(F ), Sp2m1
(F )× Sp2m2

(F )), we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3.7. If (Sp2(m1+m2)(F ), Sp2m1
(F ) × Sp2m2

(F )) are regular for any

m1 +m2 ≤ 2n,

(Sp4n(F ), Sp2n(F )× Sp2n(F )) and (GSp4n(F ), (GSp2n(F )×GSp2n(F )))◦

are Gelfand pairs for any non-archimedean field of characteristic 0.
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In this chapter, we classify all H-distinguished tame supercuspidal representa-

tions of G. The most constant of this chapter is considered in [78]. Since we use

the symbol F as a Frobenious map on reductive groups defined over a finite field

Fq, we replace the k as the local field only in this chapter.

5.1 Overview

Define a unitary group

U(J2n, E) = {g ∈M2n×2n(E) | gtJ2ng = J2n}.

An involution θ of the unitary group is induced from the action of the nontrivial

Galois element in Gal(E/k) on each matrix entry. Then, the symmetric pair is

(U(J2n, E), Sp2n(k)).

Let

Q2n = diag{1, τ, 1, τ, · · · , 1, τ},

and

ε′2n = diag{

(
1

τ

)
,

(
1

τ

)
, · · · ,

(
1

τ

)
}.

Let k(
√
ω) be a quadratic extension over k. Here τ ∈ k(

√
ω)× is not in the image

of norm map on k(
√
ω)×. Define a unitary group

U(Q2n, k(
√
ω)) = {g ∈M2n×2n(k(

√
ω)) | gtQ2ng = Q2n}.

An involution θ is given by θ(g) := ε′gε′−1. Then, the symmetric subgroup is

isomorphic to SUn(D), where D is the quaternion algebra over k and SUn(D)

preserves a nondegenerate hermitian form relative to an involution of the first

kind.

Let π be an irreducible smooth admissible representation of G. For a symmet-

ric par (G,H), the representation π is called H-distinguished if the H-invariant
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linearly functional space HomH(π,1) is nonzero. In this chapter, we study H-

distinguished supercuspidal representations of the symmetric pairs

(Sp4n(k), Sp2n(E)) and (U(J2n, E), Sp2n(k)).

We have proved that these two pairs are Gelfand pairs in [77]. Here a pair (G,H)

is called a Gelfand pair if the dimension of the space HomH(π,1) is at most

one for all irreducible smooth representations π of G, where H is a closed sub-

group of G. Hence, for these two pairs, if π is H-distinguished, then all linear

forms in HomH(π,1) are proportional to each other. In general, the dimension of

HomH(π,1) is not always 1. One can find some symmetric pairs in [28, Section

5.9] such that the dimension of the space HomH(π,1) for some supercuspidal π is

2.

First, let us recall Yu’s construction of tame supercuspidal representations.

Assume that G splits over a tamely ramified extension of k. Yu defined generic

cuspidal G-data in [76]. A cuspidal G-datum Ψ is a 5-tuple (~G, y, ~r, ρ, ~φ) that

satisfies certain conditions. Its first component ~G is a tamely ramified twisted

Levi sequence (G0,G1, . . . ,Gd = G). The second component y is a vertex of

the Bruhat-Tits building B(G0). Under a natural embedding in the Bruhat-Tits

building B(G), the point y is realized as a point in B(G). The third sequence is a

series of increasing non-negative real numbers which are the depths of the quasi-

characters in the fifth component ~φ = (φ0, . . . , φd). Each φi is the quasi-character

of Gi. The forth component ρ is the depth-zero supercuspidal representation of

G0.

For each generic cuspidalG-datum Ψ = (~G, y, ~r, ρ, ~φ), Yu associated a compact-

mod-center subgroup K(Ψ) of G and an irreducible smooth representation κ(Ψ)

of K(Ψ) such that the smooth and compactly supported induced representation

π(Ψ) = indGK(Ψ)κ(Ψ) is irreducible and supercuspidal. These representations are

referred as tame supercuspidal representations. Indeed, the terminology of Hakim

and Murnaghan in [28] is slightly different from Yu’s in [76]. In this chapter, we

use the terminology of Hakim and Murnaghan in [28].
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Next, applying Mackey’s theorem, the space HomH(π(Ψ),1) decomposes canon-

ically as

HomH(π,1) =
⊕

K(Ψ)gH∈K(Ψ)\G/H

HomK(Ψ)∩gHg−1(κ(Ψ),1).

Hakim and Murnaghan proved that there are only finite double cosets K(Ψ)gH

such that HomK∩gHg−1(κ(Ψ),1) is nonzero. If the space HomK∩gHg−1(κ(Ψ),1)

is nonzero for some g, one can choose a suitable Ψ such that Ψ is θ-symmetric.

Referring to [28], a cuspidal G-datum Ψ is θ-symmetric if θ(Gi) = Gi and φi ◦ θ =

φ−1
i for 0 ≤ i ≤ d, and θ([y]) = [y], where [y] is the image of y in the reduced

building of G.

For this nonzero homomorphism space and θ-symmetric datum Ψ, Hakim and

Murnaghan gave the following isomorphism,

HomK∩gHg−1(κ(Ψ),1) ∼= HomK0∩gHg−1(ρ⊗ φ, η),

where φ is
∏d

i=0(φi|G0) and η is a quadratic character.

The recent work [55] of Murnaghan links the θ-symmetric generic cuspidal

data and certain elements in G that are θ-split tamely ramified elliptic regular

elements. We classify all H-conjugate θ-split element and apply Murnaghan’s

result to identity all the θ-symmetric generic cuspidal data.

For the quadratic character η, we refer to another recent work [27] of Hakim

and Lansky. They classified all the distinguished tame supercuspidal representa-

tions of the symmetric pair (GL2n+1(k),O2n+1(k)), and showed the triviality of

the quadratic characters in their cases. We will apply their techniques to work on

our cases and show the triviality. Finally, we have the following theorem for the

symmetric pair (Sp4n(k), Sp2n(E)).

Theorem 5.1.1. Let (G,H) be the symmetric pair (Sp4n(k), Sp2n(E)). A tame

supercuspidal representation π(Ψ) is H-distinguished if and only if Ψ satisfies the

following conditions, up to a K-conjugation and a θ-symmetric refactorization.

• The quadratic extension E is unramified.
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1. When d is 0, y is θ-fixed and ρ is a distinguished cuspidal representation

of the symmetric pair (Gy,0/Gy,0+, (Gy,0/Gy,0+)θ), that is,∏
i

(Sp4ri
(fi)× Sp4(ni−ri)(fi), Sp2r(fEi)× Sp2(ni−ri)(fEi)).

2. When d > 0, the symmetric pair (G0, G0,θ) is isomorphic to

(
∏
i

U2(Q,Ei),
∏
i

SU1(Di).

• The quadratic extension E is ramified.

1. The depth d is more than zero.

2. The symmetric pair (G0, G0,θ) is isomorphic to

(
∏
i

U(Ei),
∏
i

SU(Di)).

The point y is θ-fixed point and ρ is a distinguished cuspidal represen-

tation of the symmetric pair (Gy,0/Gy,0+, (Gy,0/Gy,0+)θ), that is,∏
i

(Sp4ni
(fi), Sp2ni

(fEi)).

For n = 1 case, Murnghan gave a H-dsitinguished representation in [55], which

is consistent with this theorem.

By this theorem, we can easily conclude that Sp2n(k(
√
τ))-distinguished tame

supercuspidal representations over unramified and ramified quadratic extensions

are mutually exclusive.

Corollary 5.1.1. If π is a tame supercuspidal representation of Sp4n(k), then

dim HomSp2n(E1)(π, 1) · dim HomSp2n(E2)(π,1) = 0, (5.1.1)

where E1 is the unramified quadratic extension over k and E2 is a ramified quadratic

extension.
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In general, this corollary is not true for all irreducible representations. For

instance, if π is the trivial representation, then the multiplication of the dimensions

is 1.

By Theorem 5.1.1, we reduce the question, of whether a tame supercuspidal

representation is H-distinguished, to the question, of whether a cuspidal repre-

sentation of a finite group of Lie type is H-distinguished. For finite groups of

Lie type, Deligne and Lusztig proved that each irreducible representation is a

constitute of a virtual characters Rλ
T in [20]. Then, Lusztig [50] parameterized

all irreducible representations by unipotent representations of subgroups of the

dual group. In order to get a more explicit result of Theorem 5.1.1, we plan to

identify all H-distinguished cuspidal representations in terms of the Lusztig’s pa-

rameterization in [50]. Lusztig already gave a dimension formula for the character

Rλ
T distinguished by H in [51]. However, this is still not enough to complete the

classification in terms of Lusztig’s parameterization. Indeed, not all irreducible

representations are linear combinations of Rλ
T . For instance, one can refer to Ex-

ample 5.4.2. Even if the H-distinguished dimension formula of all Rλ
T is known,

there is still a gap betweenH-distinguished dimension formula of all Rλ
T and the

dimension formula of all irreducible representations. Essentially, the distinguished

formula of the unipotent representations plays an important role on the distin-

guished formula of all irreducible representations.

For the symmetric pair (U(Fq2), Sp2n(Fq)), Henderson [30] applied Lusztig’s

formula to obtain the dimension formula of HomSp2n(Fq)(π,1) for all irreducible

representations π. For this case, every irreducible representation of the unitary

group over finite fields is a linear combination of Rλ
T . Based on Henderson’s result,

we conclude that there is no Sp2n(Fq)-distinguished cuspidal representation of

U(Fq2). Then, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1.2. If (G,H) is the symmetric pair (U2n(J,E), Sp2n(k)), then there

is no H-distinguished tame supercuspidal representations of G.

For the case (Sp4n(Fq), Sp4n(Fq)θ), we calculate the dimension formula for a

lower rank case n = 1. In this lower rank case, we apply the fact that the
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dimension formula is less than one for all irreducible representations, and complete

the classification of distinguished cuspidal representations.

Theorem 5.1.3. If a symmetric pair (G,H) is (Sp4(Fq), SL2(Fq2)), then θ10 is

the unique H-distinguished irreducible cuspidal representation of G.

Besides the approach of Hakim and Murnaghan in [28], the result of the auto-

morphic period integral could also imply some results of theH-distinguished repre-

sentations over local fields. At the end of this chapter, we recall that the automor-

phic period integral of cuspidal automorphic forms in the case (Sp2n(A), Sp2m(A)×
Sp2(n−m)(A)) is vanishing which is proved by Ash, Ginzburg and Rallis [11]. More-

over, Prasad and Schulze-Pillot [60] proved that each H-distinguished supercusp-

idal representation is a local component of a cuspial automorphic representation

whose period integral is non zero. Therefore, we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 5.1.2. There is no Sp2m(k)× Sp2(n−m)(k)-distinguished supercuspidal

representation of Sp2n(k).

5.2 Involution and Bruhat-Tits buildings

In this section, we identify the θ-fixed vertices of the Bruhat-Tits building of G.

Denote by B(G) the (extended) Bruhat-Tits building (see [74, §2.1]) of G. Let f

(resp. fE) be the residue field of k (resp. E).

Let G̃ = G o 〈θ〉 be the semi-product of the order 2 group 〈θ〉 with G. The

group G̃ is a non-connected reductive group over k, whose Bruhat-Tits building

B(G̃) is same as the building B(G). Therefore, the action θ on B(G̃) induces

an involution of B(G), also denoted by θ. The relation between the θ-fix points

B(G)θ and B(H) are given by the following theorem in Prasad and Yu’s paper

[61].

Proposition 5.2.1 ([61, (1.9) The main theorem]). Let the residue character-

istic of k be odd and H be the connected component of the symmetric subgroup
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Gθ. There is an H(k)-equivariant toral map ι : B(H) → B(G) whose image is

B(G)θ, uniquely defined up to translation by an element of X∗(Z(H)◦)⊗ZR, and

compatible with unramified change of base field.

Here, a toral map ι maps A(H,T ) to A(G,S) by affine transformation, for

every maximal k-split torus T of H and a maximal k-split torus S of G such that

T ⊂ S. Applying this theorem, we can find which vertices of B(G) are stable

under θ.

Let x be a point in the building B(G) and Gx be the stabilizer of x. Referring

to §3.4 and §3.5 in [74], let Gx be the group defined over f of the reduction mod

p of the o-group scheme associated to x. If G is simply connected, then Gx is

connected. By the section §4 in [74], we can identify the finite groups SU(J)x,

SU(Q)x, and Spx.

By Proposition 5.2.1, we can easily obtain the following lemma.

Lemma 5.2.1. Let G be a connected simple and simply-connected group over k.

If x is a vertex in B(G) and θ(x) = x, then G
θ

x is isomorphic to H ι−1(x).

Using the definition of the action of an involution on a building and Lemma 5.2.1,

we conclude the following lemmas.

Lemma 5.2.2. If (G,H) is the symmetric pair (Sp4n(k), Sp2n(k)×Sp2n(k)), then,

up to H-conjugate, there are n + 1 vertices that are θ-fixed. Moreover, (Gx, G
θ

x)

is isomorphic to

(Sp4r(f)× Sp4(n−r)(f), Sp2r(f)× Sp2r(f)× Sp2(n−r)(f)× Sp2(n−r)(f)).

Lemma 5.2.3. If (G,H) is the symmetric pair (Sp4n(k), Sp2n(E) where E is the

unramified quadratic extension of k, then, up to H-conjugate, there are n + 1

vertices that are θ-fixed. Moreover, (Gx, G
θ

x) is isomorphic to

(Sp4r(f)× Sp4(n−r)(f), Sp2r(fE)× Sp2(n−r)(fE)).

Here fE is the quadratic extension of the finite field f.
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Lemma 5.2.4. If (G,H) is the symmetric pair (Sp4n(k), Sp2n(E) where E is a

ramified quadratic extension of k, then there is no θ-fixed vertex.

Lemma 5.2.5. If (G,H) is the symmetric pair (SU2n(E), Sp2n(k)) when E is

unramified, then, up to H-conjugate, there are n + 1 vertices that are θ-stable.

Moreover, (Gx, G
θ

x) is isomorphic to

(SU2r(f)× SU2(n−r)(J, f), Sp2r(f)× Sp2(n−r)(f)).

Lemma 5.2.6. If (G,H) is the symmetric pair (SU2n(J,E), Sp2n(k)) when E

is ramified, then, up to H-conjugate, there is only one θ-fixed vertex such that

(Gx, G
θ

x) is isomorphic to (Sp2n(f), Sp2n(f)).

Lemma 5.2.7. Let (G,H) be the symmetric pair (SU4n(Q,E), SU2n(D)). If E is

the unramified quadratic extension, then, up to H-conjugate, there is no θ-fixed

vertex. If E is a ramified quadratic extension, then, up to H-conjugate, there is

only one θ-fixed vertex such that (Gx, G
θ

x) is isomorphic to (Sp4n(f), Sp2n(fE)).

Lemma 5.2.8. Let (G,H) be the symmetric pair (SU4n+2(Q,E), SU2n+1(D)) for

n ≥ 2. If E is the unramified quadratic extension, then, up to H-conjugate,

there is no θ-fixed vertex. If E is a ramified quadratic extension, then, up to

H-conjugate, there is only one θ-fixed vertex such that (Gx, G
θ

x) is isomorphic to

(Sp4n(f), Sp2n(fE)).

5.3 Distinguished tame supercuspidal represen-

tations

In this section, we will recall Yu’s construction of tame supercuspidal representa-

tions, and Hakim and Murnaghan’s formula for distinguished tame supercuspidal

representations.
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5.3.1 Tame supercuspidal representations

Let G be split over a tamely ramified extension of k. Let g be the Lie algebra

of G and g∗ be the dual of g. Let Bred(G) be the reduced building of G. That

is the building Bred(G) of the derived group of Gder of G. Denote by Z the

center of G and X∗(Z) the group of k-rational cocharacters of Z. Then, B(G) =

Bred(G)× (X∗(Z)⊗R).

Definition 5.3.1. A sequence ~G = (G0, . . . ,Gd) of connected reductive k-groups

is a twisted Levi sequence in G if

G0 ( G1 ( · · ·Gd = G

and there exists a finite extension E of k such that G0 ⊗ E splits over E and

Gi ⊗ E is a Levi subgroup (that is, an E-Levi E-subgroup) of Gd ⊗ E, for all

i ∈ {0, . . . , d}. If E can be chosen to be tamely ramified over k, we say that ~G is

tamely ramified.

For a point x ∈ B(G), let {Gx,r}r≥0 and {gx,r}r≥0 be the Moy-Prasad filtra-

tions (see [54]) for the parahoric subgroup Gx,0 and the Lie algebra g.

Definition 5.3.2 ([28, Page 50]). A 5-tuple (~G, y, ~r, ρ, ~φ) satisfying the following

conditions will be called a cuspidal G-datum:

D1 ~G is a tamely ramified twisted Levi sequence ~G = (G0, . . . ,Gd) in G and

Z0/Z is k-anisotropic, where Z0 and Z are the centers of G0 and Gd, re-

spectively.

D2 y is a point in the apartment A (G,T, k), where T is a tame maximal k-

torus of G0 and E is a Galois tamely ramified extension of k over which T

(hence ~G) splits. (Recall that A (G,T, k) denote the apartment in B(G(E))

corresponding to T and A (G,T, k) = A (G,T, k) ∩B(G).)

D3 ~r = (r0, . . . , rd) is a sequence of real numbers satisfying 0 < r0 < r1 < · · · <
rd−1 ≤ rd, if d > 0, and r0 ≥ 0 if d = 0.
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D4 ρ is an irreducible representation of the stabilizer K0 = G0
[y] of [y] in G0 such

that ρ|G0
y,0+ is 1-isotypic and the compactly induced representation π−1 =

indG
0

K0ρ is irreducible (hence supercuspidal). Here [y] denotes the image of y

in the reduced building of G.

D5 ~φ = (φ0, . . . , φd) is a sequence of quasicharacters, where φi is a quasicharacter

of Gi. We assume that φd = 1 if rd = rd−1 (with r−1 defined to be 0), and

in all other cases if i ∈ {0, . . . , d} then φi is trivial on Gi
y,r+i

but nontrivial

on Gi
y,ri

.

Given a cuspidal G-datum Ψ = (~G, y, ~r, ρ, ~φ). Let si = ri/2, for i ∈ {0, . . . , d−
1}. Define a series of compact subgroups of G,

K0 = G0
[y], K

0
+ = G0

y,0+,

Ki+1 = K0G1
y,s0
· · ·Gi+1

y,si
, i ∈ {0, . . . , d− 1},

Ki+1
+ = K0

+G
1
y,s+0
· · ·Gi+1

y,s+i
, i ∈ {0, . . . , d− 1}.

Let K = Kd and K+ = Kd
+.

Definition 5.3.3 ([28, Definition 2.46]). If φ is a quasicharacter of G then the

depth of φ, denoted r(φ), is the smallest nonnegative real number r that satisfies

φ|Gx,r+ = 1, for some x ∈ B(G),

Definition 5.3.4 ([28, Definition 2.48]). If r > 0, s = r/2 and x ∈ B(G) and

S is a subgroup of Gx,s+ that contains Gx,r, let s be the lattice in gx,s+ such that

s ⊃ gx,r and e(s/gx,r+) = S/Gx,r+. An element X∗ ∈ g∗x,−r defines a character of

S that is trivial on Gx,r+ as follows:

e(Y + gx,r+)→ ψ(X∗(Y )), Y ⊂ s.

This character of S is said to be realized by the element X∗ of g∗x,−r , or by the

coset X∗ + s•, where

s• = {Y ∗ ∈ g∗x,−r | Y ∗(s) ⊂ p}.
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As above s and r, e = ex,r : gx,s+:r+ → Gx,s+:r+ is an isomorphism, which is

stated in [28].

Definition 5.3.5 ( Definition 3.7 [28]). An element X∗ ∈ z
′,∗
−r is G-generic of

depth −r if it satisfies the following conditions:

GE1 v(X∗(Ha)) = −r, for all a ∈ Φ(G,T)\Φ(G′,T), where Ha = da∨(1), a∨ is

the coroot associated to a.

GE2 Suppose $r is an element of the algebraic closure k of k of valuation r and

X̃∗ is the residue class of $rX
∗ in the residue field of k. Then the isotropy

subgroup ofX̃∗ in the Weyl group of Φ(G,T) coincides with the Weyl group

of Φ(G′,T).

Definition 5.3.6 (Definition 3.9 [28]). Let r ∈ R, r > 0. A quasicharacter φ of

G′ is said to be G-generic (relative to y) of depth r if φ is trivial on G′y,r+, and

nontrivial on G′y,r, and there exists a G-generic element X∗ ∈ z
′,∗
−r of depth r that

realizes the restriction of φ to G′y,r.

Lemma 5.3.1 (Lemma 8.1 [76]). If the residual characteristic of k is not a torsion

prime for ψ(G)∨, then GE1 implies GE2.

Corollary 5.3.1. If G is SU(Q) or Sp and the character of the residue field f of

k is odd, then the condition GE1 implies GE2.

Proof. This is a straightforward to prove this corollary by Lemma 5.3.1.

Definition 5.3.7 (Definition 3.11 [28]). If Ψ = (~G, y, ρ, ~φ) satisfies Conditions

D1-D5 (that is, Ψ is a cuspidal G-datum), and if φi is Gi+1-generic of depth ri

relative to y for all i ∈ {0, . . . , d− 1}, then the G-datum Ψ is said to be generic.

In this case, the reduced G-datum (~G, π−1, φ) is called generic.

In order to construct tame supercuspidal representations, we also need that

Gi in ~G for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d satisfies the following Hypothesis C(G).
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Hypothesis C(G). Let φ be a quasicharacter of G of positive depth r. If x ∈
B(G), then φ|Gx,(r/2)+ is realized by an element of z∗−r, where z∗ is the dual of the

center of g.

Lemma 5.3.2. Let n be an integer and more than two. Then Hypothesis C(U(J)),

C(U(Q)) and C(Sp) are satisfied, where the unitary group U is defined over k.

Proof. The proofs for Hypothesis C(U(J)) and C(U(Q)) are similar to the proof

for Hypothesis C(GLn). One can refer to [28, Lemma 2.50]. For Hypothesis

C(Sp) , since the derived subgroup Sp(k) is itself, the quasicharacter is trivial. It

is a straightforward to prove Hypothesis C(Sp) .

By Lemma 5.3.2, we drop this hypothesis in our cases.

Using this generic data, Yu constructed tame supercuspidal representations

One can refer to [76] and [28, Section 3].

5.3.2 Hakim and Murnaghan’s formula

In this section, we will recall Hakim and Murnaghan’s formula in [28] for possible

distinguished tame supercuspidal representations.

We follow the notations of [28]. Let G act on θ via g · θ = Ad(g) ◦ θ ◦Ad(g)−1,

and Θ be the G-orbit of θ. Fix θ ∈ Θ. Let Θ′ be the K-orbit of θ. Define

mK(Θ′) = #{KgGθ ∈ K\G/Gθ | g ·θ ∈ Θ′}. Indeed, mK(Θ′) is independent with

the choice of θ ∈ Θ′. Given a G-orbit Θ and θ ∈ Θ, define abelian groups

Gθ = {g ∈ G | gθ(g)−1 ∈ Z},

Z1
Θ = {z ∈ Z | θ(z) = z−1},

B1
Θ = {zθ(z)−1 | z ∈ Z},

H1
Θ = Z1

Θ/B
1
Θ.

Let Gθ = Gθ/(ZG
θ) and Kθ be the image of K ∩ Gθ in Gθ. Then, Hakim and

Murnaghan have the following two lemma to evaluate the mK
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Lemma 5.3.3 ([28, Lemma 2.8]). If Θ′ is a K-orbit in Θ and Z ⊂ K then

mK(Θ′) ≤ |H1
Θ| <∞

Lemma 5.3.4 ([27, Lemma 3.1]). The constant mK(Θ′) is identical to the order

of the elementary finite abelian 2-group Gθ/Kθ and thus is is a power of 2.

Definition 5.3.8 (Definition 3.13 [28]). If θ is an involution of G and Ψ =

(~G, y, ρ, ~φ) is a cuspidal G-datum then Ψ is weakly θ-symmetric if θ(~G) = ~G,

and φi ◦ θ = φ−1
i , for all i ∈ {0, . . . , d}, that is, each φi is θ-symmetric. If Ψ is

weakly θ-symmetric and θ([y]) = [y] then we say θ-symmetric.

Recall that K0 = G0
[y]. Define a representation of K0(Ψ) by

ρ′(Ψ) = ρ(Ψ)⊗
d∏
i=0

(φi|K0(Ψ)).

Let χMi(k) = det(Int(k))|W+
i )

q−1
2 , referring to [28, Section 5.4]. Define a

quadratic character of K0(Ψ)θ, where Ψ is θ-symmetric, by

η′θ(k) =
d−1∏
i=0

χMi(f ′i(k)).

Theorem 5.3.1 (Theorem 5.26 [28]). Let Ψ, ξ, Θ, K, etc. be as above.

(1) 〈Θ, ξ〉G =
∑

Θ′∈ΘK mK(Θ′)〈Θ′, ξ〉K.

(2) If θ ∈ Θ′ ∈ ΘK and if there exists a θ-symmetric refactorization of Ψ then

〈Θ′, ξ〉K = dim HomK0(Ψ)θ(ρ
′(Ψ), η′θ(Ψ)).

(3) If θ ∈ Θ′ ∈ ΘK and 〈Θ′, ξ〉K 6= 0, then there exists k ∈ K and a refactor-

ization Ψ̇ of Ψ such that kΨ̇ is θ-symmetric element of ξ. In this case, Ψ̇ is

θ′-symmetric where θ′ = k−1 · θ ∈ Θ′.

(4) Suppose that 〈Θ′, ξ〉G 6= 0, Choose θ ∈ Θ such that some refactorization of

Ψ is θ-symmetric. Let g1, · · · , gm be a maximal (finite) sequence in G such
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that gjθ(g
−1
j ) ∈ K0 = K0(Ψ) and the K-orbits of the elements θj = gj · θ

are distinct. Then

HomGθ(π(Ψ), 1) ∼=
m⊕
j=1

mK(Θ′)HomK0,θj (ρ
′(Ψ), η′θj(Ψ)). (5.3.1)

Hence, letting Θ′j be the K-orbit of θj, j ∈ {1, · · · ,m},

〈Θ, ξ〉G =
m∑
j=1

mK(Θ′j)〈Θ′j, ξ〉K .

For 0 ≤ i ≤ d, let Zi be the center of Gi, let z be the center of the Lie algebra

gi of Gi, and let zi∗ be the dual of zi. Let Zi
reg = {g ∈ Zi | ZG(g)◦ = Gi},

zireg = {X ∈ zi | ZG(X)◦ = Gi}, and zi∗reg = {X∗ ∈ zi∗ | ZG(X∗)◦ = Gi}.

Proposition 5.3.1 ([55, Lemma 7.6]). Let Ψ = (~G, y, ρ, ~φ) be a θ-symmetric

cuspidal G-datum such that d ≥ 1. Fix i such that 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1. Then Zi
reg, zireg,

and zi∗reg contain θ-split elements.

In order to calculate the H-conjugacy class of θ-split semi-simple elements, we

choose the following different symplectic form for the symplectic groups.

If τ is in k×
2
, we can choose another symplectic form J ′4n

Sp4n(J ′) = {g ∈M4n×4n(k) | gJ ′4ngt = J ′4n},

where

J ′4n =

(
J2n

J2n

)
.

The involution is Ad(ε), where ε = diag{I2n,−I2n}.
If τ is in k×r k×

2
and E is the quadratic extension k(

√
τ), we realize Sp4n(k)

as a subgroup of GL4n(E), that is,

Sp4n(k) ∼= {g =

(
α β

β α

)
∈ GL4n(E) | gJ ′4ngt = J ′4n}.
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The involution is Ad(ε), where ε = diag{
√
τ12n,−

√
τ12n}, and the symmetric

subgroup is isomorphic to Sp2n(E).

Recall that g = Lie(G) and h = Lie(H). Let θ act on g by their differentials

and denote g− = {a ∈ g | θ(a) = −a}. Note that H acts on g− by the adjoint

action.

Let us describe g− for Sp4n(J ′) in the split case and the non-split case,

1. g− = {

(
β

−β̃

)
| β ∈M2n×2n(F )}, if τ is in k×

2 };

2. g− = {

(
β

−β̃

)
| β ∈M2n×2n(E), β + β̃ = 0}, if τ is in k× r k×

2
.

Let X ∈ M2n×2n(k) and Y ∈ Mn×n(k). Denote X̃ := J−1
2n X

tJ2n and Ŷ :=

w−1
n Y twn.

Proposition 5.3.2 ([25, Corollary 2.10]). If A ∈ M2n×2n(k) and Ã = A, then

there exists g ∈ Sp(J2n) such that gAg−1 has the form
(
C
Ĉ

)
.

Lemma 5.3.5. Let B ∈M2n×2n(k). If BB̃ and B̃B are semi-simple and rank(B) =

rank(BB̃), then there exist g and h in Sp2n(k) such that

B = h


Im

0n−m

0n−m

B̂1

 g

for some B1 ∈ GLm(k).

Proof. Since BB̃ is semi-simple and BB̃ = B̃B̃, by Proposition 5.3.2, there exists

an element h in Sp2n(J) such that

hBB̃h−1 =


B1

0

0

B̂1

 (5.3.2)
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.

Without loss of generality, assume that BB̃ is equal to the right side of Equa-

tion (5.3.2). Then, BJBt has the form ( 0 ∗
∗ 0 ). Let vi be the i-th row ofB. Then, the

vector space spanned by {v1, v2, . . . , vn} is an isotropic space under the symplectic

form J . There exists g ∈ Sp2n(k) such that Bg1 =
(
η 0
α β

)
, where η = ( I 0

0 0 )n×n.

Therefore, we have

ηβ̂ =

(
B1

0

)
, (5.3.3)

αβ̂ = βα̂. (5.3.4)

By Equation (5.3.3) and rank(B) = rank(BB̃), we obtain

rank(B1) = rank(ηβ̂) ≤ min{rank(η), rank(β)},

rank(B) ≥ rank(η) + rank(β) ≥ 2rank(B1).

Then, rank(η) = rank(β) = rank(B1).

Assume that α = (X Y
Z W ) and β = ( U V

S T ). According to Equation (5.3.3), we

have T = B̂1 and V = 0. Since rank(β) = rank(B1), the matrix U is also 0. Since

U = V = 0 and rank(B) = rank(η) + rank(β), it follows that Y = 0. According

to Equation (5.3.4), we conclude that X = 0 and

ZB1 +WŜ = SŴ + B̂1Ẑ. (5.3.5)

Let

g2 =


I

ŜB−1
1 I

−ŵB−1
1 0 I

−ẐB−1
1 −B̂−1

1 W −B̂−1
1 S I

 .

By Equation (5.3.5), g2 is in Sp2n(J). Then, we have

B =


Im

0

0

B̂1

 g−1
2 g−1

1 .
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If τ is in k× r k×
2
, we identify g− as

{A ∈M2n×2n(E) | A+ Ã = 0}.

The symmetric subgroup H is Sp2n(J,E). The H-adjoint action on g− is same as

the action of H given by g · A→ gAg−1.

Lemma 5.3.6. If A is in g−, then there exists an element g in Sp2n(E) such that

gAg−1 =


0n−m

B

Im

0n−m

 .

Proof. Let V ' E2n be the vector space of Sp2n(E) with the symplectic form J .

We consider A as a linear transformation over V , satisfying 〈Ax, y〉 = −〈x,Ay〉.
Let V1 be the kernel of of A and V2 be the image of A. For any x in V1, since

〈Ax, y〉 = 0 for all y in V and 〈Ax, y〉 = −〈x,Ay〉, we have 〈x,By〉 = 0 for all y.

Hence, V1 is orthogonal to V2. By [35, Lemma 4.2], AA has the same rank with

A. Then, V1 is the kernel of AA.

Next, we prove that V1 ∩V2 = 0. If v be in the intersection V1 ∩V2, then there

exists a vector u such that Au = v and Av = 0. We have AAu = 0 and u ∈ V1.

Hence, Bu = 0 and v = 0.

Now, we have V = V1 ⊕ V2. In addition, V1 and V2 are symplectic subspace of

V . Therefore, there exists a element g in Sp2n(E) such that gAg−1 has the form(
0
B1

0

)
, where B1 + B̃1 = 0 and det(B1) 6= 0.

Without loss of generality, assume that det(B) 6= 0. We consider the group

RE/k(Sp2n(J)) acts on g−. According to Lemma 5.3.5, A and B are in the same

orbit under the action of RE/k(Sp2n(J)) if and only if AA and BB are Sp2n(E)-

conjugate. Since AA is conjugate to AA and AA = ÃA, by Proposition 5.3.2, AA
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is Sp2n(E)-conjugate to the matrix of the form

B

C

B

B̂

Ĉ

B̂


,

where C is a semi-simple element in GLn(k), and B ∈ GLn(E) is semi-simple and

not conjugate to B.

Applying the argument similar to [27, Section 4.2], for any semi-simple element

C ∈ Mn×n(k), we can find an element D such that D is GLn(k)-conjugate to C

and D = D̂. Let

A′ =



B

0 D

I

B̂

I 0

I


.

Then, A′A′ is Sp2n(E)-conjugate to AA. Hence, A and A′ are in the same orbit

under the action of RE/k(Sp2n(J)). Next, we shall prove that A and A′ are also

in the same orbit under the action of Sp2n(J,E).

Let O be the orbit of A′ under the action of RE/k(Sp2n(J)), and O(k) be the

k-rational points of O. Let HA′ be the stabilizer of A′ in RE/k(Sp2n(J)). Then,

HA′ is defined over k. Since the Sp2n(E)-orbits in O(k) correspond to the kernel

from the Galois cohomology H1(k,HA′) to H1(k,RE/k(Sp2n(J))). We will show

that H1(k,HA′) is trivial. Therefore, two elements in h− are in the same orbit

under the action of RE/k(Sp2n(J)) if and only if these two elements are in the

same orbit under the action of Sp2n(J,E). Indeed, applying the standard form
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A′, we can conclude that HA′ is isomorphic to∏
E′

RE′/k(Sp)×
∏
E′′

RE′′/k(SU(DE′′)).

Here E ′ and E ′′ are finite field extensions of k and DE′′ is the quaternion algebra of

E ′′. Further, SU(DE′′) is E ′′-form of the symplectic group. According to Shapiro’s

Lemma, we have

H1(k,RE′/k(Sp)) = H1(k,Sp(J)) and H1(k,RE′′/k(SU(DE′′)) = H1(k,SU(Dk)).

In addition, H1(k,Sp) and H1(k,SU(Dk)) are trivial. Therefore, H1(k,HA′) is

trivial. A and A′ are in the same orbit under the action of Sp2n(E). We prove

this lemma.

5.3.3 The symmetric pair (U2n(J,E), Sp2n(k))

In this section, let (G,H) be the symmetric pair (U2n(J,E), Sp2n(k)). We will

prove that there is no H-distinguished tame supercuspidal representations of G.

In order to prove this, it is sufficient to show that for any θ-symmetric data,

〈Θ′, ξ〉K is zero.

First, we use an argument, similar to [27, Section 5.3], to prove the triviality

of η′θ.

Lemma 5.3.7. The quadratic character η′θ is trivial.

Proof. Recall that the character χMi is given by det(Int(k)|W+
i )(p−1)/2, where

W+
i = J i+1,θ/J i+1,θ

+ . We consider the problem on the Lie algebra and obtain

that the character is det(Ad(k)|M+
i )(p−1)/2, where M+

i = Ji+1,θ/Ji+1,θ
+ and is an

Fp-vector space.

In fact, the Fp-linear structure on M+
i extends naturally to an f-linear struc-

ture. By a classical “transitivity of norms” formula, we have

detf(Ad(k)|M+
i ) = Nf/Fp(detFq(Ad(k)|M+

i )).
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Since η′θ is a character of K0,θ and factors through K0,θ
+ , the quadratic character

η′θ is a character of K0,θ/K0,θ
+ . Using the fact that K0,θ/K0,θ

+ is isomorphic to∏
i Sp2i(Fq), the character η′θ is a character of

∏
i Sp2i(Fqi) by Lemma 5.2.5 and

5.2.6. However, the derived group of
∏

i Sp2i(Fq) is itself. Hence, η′θ is trivial.

Theorem 5.3.2. If (G,H) is the symmetric pair (U2n(J,E), Sp2n(k)), then there

is no H-distinguished tame supercuspidal representation of G.

Proof. To prove that there is no H-distinguished tame supercuspidal representa-

tion of G, by Theorem 5.3.1 we need only to show that HomK0,θ(ρ′(Ψ), η′θ(Ψ)) is

zero for all θ-symmetric data Ψ. Since η′θ is trivial by Lemma 5.3.7,

HomK0,θ(ρ′(Ψ),1) = HomK0,θ(ρ(Ψ),
d∏
i=0

(φi|K0(Ψ))).

Since g− = {A ∈
√
τM2n×2n(F ) | Ã = A}, by Proposition 5.3.2, every θ-split

semi-simple element in the Lie algebra is H-conjugate to
(
C
Ĉ

)
. By Proposi-

tion 5.3.1, zireg contains θ-split elements. Since Ψ is θ-symmetric, (G0, G0,θ) is

isomorphic to (
∏

i U(J,E ′i),
∏

i Sp(Ei)) where Ei is an extension field of k and

E ′i is a quadratic extension of Ei. Since θ fixes the point [y], the finite group

K0,θ/K0,θ
+ is isomorphic to a product of some symplectic groups by Lemma 5.2.5

and 5.2.6. In order to

HomK0,θ(ρ(Ψ),
d∏
i=0

(φi|K0(Ψ))) 6= 0,

we need that
∏d

i=0(φi|K0(Ψ)) is trivial on K0,θ
+ . Since the derived group of

K0,θ/K0,θ
+ is itself,

∏d
i=0(φi|K0(Ψ)) is trivial on K0,θ. Therefore,

HomK0,θ(ρ(Ψ),
d∏
i=0

(φi|K0(Ψ))) = HomK0,θ/K0,θ
+

(ρ,1). (5.3.6)

Referring to Lemma 5.2.5 and Lemma 5.2.6, we can reduce to the following

cases.
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If E ′i is the unramified quadratic extension, then

HomK0,θ/K0,θ
+

(ρ,1) = HomSp2n(Fqi )(ρ,1),

where ρ is a cuspidal representation of U2n(J,Fq2i ). By Corollary 5.4.1,

HomSp2n(Fqi )(ρ,1) = 0.

If E ′i is a ramified quadratic extension,

HomK0,θ/K0,θ
+

(ρ,1) = HomSp2n(Fqi )(ρ,1)

where ρ is a cuspidal representation of Sp2n(Fqi). By the cuspidality of ρ,

HomSp2n(Fqi )(ρ,1) = 0.

By Equation (5.3.6), HomK0,θ(ρ(Ψ),
∏d

i=0(φi|K0(Ψ))) is zero. Then,

HomK0,θ(ρ′(Ψ), η′θj) = 0

for all θ-symmetric data Ψ.

5.3.4 The symmetric pair (Sp4n(k), Sp2n(E))

In this section, let (G,H) be the symmetric pair (Sp4n(k), Sp2n(E)).

First, we calculate the double cosetsK\G/H, whereK is the maximal compact

subgroup Sp4n(o). Let E be the unramified field extension over k and X be the

space of skew-symmetric matrices g ∈ G. Then g → g−1εgJ gives a bijection to

from H\G to X. The group G acts on X by g · x = gxgt.

Let Λ+
n = {λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λn) ∈ Zn | λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λn ≥ 0}. Denote the

matrix ( $a
−$a ) by Πa. For λ ∈ Λ+

n , let Πλ be the matrix

diag{Πλ1 ,Πλ2 , . . . ,Πλn ,−Π−λn , . . . ,−Π−λ1},

and zeros elsewhere.
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Lemma 5.3.8. As a disjoint union,

X = ∪λ∈Λ+
n
K · ΠΛ.

Proof. The proof is similar to [52, Lemma 3.1].

Lemma 5.3.9. The quadratic character η′θ is trivial.

Proof. An argument similar to the one used in Lemma 5.3.7 shows that η′θ is

trivial.

Theorem 5.3.3. Let (G,H) be the symmetric pair (Sp4n(k), Sp2n(E)). A tame

supercuspidal representation π(Ψ) is H-distinguished if and only if Ψ satisfies the

following conditions, up to a K-conjugation and a θ-symmetric refactorization.

• The quadratic extension E is unramified.

1. When d is 0, y is θ-fixed and ρ is a distinguished cuspidal representation

of the symmetric pair (Gy,0/Gy,0+, (Gy,0/Gy,0+)θ), that is,∏
i

(Sp4ri
(fi)× Sp4(ni−ri)(fi), Sp2r(fEi)× Sp2(ni−ri)(fEi)).

2. When d > 0, the symmetric pair (G0, G0,θ) is isomorphic to

(
∏
i

U2(Q,Ei),
∏
i

SU1(Di).

• The quadratic extension E is ramified.

1. The depth d is more than zero.

2. The symmetric pair (G0, G0,θ) is isomorphic to

(
∏
i

U(Ei),
∏
i

SU(Di)).

The point y is θ-fixed point and ρ is a distinguished cuspidal represen-

tation of the symmetric pair (Gy,0/Gy,0+, (Gy,0/Gy,0+)θ), that is,∏
i

(Sp4ni
(fi), Sp2ni

(fEi)).
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Proof. First, assume that π(Ψ) is H-distinguished tame supercuspidal represen-

tation. Then, there exist Θ′ and ξ such that 〈Θ′, ξ〉K is nonzero. After a K-

conjugation and a refactorization, we can assume that Ψ is θ-symmetric.

In order to prove this theorem, we consider two cases, d = 0 and d > 0.

Let d = 0. The supercuspidal representation π(Ψ) is isomorphic to c-IndGGyρ,

where ρ is a cuspidal representation of Gy. If E is a ramified quadratic extension

of k, by Lemma 5.2.4, there does not exist a vertex y of B(G) such that y is θ-

fixed. By Theorem 5.3.1, there is no θ-symmetric data Ψ with d = 0. Therefore,

there is no H-distinguished depth-zero distinguished representation. If E is the

unramified quadratic extension of k, then for a θ-fixed y, (Gy, G
θ

y) is isomorphic

to

(Sp4r(f)× Sp4(n−r)(f), Sp2r(fE)× Sp2(n−r)(fE)),

by Lemma 5.2.3. According to Lemma 5.3.8, if r = 0, then there is only one

element g such that gθ(g−1) ∈ K. For r > 0, as a conclusion of Lemma 5.3.8,

there is also only one element g such that gθ(g−1) ∈ K. Then, by Equation 5.3.1,

HomGθ(π(Ψ), 1) ∼= mK(Θ′)HomGy,0/Gy,0+(ρ,1).

According to dim HomH(π,1) ≤ 1, mK(Θ′) = 1. Therefore, π(Ψ) isH-distinguished

if and only if Ψ satisfies the condition (1).

Let d > 0. According to Proposition 5.3.1 and Lemma 5.3.6, we conclude that

(G0, G0,θ) is isomorphic to

(
∏
i

U2i(Ei)×
∏
j

U2j(Q,Ej),
∏

Sp2i(ki)×
∏
j

SUj(Dj)).

Then considering that HomK0(Ψ)θ(ρ
′(Ψ), η′θ(Ψ)) restricts to the components of

(
∏

i U2i(Ej),
∏

j Sp2i(ki)), we conclude that HomK0(Ψ)θ(ρ
′(Ψ), η′θ(Ψ)) is zero by

Theorem 5.3.2. Therefore, (G0, G0,θ) is isomorphic to

(
∏

U2j(Q,Ej), SUj(Dj)).

Since dim HomH(π(Ψ),1) = 1, we conclude that 〈Θ′, ξ〉K is the only nonzero

term in Equation (5.3.1). By Theorem 5.3.1, 〈Θ′, ξ〉K = dim HomK0(Ψ)θ(ρ
′(Ψ), η′θ(Ψ)).
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Since η′θ is trivial by Lemma 5.3.9,

HomK0,θ(ρ′(Ψ),1) = HomK0,θ(ρ(Ψ),
d∏
i=0

(φi|K0(Ψ))).

Since the derived group of K0,θ/K0,θ
+ is itself,

∏d
i=0(φi|K0(Ψ)) is trivial on K0,θ.

Therefore,

HomK0,θ(ρ(Ψ),
d∏
i=0

(φi|K0(Ψ))) = HomK0,θ/K0,θ
+

(ρ,1).

According to Lemma 5.2.7, if E is unramfied and y is θ-fixed, then (G0, G0,θ)

is isomorphic to (
∏

i U2(Ei),
∏

i SU1(Di). Then, ρ is a character and trivial on

K0,θ.

According to Lemma 5.2.8, if E is ramified and y is θ-fixed, then the space

HomK0,θ/K0,θ
+

(ρ,1) is nonzero if and only if Ψ satisfies the condition (2). In sum-

mary, if π(Ψ) is H-distinguished, then Ψ satisfies the conditions in this theorem,

up to a K-conjugation and a θ-symmetric refactorization.

Next, if Ψ satisfies the conditions in this theorem, we can easily construct a

non-zeroH-invariant linear form on π(Ψ). Therefore, π(Ψ) is a tame supercuspidal

H-distinguished representation if and only if Ψ satisfies the conditions in this

theorem.

Corollary 5.3.2. If the symmetric pair (G,H) is (Sp4n(k), Sp2n(E)) and π(Ψ) is

a tame supercuspidal representation, then

dim HomSp2n(E1)(π, 1) · dim HomSp2n(E2)(π,1) = 0, (5.3.7)

where E1 is the unramified quadratic extension over F and E2 is a ramified

quadratic extension.

Proof. By Theorem 5.3.3, if π(Ψ) is Gθ1-distinguished tame supercuspidal rep-

resentation, then G0 is the centralizer of a θ1-split element z and isomorphic to∏
Ui(Qi, Ei). Since E1 is the unramified quadratic extension and E2 are not, z is
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not G-conjugate to a θ2-split element by Lemma 5.3.6. Up to G-conjugate, Ψ is

not θ2-symmetric. Therefore, π(Ψ) is not a Gθ2-distinguished tame supercuspidal

representation.

5.4 Distinguished representations of finite groups

of Lie type

Referring to Theorem 5.3.1, we can reduce the problem of distinguished tame

supercuspidal representations to the problem of distinguished depth zero super-

cuspidal representations relative to characters, that is, the calculation of the di-

mension of HomK0,θ(ρ′(Ψ), η′θ(Ψ)). Recall that η′(Ψ) is an irreducible depth zero

supercuspidal representation of G0 tensored with a character of K0. According

to section 5.3.2, this depth zero supercuspidal representations are the inflation of

cuspidal representations of finite groups of Lie type.

In this section, we shall consider the dimension of symmetric subgroup invari-

ant linear functionals in irreducible cuspidal representations of finite groups of Lie

type.

In this section, we shall introduce the Deligne-Lusztig’s representations in [20],

and Lusztig’s classification of the irreducible representations of the symplectic

groups over a finite field. Now let us recall some notation for reductive groups

over finite fields.

Let G be a connected reductive group defined over a finite field Fq of odd

characteristic p, a connected reductive group G∗ defined over Fq be its dual group.

Let F be a Frobenius morphism on G, and the fixed subgroup be GF . Let T be

an F -stable maximal torus of G and T̂ F be the set of characters of T F over Q×l ,

which is the algebraic closed field of Ql and l is prime to q. Let λ be an element in

T̂ F . For each pair (T, λ), Deligne and Lusztig [20] attach a virtual representation

Rλ
T of GF .
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Define a norm map N : T F
n → T F , given by

t→ t · F (t) · F 2(t) · · ·F n−1(t).

For each λ, the composite λ ◦N is a character of T F
n
.

Definition 5.4.1 ([20, Definition 5.5]). The pairs (T, λ), (T ′, λ′) are geometrically

conjugate if the pairs (T, λ ◦N) and (T ′, λ′ ◦N) are GFn-conjugate, for some n.

There is a bijection between geometric conjugacy classes of the pairs (T, λ)

and G∗F -conjugacy semi-simple elements in GF . Referring to [47, Section 7.5], we

have a bijection between GF -conjugacy classes (T, λ) and G∗F -conjugacy classes

(T ′, s), with T ′ an k-stable maximal torus in G∗ and s ∈ T
′F . Sometimes, to

emphasize the semi-simple element s, we also use Rs
T ′ to denote Rλ

T .

Let E (G) be the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible representations of GF

over Ql. Let E (G, s) be a subset of E (G), consisting of all irreducible representa-

tions ρ such that 〈ρ,Rs
T 〉 6= 0 for some T . Since, for every irreducible representa-

tion ρ, there exists a representation Rs
T such that 〈ρ,Rs

T 〉 6= 0, it follows that E (G)

is the union of E (G, s) over the set of semi-simple G∗F -conjugacy classes in G∗F .

In addition, if the semi-simple elements s and s′ are not G∗F -conjugate, then Rs
T

and Rs′

T ′ have no common constitute for any F -stable maximal tori T and T ′, con-

taining s and s′ respectively. Therefore, we have a partition E (G) =
∐

s E (G, s),

where s runs through the set of semi-simple G∗F -conjugacy classes in G∗F .

An irreducible representation ρ of GF is unipotent if 〈ρ,R1T 〉GF 6= 0 for some

k-stable maximal torus T . We have that E (G, 1) is the set of unipotent repre-

sentations. By [20, Proposition 7.10], we have that the restriction to GF of a

unipotent representations of the adjoint group (Gad)F is irreducible, and every

unipotent representation of GF is such a restriction. There is a bijection between

the sets of isomorphism classes of unipotent representations of (Gad)F and GF .

Example 5.4.1. Let GF be the group PGL2(Fq) or PU2(Fq2). Then, G has two

F -stable maximal tori T1 and T2. Assume that T1 is split over Fq. Therefore,
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the unipotent representations of GF are (R1T1 +R1T2)/2 and (R1T1 −R
1
T2

)/2. More-

over, the representation (R1T1 +R1T2)/2 is the trivial representation of GF , and the

representation (R1T1 −R
1
T2

)/2 is not cuspidal.

Example 5.4.2. According to [71], there is a well-known result that the represen-

tation θ10 of Sp4(Fq) is the unipotent cuspidal representation. In addition, θ10 is

not a linear combination of Rλ
T . We will continue to discuss this in section 5.4.4

Let ε(G) be (−1)Fq-rank of G. Let G∗s be the centralizer of s in G∗. We have the

following theorem to classify the irreducible representations of GF .

Proposition 5.4.1 ([48, Corollary 6.1], [50]). If the center of G is connected,

then there exists a bijection ψ : E (G, s)→ E (G∗s
◦, 1) such that

〈ρ,Rs
T 〉GF = ε(G)ε(G∗s

◦)〈ψ(ρ), R1T 〉G∗s◦ ,

for all ρ ∈ E (G, s) and F -stable maximal torus T ⊂ G∗ containing s.

In [50], Lusztig parametrized all the unipotent representations of reductive

groups. We refer to the parametrization of classical groups in Lusztig [47] and

recall the unipotent representations of symplectic groups in section 5.4.4.

Next, we recall from [48] the definitions and theorems for representations of

reductive groups with disconnected center.

Let π : G→ Gad be the adjoint quotient of G. There is a natural isomorphism

(Gad)F/π(GF ) ∼= (ZG/Z
◦
G)F . Here the subscript F means the largest quotient on

which F acts trivially, and ZG is the center of G. The isomorphism is defined by

the correspondence g ∈ (Gad)F → g̃−1F (g̃) ∈ ZG, where g ∈ G and π(g̃) = g.

The adjoint group (Gad)F acts on E (G) via the adjoint action on GF . Since the

action is trivial on the subgroup π(GF ) and leaves stable each subset E (G, s),

we have that an induced action of (Gad)F/π(GF ) on E (G, s). Hence, we get an

action of (ZG/Z
◦
G)F on E (G, s). The action is defined by ρ ∈ E (G, s) → ρg̃0 ,

where ρg̃0(g) = ρ(Ad(g̃0)g).
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Let s be a semi-simple element of G∗F . Since the adjoint action of G∗s on

E (G∗s) leaves stable the set of unipotent representations E (G∗s
◦, 1), we have a

natural action of G∗s
F/(G∗s

◦)F on E (G∗s
◦, 1).

For a reductive group with disconnected center, Lusztig [48] generalized Propo-

sition 5.4.1 and gave the following proposition.

Proposition 5.4.2 ([48, Proposition 5.1]). There exists a surjective map ψ :

E (G, s)→ E (G∗s, 1) mod action of G∗s
F/(G∗s

◦)F with the following properties.

The fibers of ψ are precisely the orbits of the action of (ZG/Z
◦
G)F on E (G, s).

If Ψ is a G∗s
F/(G∗s

◦)F -orbit on E (G∗s, 1) and Γ is the stabilizer in G∗s
F/(G∗s

◦)F of

an element in Ψ, then the fiber ψ−1(Ψ) has precisely #Γ elements. If ρ ∈ ψ−1(Ψ)

and T is an k-stable maximal torus of G∗ containing s, then

〈ρ,Rs
T 〉GF = εGεG∗s

∑
ρ∈Ψ

〈ρ,R1T 〉G∗sF (5.4.1)

To characterize the cuspidal representations in E (G, s), the statement [47,

(7.5.4)] can be generalized for the reductive groups with disconnected centers, by

Proposition 8.2 in [20] and Proposition 5.4.2, and can be stated as follows.

Proposition 5.4.3 ( [47, (7.5.4)]). An irreducible representation ρ of GF is cus-

pidal if and only if 〈ρ,Rs
T 〉GF = 0 for any pair (T, s) with T an F -stable maximal

torus contained in a proper F -stable parabolic subgroup of G∗.

We shall apply Proposition 5.4.2 and Proposition 5.4.3 to identify the cuspidal

representations in E (Sp4(Fq)).

5.4.1 Cuspidal representations of Sp4(Fq)

In this section, let G be the symplectic group Sp4. Hence, the dual group G∗ is

SO5(V ), whose quadratic form is given by ω4. By Proposition 5.4.2, we need to

find the centralizers of semi-simple elements of the dual group G∗F . Let s be a

semi-simple element of G∗F and Ps(x) be the minimal polynomial of s. Let As

be the Fq-algebra of linear map of V generated by s. Moreover, the algebra As
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is isomorphic to Fq[x]/PsFq[x]. We consider V as an As-module, denoted by Vs.

The inverse map s → s−1 extends an involution over the algebra As, denoted by

inv.

By Springer’s statement 2.4 in [1, Page 254], there exists a Fq-linear function

l on As such that the symmetric bilinear form (a, b) → l(ab) is nondegenerate

and l(inv(x)) = l(x). We can define a bilinear form 〈 , 〉s on Vs such that for all

a ∈ As,
l(a〈x, y〉s) = 〈ax, y〉. (5.4.2)

Recall that 〈x, y〉 is the quadratic form over V . We then have 〈x, y〉s = inv(〈x, y〉s).
For a polynomial P (x) =

∑n
i=1 aix

i in Fq[x], we also define the operator inv

for inv(P )(x) =
∑n

i=1 an−ix
i. For a semi-simple element s of an orthogonal group,

we have that Ps(x) is proportional to inv(Ps)(x). Let Ps(x) =
∏

α∈Ω Ps,α(x) be

the decomposition of P into irreducible factors over Fq. Then, the action of inv

on the factors of Ps(x) is a permutation of the index set Ω of order less than 2.

Therefore, we have

Ps(x) =
∏

i∈Ω\Ωinv

Ps,i(x)inv(Ps,i)(x) ·
∏
j∈Ωinv

Ps,j(x).

Here Ωinv is the set of the inv-fixed points. Applying this factorization, we can

calculate the centralizer of s.

Lemma 5.4.1. Let G∗ be an odd special orthogonal group and s be a semi-simple

element in G∗F . If s has the eigenvalue −1, then

G∗s
F ∼=

∏
i

GLi(Fqni )×
∏
j

Uj(Fq2mj )× SO2m+1(Fq)×O±2m′(Fq).

Here O±2m′(Fq) is either an Fq-split even orthogonal group or a quasi-split even

orthogonal group.

If s does not have the eigenvalue −1, then

G∗s
F ∼=

∏
i

GLi(Fqni )×
∏
j

Uj(Fq2mj )× SO2m+1(Fq).
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Proof. To prove this lemma, we need only to prove the lemma in three special

cases and then deduce the general case from them.

Assume that Ps(x) = Q(x) · inv(Q)(x), and Q(x) is irreducible. Then, As is

isomorphic to Fq[x]/(Q ·Fq[x])⊕Fq[x]/inv(Q)Fq[x]. Therefore, the centralizer G∗s
F

is a general linear group over a finite extension field of Fq. Hence we have CG∗(s)
F

is connected and isomorphic to GLn/d(Fqd).
Assume that Ps(x) is irreducible. Then, As is isomorphic to a field Fq2m , where

the integer 2m is the degree of Ps(x). The automorphism inv on As is the element

of oder 2 in the Galois group Gal(Fq2m/Fq). Hence, the inner form (5.4.2) on Vs is

a symmetric hermitian form. The centralizer G∗s
F is a unitary group. Therefore,

we have G∗s
F is connected and isomorphic to Un/m(Fq2m).

Assume that Ps = x2 − 1. The centralizer G∗s in the group is the subgroup of

the product of an even orthogonal group and an odd orthogonal group, consisting

of the elements with the same determinant. Then, G∗s is not connect and the

Galois cohomology H1(Fq, G∗s) has two elements that are corresponding to the

two isometry classes of quadratic forms. Therefore, there are two G∗F -conjugate

classes of s. The centralizer G∗s
F is isomorphic to an Fq-split group SO2m+1(Fq)×

O2m′(Fq) or SO2m+1(Fq)×O−2m′(Fq).
In general, for any semi-simple element s, if the centralizer G∗s is connected,

then the Galois cohomology H1(Fq, G∗s) is trivial and there is only one G∗F -

conjugacy class of s. If the centralizer G∗s is disconnected, then there are two

G∗F -conjugate classes of s. Therefore, we have that the centralizer CG∗(s) is the

product of these three cases.

In the rest of this section, we will identify the cuspidal representations of

Sp4(Fq). Since (ZG/Z
◦
G)F is {±I4}, we can find an element

g̃ = diag{
√
τ ,
√
τ ,
√
τ
−1
,
√
τ
−1}

such that g̃−1F (g̃) = −I4. Therefore, the action of −I4 ∈ (ZG/Z
◦
G)F on E (G, s) is

given by ρ ∈ E (G, s)→ ρg̃.
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Let us show an example of the action of (ZG/Z
◦
G)F on E (G, s). Let s0 be a

semi-simple element in G∗F with the minimal polynomial Ps0(x) = (x2 − 1)Q(x),

where Q(x) is an irreducible quadratic polynomial over Fq and proportional to

inv(Q). In addition, assume that (G∗s)
F is isomorphic to U1(Fq2)×O−2 (Fq). Indeed,

SO−2 (Fq) is isomorphic to U1(Fq2). The unipotent representation of (G∗s
◦)F is only

the trivial representation. Recall that Ψ in Proposition 5.4.2 is a G∗s0
F/(G∗s0

◦)F -

orbit on E (G∗s0 , 1). In this case, since Ψ contains only the trivial representation,

Γ contains two elements. We denote one of them by ρ0, and the other is ρg̃0. By

Equation (5.4.1), we have that E (G, s0) = {ρ0, ρ
g̃
0} and Rs0

T = ρ0 ⊕ ρg̃0, where T is

(G∗s0
◦)F and isomorphic to U1(Fq2)× U1(Fq2).

Theorem 5.4.1. If ρ is an irreducible cuspidal representation of Sp4(Fq), then ρ

is in the following set

{Rs1
U1(Fq2 )×U1(Fq2 ), R

s2
U1(Fq4 ), ρ0, ρ

g̃
0, θ10},

where G∗s1
F and G∗s2

F are isomorphic to U1(Fq2)× U1(Fq2) and U1(Fq4).

Proof. Let s be a semi-simple element in G∗F . If the minimal polynomial Ps(x) of

s has an irreducible factor Q such that inv(Q) is not proportional to Q, then each

k-stable torus T containing s is contained in a proper k-stable parabolic subgroup

of G∗. By Proposition 5.4.3, there is no cuspidal representation in E (G, s). Now,

we need only to consider the semi-simple elements whose minimal polynomials

only contain irreducible factor Q such that inv(Q) is proportional to Q.

If the centralizer is connected, then the map ψ is a bijection from E (G, s) to

E (G∗s, 1), and maps cuspidal representations to unipotent cuspidal representations

of G∗s
F . To identify the cuspidal representations in E (G, s), we need only to

identify the unipotent cuspidal representations of G∗s
F . By Lemma 5.4.1, if the

centralizer is connected, then it is isomorphic to one of the groups in the following

set,

{U1(Fq4),U1(Fq)× U1(Fq),U2(Fq2),U1(Fq2)× SO3(Fq), SO5(Fq)}.
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If G∗s
F is one of groups U1(Fq4) and U1(Fq)×U1(Fq), then the trivial representation

is the unipotent cuspidal representation of G∗s
F . Therefore, E (G, s) has only one

representation which is a cuspidal representation. The cuspidal representations

are Rs1
U1(Fq2 )×U1(Fq2 ) and Rs2

U1(Fq4 ), where G∗s1
F and G∗s2

F are isomorphic to U1(Fq2)×
U1(Fq2) and U1(Fq4).

If G∗s
F is one of groups U1(Fq2)×SO3(Fq) and U2(Fq2), then the adjoint group

is isomorphic to {PGL2(Fq),PU2(q2)}. Since there is no unipotent cuspidal repre-

sentation of PGL2(Fq) or PU2(q2), the set E (G, s) does not contain any cuspidal

representation.

For the case SO5(Fq), the representations in E (G, 1) are unipotent represen-

tations of Sp4(Fq). It is a well-known result that θ10 is the cuspidal unipotent

representation of Sp4(Fq) in Srinivasan [71].

If the centralizer is not connected, then (G∗s
◦)F is isomorphic to one of the

groups in,

{U1(Fq2)× SO±2 (Fq), SO±4 (Fq), SO±2 (Fq)× SO3(Fq)}.

For the cases U1(Fq2)× SO2(Fq) and SO2(Fq)× SO3(Fq), since SO2(Fq) is iso-

morphic to F×q , each F -stable maximal torus T containing s is contained in a

proper F -stable parabolic subgroup of G∗. Therefore, there is no cuspidal repre-

sentation in E (G, s).

For the case U1(Fq2)× SO−2 (Fq), the group SO−2 (Fq) is isomorphic to U1(Fq2).
Since all F -stable maximal tori containing s are not contained in a proper F -

stable parabolic subgroup of G∗, the representations in E (G, s) are cuspidal. By

the discussion in the example, ρ0 and ρg̃ are two elements in E (G, s), and they

are all cuspidal.

If (G∗s
◦)F is isomorphic to one of the groups SO−4 (Fq) and SO−2 (Fq)×SO3(Fq),

then the adjoint group is in {PGL2(Fq2),PGL2(Fq)}. The unipotent representa-

tions of these adjoint groups are only the trivial representation and the non-trivial

representation. Both of them are not cuspidal. Thus, G∗s
F/(G∗s

◦)F acts trivially

on the unipotent representations. By Equation (5.4.1), the pre-image of a cuspidal
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representation of ψ is cuspidal. Therefore, there is no cuspidal representation in

E (G, s).

If (G∗s
◦)F is isomorphic to SO4(Fq), then the adjoint group is PGL2(Fq) ×

PGL2(Fq). The set of unipotent representations of PGL2(Fq)×PGL2(Fq) is {1, χ⊗
1,1⊗ χ, χ⊗ χ}, where χ is the nontrivial unipotent representation of PGL2(Fq).
Then, the group G∗s

F/(G∗s
◦)F stabilizes on {1, χ⊗χ}, and switches χ⊗1 and 1⊗χ.

Since 1 and χ⊗χ are not cuspidal, the pre-image of 1 and χ⊗χ are not cuspidal

representations. For the representations χ⊗1 and 1⊗χ, the pre-image are same.

By Example 5.4.1, we have that both 〈χ⊗ 1, R1
T1×T1〉 and 〈1⊗ χ,R1

T1×T1〉 are

positive, where T1 is an Fq split torus in PGL2(Fq). Therefore,

〈ψ−1(χ⊗ 1), Rs
T ′〉 = 〈χ⊗ 1⊕ 1⊗ χ,R1

T1×T1〉

is not zero. It follows that ψ−1(χ ⊗ 1) is not cuspidal. In this case, there is no

cuspidal representation in E (G, s).

Combining all cases together, we obtain all irreducible cuspidal representations

of Sp4(Fq) and prove this theorem.

5.4.2 Lusztig’s formula for 〈tr(·, Rλ
T ), IndGH1〉

Let θ be an involution of G and commute with F . Let H be the subgroup of G,

consisting of the θ-fixed elements. Hence, H is also F -stable. Our purpose is to

calculate the multiplicity 〈ρ, IndG
F

HF1〉 for every irreducible cuspidal representation

ρ of GF .

For the Deligne-Lusztig virtual representations Rs
T , Lusztig gave a formula

in [51, Theorem 3.3] to computer 〈tr(·, Rλ
T ), IndG

F

HF1〉. Applying this formula,

Henderson in [30] gave explicit formulas for the dimensions of all symmetric sub-

groups invariant linear functionals of all irreducible representations of general

linear groups or unitary groups.

Now, we introduce the Lusztig’s formula. Define

ΘT = {f ∈ G | θ(f−1Tf) = f−1Tf}.
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Then T (resp. H) acts on ΘT by left (resp. right) multiplication. Indeed, the

double cosets T\ΘT/H is one-one correspondence to the double cosets B\G/H,

where B is a Borel subgroup containing T . Let ΘF
T be the set of F fixed elements.

The double cosets T F\ΘF
T /H

F are also bijective to the GF conjugate classes of

(θ, F )-stable maximal tori of GF .

For any f ∈ ΘF
T , define a morphism εT,λ of (T ∩ fHf−1)F by

εT,λ(t) = (−1)Fq-rank(ZG((T∩fHf−1)◦))+Fq-rank(Z◦G(t)∩ZG((T∩fHf−1)◦)). (5.4.3)

Indeed, εT,λ is a character and trivial on ((T ∩ fHf−1)◦)F . Finally define

ΘF
T,λ = {f ∈ ΘF

T | λ(T∩fHf−1)F = εT,λ}.

The groups T F and HF still act by left and right multiplication.

Theorem 5.4.2 ([51, Theorem 3.3]).

〈tr(·, Rλ
T ), IndGH1〉 =

∑
f∈TF \ΘFT,λ/HF

(−1)Fq-rank(T )+Fq-rank(ZG((T∩fHf−1)◦))

5.4.3 The symmetric pair (U2n(Fq2), Sp2n(Fq))

In this section, we will prove that there is no Sp2n(Fq)-distinguished cuspidal rep-

resentation of U2n(Fq2). For this symmetric pair, Henderson [30] applied the Theo-

rem 5.4.2, and gave an explicit formula for the dimensions 〈ρ, Ind
U2n(Fq2 )

Sp2n(Fq)1〉U2n(Fq2 ),

for any irreducible representation ρ of U2n(Fq2). This formula is given in terms

of the partition, and does not obviously imply the dimension formula of cuspidal

representations. In order to obtain the dimension formula of cuspidal representa-

tions, we just identify the parametrization of cuspidal representations, and then

apply Henderson’s formula for cuspidal representations.

Let us recall the classification of irreducible representations of U2n(Fq2), and

some related definitions.

Let µ be a partition of n. Its size, length, and transpose are denoted by

|µ|, l(µ), and µ′. A partition µ = (µ1, µ2, · · · , µl(µ)) is called even if µi for all

1 ≤ i ≤ l(µ) are even. The multiplicity of i as a part of µ is denoted by µ(i).
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It is well-known that all irreducible representations of the symmetric group Sn

are corresponding to the partitions of n. Let ρµ be the irreducible representation

of Sn, corresponding to the partition µ. In addition, a partition v corresponds to

a cycle-type in Sn which is a conjugate class in Sn. Thus, define that ρµv is the

character value of ρµ at a partition v.

Next, let us recall some notation to parametrize the GF -conjugate classes of

(T, λ). Let F̂×qe be the characters of one dimension representations of F×qe . We

consider the system maps of F̂×qe → F̂×
qe′

for e|e′. Let L be its direct limit. Let σ

be the q-th power on both F×q and L. Let F×σ
e

q and Lσ
e

be the fixed points under

σe for all e ∈ N.

Let σ̃ be the composition map of the inverse map and the map σ. We have

the canonical pairing 〈·, ·〉F e : F×σ
e

q × Lσe → Q
×
l . In addition, we can replace the

superscript σe by (σ̃)e. Note that (σ̃)2 = σ2.

Let 〈σ̃〉\L be the set of orbits of L under the action 〈σ̃〉, where 〈σ̃〉 is the group

generated by σ̃ on L. Let mξ be the cardinality of the orbit ξ in 〈σ̃〉\L.

Let P̂n be the set of collections of partitions ν = (να)α∈L, almost all zero, and∑
α∈L |να| = n. Let P̂ σ̃n be the subset of P̂n consisting of all ν such that νσ̃(α) = να

for all α. Recall that (µα)1, (µα)2, · · · , (µα)l(να) are the parts of the partition of

µα. For ν ∈ P̂ σ̃n ,

∑
ξ∈〈σ̃〉\L

l(νξ)∑
j=1

m̃ξ(νξ)j =
∑

ξ∈〈σ̃〉\L

m̃ξ|νξ| = n

For ν, ρ ∈ P̂ σ̃n , we write |ν| = |ρ| to mean that |νξ| = |ρξ| for all ξ.

There is a bijection between P̂ σ̃n and the set of GF -orbits of pairs (T, λ). Fur-

thermore, (T, λ) is corresponding to ν as following:

1. T Fν is isomorphic to ∏
ξ∈〈σ̃〉\L

l(νξ)∏
j=1

(F×q )σ̃
m̃ξ(νξ)j

;
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2. λν corresponds to ∏
ξ∈〈σ̃〉\L

l(νξ)∏
j=1

〈·, ξ〉σ̃
m̃ξ(νξ)j

.

For ν ∈ P̂ σ̃n , let Bν = tr(·, Rλ
T ) for (T, λ) in the corresponding GF -orbit. The

Deligne-Lusztig characters of unitary group are a basis of the space of conjugate

classes functions. That is, each irreducible character χ of GF is linear combination

ofBν . Hence, in this notation, Henderson [30, Section 1.3] introduced the following

irreducible character of GF , corresponding to the partition ρ ∈ P̂ σ̃n ,

χρ = (−1)d
n
2
e+

∑
ξ∈〈σ̃〉\L m̃ξn(ρ′ξ)+|ρξ|

∑
ν∈P̂ σ̃n
|ν|=|ρ|

 ∏
ξ∈〈σ̃〉\L

(zνξ)
−1χ

ρξ
νξ

Bν ,

where zνξ is the cardinality of the centralizer of cycle-type µξ in S|µξ|. All irre-

ducible characters arise in this way for unique ρ ∈ P̂ σ̃n . Alternatively, the trans-

formed formula of Bν for all ν ∈ P̂ σ̃n is,

Bν =
∑
ρ∈P̂ σ̃n
|ρ|=|ν|

(−1)d
n
2
e+

∑
ξ∈〈σ̃〉\L m̃ξn(ρ′ξ)+|ρξ|

 ∏
ξ∈〈σ̃〉\L

χ
ρξ
νξ

χρ.

Using the parametrization P̂ σ̃n of irreducible representations of Un(Fq2), Hen-

derson have the following dimension formula.

Proposition 5.4.4 ([30, Theorem 2.2.1]). For any ρ ∈ P̂2n,

〈χρ, Ind
U2n(Fq2 )

Sp2n(Fq)1〉 =

1 if all ρξ are even;

0 otherwise.

To calculate the dimension formula of the irreducible cuspidal representations

of U2n(Fq2), we have to identify all irreducible cuspidal representations in terms

of the elements in ρ ∈ P̂ σ̃n . Hence, we will prove the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.4.2. An irreducible representation χρ is an irreducible cuspidal repre-

sentation if and only if for all ρξ of ρ, ρξ is the partition (sξ, sξ − 1, · · · , 2, 1),

where sξ is some positive integer, depending on ξ.

Proof. By Proposition 5.4.3, we have that χρ is cuspidal if and only if 〈χρ, Bν〉 = 0

for all T Fν contained in a proper F -stable parabolic subgroup of Un(Fq2). Since

σ̃2 = σ2 for an even part (νξ)j, it follows that T Fν ⊂ GL
ξ(νξ)j(Fq) × U(Fq2) is

the Levi subgroup of a proper F -stable parabolic subgroup of Un(Fq2). Hence, a

F -stable maximal torus T Fν contained in a proper F -stable parabolic subgroup of

U(Fq2) is equivalent that a part (νξ)j is even.

Assume that |ν| = |ρ|, otherwise 〈χρ, Bν〉 = 0. Since 〈χρ, Bν〉 is determined by

(
∏

ξ∈〈σ̃〉\L(zνξ)
−1χ

ρξ
νξ), the inner product 〈χρ, Bν〉 = 0 is equivalent to χ

ρξ
νξ = 0 if νξ

has an even part for some ξ. For the cuspidal representation χρ, since 〈χρ, Bν〉 = 0

for all Bν with even part, we have that χ
ρξ
νξ is 0 for all cycle-type νξ with an even

part. By Lusztig [47, Proposition 9.4], if χ
ρξ
νξ is 0 for all cycle-type νξ with an

even part, then ρξ is the partition (s, s − 1, · · · , 1) for some positive integer s.

Therefore, we prove this lemma.

Applying Proposition 5.4.4 and Lemma 5.4.2, we conclude that if χρ is an

irreducible cuspidal representation, then all ρξ are not even. Therefore, we have

the following dimension formula for irreducible cuspidal representations.

Corollary 5.4.1. If χ is an irreducible cuspidal representation of U2n(Fq2), then

〈χρ, Ind
U2n(Fq2 )

Sp2n(Fq)1〉 = 0.

5.4.4 Unipotent representations of the symplectic group

In this section, we recall the unipotent representations of the symplectic group.

These representations will play an important role in identifying the distinguished

representations.

Lusztig [49] parametrized the unipotent representations in terms of symbol

classes. Let us recall some definitions about symbol classes.
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A symbol is an unordered pair Λ = ( ST ), where S and T are finite sets consisting

of non-negative integers. The rank rk(Λ)of Λ is defined by

rk(Λ) =
∑
λ∈S

λ+
∑
µ∈T

µ−

[(
#S + #T − 1

2

)2
]
,

where the square bracket is Gaussian function. The defect def(Λ) is def(Λ) =

|#S−#T |. Obviously, the rank of a symbol is a non-negative integer and rk(Λ) ≥[(
def(Λ)

2

)2
]
.

An equivalence relation on the symbols is given as follows. A shift operation

( ST )→
(
S′

T ′

)
is given by S ′ = {0}∪(S+1), T ′ = {0}∪(T +1). This shift operation

generates an equivalence relation on the set of symbols. The equivalence classes

are called symbol classes. The rank and defect of a symbol are invariant under

the shift. In each symbol class, we can find a unique representative ( ST ) such that

0 /∈ S ∩ T such a symbol is said to be reduced.

A symbol

Z =

(
z0, z2, · · · , z2m

z1, z3, · · · , z2m−1

)
of rank n and defect 1 is called special symbol if z0 ≤ z1 ≤ z2 ≤ · · · ≤ z2m−1 ≤ z2m

holds.

Let Z = ( ST ) be a special symbol of rank n and defect 1, and let Z1 be the

set of singles of Z, that is S ∪ T r S ∩ T . Denote Z∗1 the set of entries of Z1 in

the first row of Z and (Z1)∗ the set of entries of Z1 in the second row of Z. Then

we have Z1 = Z∗1
∐

(Z1)∗. Let d be (#Z1 − 1)/2. We have #Z∗1 = d + 1, and

#(Z1)∗ = d. Let Z2 be the set of elements which appear in both rows of Z. Thus,

Z =
(
Z2

∐
(Z1)∗

Z2
∐

(Z1)∗

)
Let SZ be the set of all symbols of rank n and odd defect which contain the

same entries as Z. There is a one-one correspondence between SZ and the set VZ1

of subsets of Z1 of even cardinality. Indeed, each symbol Λ is corresponding to a

subset M of Z1 such that #M ≡ d (mod 2), by ΛM =
(
Z2

∐
(Z1−M)

Z2
∐
M

)
. In further,

we associate to M the set M# ⊂ Z1 defined by M# = M ∪ (Z1)∗ r (M ∩ (Z1)∗).
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The set M# is a subset of Z1 of even cardinality. Therefore, ΛM is one-one

correspondence to M#.

First, the set VZ1 has a natural structure of F2-vector space of dimension 2d.

Indeed, let the sum of M#
1 and M#

2 be (M#
1 ∪M

#
2 ) − (M#

1 ∩M
#
2 ). Then, the

non-singular symplectic form on VZ1 is given by

(M#
1 ,M

#
2 ) = #M#

1 ∩M
#
2 (mod 2).

By the bijection SZ ↔ VZ1 , we also have a non-singualar symplectic form on Sz.

For instance, the zero vector is the special symbol Z.

Recall that a unipotent representation is a constitute representation of R1T for

some F -stable maximal torus T of G. To discuss the virtual representation R1T ,

let us classify the GF -conjugacy classes of F -stable maximal tori of G.

Two elements w,w′ ∈ W are called F -conjugate if there exists x ∈ W such

that w′ = x−1wF (x). By [18, Proposition 3.3.3], there is a bijection between the

GF -conjugacy classes of F -stable maximal tori of G and the F -conjugacy classes

of W . Without confusion, we use Rw to denote the R1T which T is corresponding

to w ∈ W .

Recall that the Frobenius map F acts trivially on the Weyl group Wn of

Sp2n(Fq). For each virtual representation M of Wn, Lusztig defined the following

virtual Ql-representation in [49, Section 4.6],

R(M) = |W |−1
∑
w∈W

tr(w,M)Rw.

In section 5.4.5, we know that there is a one-one correspondence between the

symbol classes of rank n and defect one, and the irreducible representations of

Wn. Therefore, we also use the symbols to denote the corresponding irreducible

representations of the Weyl group.

Now, we recall Lusztig’s theorem on the unipotent representations. Let Φn,d

be the set of symbol classes of rank n and defect d, and Φn =
∐

odd d Φn,d.

Proposition 5.4.5 ([47, Theorem 8.2]). For the symplectic group Sp2n, there

exists a one-one correspondence between the unipotent representations and the the
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set of symbol classes of rank n and odd defect, that is, Φn. Moreover, the symbol Λ

with rkΛ = [(def(Λ)/2)2] is corresponding to the cuspidal unipotent representation.

We use ρ(Λ) to denote the unipotent representation corresponding to Λ.

Under this parametrization of the unipotent representations, Lusztig in [49,

Theorem 5.8] gave the formula between the Deligne-Lusztig representations and

the unipotent representations, for q sufficient large. Asai proved that the formula

was still true for the small q in [10]. The complete theorem can be found in [50].

Proposition 5.4.6 ([49, Theorem 5.8]). For the symplectic group Sp2n, and any

Λ ∈ SZ of defect one, we have

R[Λ] = 2−d
∑

Λ′∈SZ

(−1)(Λ,Λ′)ρ(Λ′)

where (, ) is the symplectic form on SZ described as above.

Unipotent representations of Sp4(Fq)

In this part, we apply the previous theorems on the unipotent representations of

the symplectic groups, and list all the unipotent representations. The following

results also can be found in Carter’s book [18, Chapter 13].

First, let us see the symbol classes Φ2 of rank 2 and odd defect.

Φ2,1 =

{(
2

−

)
,

(
1, 2

0

)
,

(
0, 2

1

)
,

(
0, 1

2

)
,

(
0, 1, 2

1, 2

)}
;

Φ2,3 =

{(
0, 1, 2

−

)}

For the symbol Λ =
(

0,1,2
−
)
, since the rank of Λ is same as [(def(Λ)/2)2], by

Proposition 5.4.5, we have that the unipotent representation ρ
(

0,1,2
−
)

is the unique

cuspidal unipotent representation of Sp4(Fq), that is, θ10.

Next, we list the special symbols and the dimension of corresponding F2-vector

spaces VZ1 .
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Special symbol Z

(
2

−

) (
1, 2

0

) (
0, 1, 2

−

)
Dimension 2d of VZ1 0 2 0

For the special symbol Λ =
(

1,2
0

)
, we have SZ and the vector space VZ1 of

dimension 2 in the following.

SZ

(
1, 2

0

) (
0, 2

1

) (
0, 1

2

) (
0, 1, 2

−

)
M# in VZ1 ∅ {0, 1} {0, 2} {1, 2}

Applying Proposition 5.4.6, we have following equations:

R

[(
2

−

)]
= 1 (5.4.4)

2R

[(
1, 2

0

)]
= ρ

(
1, 2

0

)
+ ρ

(
0, 2

1

)
+ ρ

(
0, 1

2

)
+ ρ

(
0, 1, 2

−

)
(5.4.5)

2R

[(
0, 2

1

)]
= ρ

(
1, 2

0

)
+ ρ

(
0, 2

1

)
− ρ

(
0, 1

2

)
− ρ

(
0, 1, 2

−

)
(5.4.6)

2R

[(
0, 1

2

)]
= ρ

(
1, 2

0

)
− ρ

(
0, 2

1

)
+ ρ

(
0, 1

2

)
− ρ

(
0, 1, 2

−

)
(5.4.7)

R

[(
0, 1, 2

1, 2

)]
= ρ

(
0, 1, 2

1, 2

)
(5.4.8)

To simplify the notation, let the left sides of Equation (5.4.4)–(5.4.8) be R1,

R2, R3, R4, and R5. Let the summands of the right side of Equation (5.4.5) be

ρ1, ρ2, ρ3, and θ10. Let the right side of Equation (5.4.8) be ρ5.
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5.4.5 Irreducible representations of the Weyl group of type

Cn

In this section, we recall the construction of the irreducible representation of a

Weyl group of type Cn in [49, §2]. Let Wn be the Weyl group of the symplectic

group Sp2n(Fq). Wn acts on the set

Sn = {1, 2, · · · , n, n′, · · · , 2′, 1′},

and is generalized by the permutations 〈(1, 2), · · · , (n − 1, n), (n, n′)〉. Then we

can define a quadratic character χ of Wn via

χn(w) = (−1)#{w(1),w(2),··· ,w(n)}∩{1′,2′,··· ,n′}.

Let π1 and π2 be irreducible representations of Sk and Sn−k. Since Wk (resp.

Wn−k) is the semi-product of Sk (resp. Sn−k) and (Z/2Z)k (resp. (Z/2Z)n−k), there

is a natural lifting π1 (resp. π2) as a representation of Wk (resp. Wn−k). Then the

induced representation IndWn
Wk×Wn−k

π1 ⊗ (π2 ⊗ χ) is an irreducible representation

of Wn, corresponding to the ordered pair (π1, π2).

Now σ1 corresponds to a partition 0 5 α1 5 α2 5 · · · 5 αm′ of k (
∑
αi =

k), in the following way: it is the unique irreducible representation of Sk whose

restriction to Sα1 × Sα2 × · · ·Sαm′ ⊂ Sk contains the unit representation and its

restriction to Sα∗1 × Sα∗2 × · · · ⊂ Sk (where α∗1 5 α∗2 5 · · · is the dual partition)

contains the sign representation. Similarly, σ2 corresponds to a partition 0 5 β1 5

· · · 5 βm′′ of I. Since m′ and m′′ can be increased at our will (by adding zeroes)

we may assume that m′ = m + 1 and m′′ = m. We now set λi = αi + i− 1, (1 5

i 5 m+ 1), µi = βi + i− 1(1 5 i 5 m). Let Λ denote the tableau(
λ1, λ2, · · · , λm+1

µ1, µ2, · · · , µm

)
Then Λ is a symbol of rank n and defect 1. As in the section 5.4.4, we denote a

symbol with its equivalence class under shift by [Λ]. Thus, we have a 1-1 corre-

spondence between irreducible representations of Wn and symbols [Λ] of rank n
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and defect one, modulo shift. We also denote by [Λ] the irreducible representation

of Wn.

Example of representations of the Weyl group of Sp4(Fq)

Referring to section 5.4.4, we use the symbols of rank n and odd defects to

parametrize the unipotent representations of the symplectic groups. We have

the list of all symbols of rank 4 and odd defects. The symbols of rank 4 and

defect 1 are the following:

Symbol (π1, π2) Representation of W2(
2

−

)
2,− 1(

1, 2

0

)
(1, 1),− sgn2(

0, 2

1

)
1, 1 IndW2

W1×W1
1⊗ χ1(

0, 1

2

)
−, 2 χ2(

0, 1, 2

1, 2

)
−, (1, 1) sgn2 ⊗ χ2

In this table, the first column is the symbol of rank 2 and defect 1. The

second column is the corresponding ordered partition pairs. The last column is

the corresponding irreducible representation of W2. Here W1 ×W1 is the normal

subgroup 〈(1, 1′)〉 × 〈(2, 2′)〉 of W2 , and χ is the non-trivial character of 〈(2, 2′)〉.

5.4.6 The symmetric pair (Sp4(Fq), SL2(Fq))

In this section we will identify all SL2(Fq2) or SL2(Fq) × SL2(Fq) distinguished

cuspidal representations of Sp4(Fq).
To find the distinguished representations of Sp4(Fq), we give an estimate of

the dimension formula.
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Theorem 5.4.3. For any irreducible representation ρ of Sp4n(Fq), we have

〈ρ, Ind
Sp4n(Fq)
Sp2n(Fq2 )1〉 ≤ 1.

Proof. By the calculation of orbits in [77], there exists an anti-involution which

preserves the double cosets

Sp2n(Fq2)\Sp4n(Fq)/Sp2n(Fq2).

Then applying Mackey theorem, we conclude that 〈ρ, Ind
Sp4n(Fq)
Sp2n(Fq2 )1〉 ≤ 1.

Theorem 5.4.4. For any irreducible representation ρ of Sp4(J,Fq), we have

〈ρ, Ind
Sp4(Fq)
SL2(Fq)×SL2(Fq)1〉 ≤ 1.

Proof. This proof is similar with Theorem 5.4.3

According to [18, Theorem 3.5.6], for a connected reductive group G, if its

derived group is simply connected, then CG(s) is connected for any semi-simple

element s. Since G is the symplectic group Sp4n(Fq), ZG(t) in the definition 5.4.3

is connected. Therefore εT,f is always trivial.

If the character λ is trivial, then T F\ΘF
T,λ/H

F is same as the double cosets

T F\ΘF
T /H

F .

Fix T to be the set of diagonal matrices of G, and B to be the set of upper

triangular matrices of G. Then B is an F -stable Borel subgroup of G, containing

an F -stable maximal torus T . Let g be an element of G such that g−1F (g) ∈
NG(T ). Hence gTg−1 is also an F -stable maximal torus of G. The map from

gTg−1 to the image of g−1F (g) in W gives a bijection between the GF -conjugacy

classes of F -stable maximal tori of G and the conjugacy classes of W .

Let {fi} be a set of representatives of T\ΘT/H. Then, {gfi} is a set of

representatives of gTg−1\ΘgTg−1/H. Let ϑ be a map on G, defined by ϑ(g) =

gθ(g−1). Since gTg−1 and H are F -stable, and θ and F are commutative, we

conclude that F stabilizes double cosets gTg−1\ΘgTg−1/H. Then, F permutes the

representatives {gfi}. Moreover, we obtain the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.4.3. An element F (gfi) in the double coset gTg−1 ·gfj ·H is equivalent

to g−1F (g)ϑ(F (fi))θ(g
−1F (g))−1 = tϑ(fj)θ(t)

−1 for some t in T .

Let

w1 =


1

−1

−1

1

 and w2 =


1

1

−1

1

 .

The images of these two elements in NG(T )/T generate W . Let I4 be the 4-by-4

identity matrix. Then, the set {I4, w1, w2, w1w2, (w1w2)2} consists of represen-

tatives of all conjugacy classes of W . We can choose g such that g−1F (g) ∈
{I4, w1, w2, w1w2, (w1w2)2}. Then, we use the elements in this set to parametrize

the k-stable maximal tori, up to GF -conjugate.

If the symmetric pair (G,H) is (Sp4(Fq), SL2(Fq) × SL2(Fq)), then it is eas-

ily to check that the number of double cosets T\ΘT/H is 4, and there exists a

representative set {fi}1≤i≤4 such that fi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 satisfies the following

equations:

ϑ(f1) = I4, ϑ(f2) = −I4, ϑ(f3) = w1, ϑ(f4) = w−1
2 w1w2.

By Lemma 5.4.3, we obtain the F -fixed double cosets for each F -stable maxi-

mal torus gTg−1.

gTg−1 1 w1 w2 w1w2 (w1w2)2

{gfi}F1≤i≤4 {gfi}1≤i≤4 {gf3, gf4} {gf1, gf2} ∅ {gfi}1≤i≤4

The first row is the GF -conjugate class of F -stable maximal torus gTg−1. The

second row consists of the representatives of F -fixed double cosets gTg−1\ΘT/H.

To apply Lusztig’s formula 5.4.2, we calculate the Fq-ranks of gTg−1 for all g,

and ZG((T ∩ fHf−1)◦)). Let Gi be ZG((T ∩ fHf−1)◦)).
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gTg−1 1 w1 w2 w1w2 (w1w2)2

(gTg−1)F F×q × F×q F×q2 F×q × F1
q2 F1

q4 F1
q2 × F1

q2

GF
1 F×q × F×q − F×q × F1

q2 − F1
q2 × F1

q2

GF
2 F×q × F×q − F×q × F1

q2 − F1
q2 × F1

q2

GF
3 GL2(Fq) GL2(Fq) − − U2(J,Fq2)

GF
4 GL2(Fq) SL2(Fq2) − − U2(J,Fq2)

R1w 4 0 2 0 0

Therefore, we have the dimensions Ri for 1 ≤ i ≤ 5,

R1 = 1, R2 = 2, R3 = 2, R4 = 0, R5 = 0.

Since θ10 and ρi ∈ {0, 1} for all i, we conclude the following lemma.

Lemma 5.4.4. A unipotent irreducible representation ρ is H-distinguished if and

only if ρ ∈ {1, ρ1, ρ2}.

If the symmetric pair (G,H) is (Sp4(Fq), SL2(Fq2)), then it is easily to check

that the number of double cosets T\ΘT/H is 4, and there exists a representative

set {f ′i}1≤i≤4 such that f ′i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 satisfies the following equations:

ϑ(f ′1) = I4, ϑ(f ′3) = −ϑ(f ′2)

ϑ(f ′2) =


√
τ
−1

−
√
τ

−
√
τ
−1

√
τ

 , ϑ(f ′4) =


1

−τ
τ−1

−1

 .

By Lemma 5.4.3, we obtain the F -fixed double cosets for each F -stable maxi-

mal torus gTg−1.

gTg−1 1 w1 w2 w1w2 (w1w2)2

{gf ′i}F1≤i≤4 {gf ′1, gf ′4} {gf ′i}1≤i≤4 ∅ {gf ′2, gf ′3} {gf ′1, gf ′4}
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The first row is the GF -conjugate class of F -stable maximal torus gTg−1. The

second row consists of the representatives of F -fixed double cosets gTg−1\ΘT/H.

To apply Lusztig’s formula 5.4.2, we calculate the Fq-ranks of gTg−1 for all g,

and ZG((T ∩ f ′Hf ′−1)◦)). Let G′i be ZG((T ∩ f ′Hf ′−1)◦)).

gTg−1 1 w1 w2 w1w2 (w1w2)2

(gTg−1)F F×q × F×q F×q2 F×q × F1
q2 F1

q4 F1
q2 × F1

q2

GF
1′ GL2(Fq) GL2(Fq) − − U2(J,Fq2)

GF
2′ − F×q2 − F1

q4 −
GF

3′ − F×q2 − F1
q4 −

GF
4′ GL2(Fq) SL2(Fq2) − − U2(J,Fq2)

R1w 2 2 0 2 −2

Therefore, we have the dimensions of Ri for 1 ≤ i ≤ 5.

R1 = 1, R2 = −1, R3 = 1, R4 = 0, R5 = 0.

Since θ10 and ρi ∈ {0, 1} for all i, we conclude the following lemma.

Lemma 5.4.5. A unipotent irreducible representation ρ is H-distinguished if and

only if ρ ∈ {1, ρ3, θ10}.

Now, we can calculate the dimension ρ , for any irreducible cuspidal repre-

sentation ρ of Sp4(Fq).

Theorem 5.4.5. If a symmetric pair (G,H) is (Sp4(Fq), SL2(Fq)×SL2(Fq)), then

there does not exists H-distinguished cuspidal representation of G.

Proof. In Lemma 5.4.4, we show that θ10 is not H-distinguished. According to

Theorem 5.4.1, we need only to prove that Rλ1
w1w2

, Rλ2
w1w2

, and Rλ0
(w1w2)2 are not H-

distinguished. Here, (λ1, T(w1w2)2), (λ2, Tw1w2), and (λ0, T(w1w2)2) are corresponding

to (s1,U1(q2)× U1(q2)), (s2,U1(Fq4)), and (s0,U1(q2)× U1(q2)).

By the table in the split case, we have that ΘF
Tw1w2

is empty. Therefore,

Rs2
U1(Fq4 ) is zero. For the case Rλi

(w1w2)2 for 0 ≤ i ≤ 1, we have that ΘF
T(w1w2)

2 ,λi
for

0 ≤ i ≤ 1 are empty. Then, Rsi
U1(q2)×U1(q2)) are not distinguished by H.

Therefore, there is no H-distinguished cuspidal representation of G.
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Theorem 5.4.6. If a symmetric pair (G,H) is (Sp4(Fq), SL2(Fq2), then θ10 is the

unique H-distinguished irreducible cuspidal representation of G.

Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 5.4.5. In Lemma 5.4.5, we have that θ10

is a H-distinguished irreducible cuspidal representation of G.

By the table in the non-split case, we have that ΘF
Tw1w2 ,λ2

and ΘF
T(w1w2)

2 ,λi
for

0 ≤ i ≤ 1 are empty. Therefore, Rs2
U1(Fq4 ) and Rsi

U1(q2)×U1(q2)
for 0 ≤ i ≤ 1 are

zero. Then, we prove this theorem.

5.5 Applications of some global results

In this section, we recall some results on automorphic forms. Applying these

results, we study the distinguished representations of the symmetric pair

(Sp4n(Fq), Sp2m(Fq)× Sp2(n−m)(Fq)).

Proposition 5.5.1 ([11, Proposition 2]). For all cuspidal automorphic forms φ

of Sp2n(Ak) and for all 0 < m < n,∫
Hm(k)\Hm(Ak)

φ(h) dh = 0.

Prasad and Schulze-Pillot proved that each H-distinguished supercuspidal rep-

resentation can be embedded as a component of a cuspidal automorphic represen-

tation whose period integral over H is nonvanishing.

Proposition 5.5.2 ([60, Theorem 4.1]). Let H be a closed subgroup of a reductive

group G with finite center, both defined over a number field k. Suppose that S is a

finite set of non-archimedean places of k, and πv a supercuspidal representation of

G(kv) for all v ∈ S, which is distinguished by H(kv). Let T be a finite set of places

containing S and all the infinite places, such that G is quasi-split at places outside

T . Then there exists a global automorphic form Π =
⊗

Πv of G(Ak), necessarily
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cuspidal, such that Πv = πv for v ∈ S, and Πv is unramified at all finite places of

k outside T , and an φ ∈ Π such that∫
H(k)\H(Ak)

φ(h) dh 6= 0.

Applying Proposition 5.5.2 and Proposition 5.5.1, we obtain the following

corollary.

Corollary 5.5.1. If the symmetric pair (G,H) is (Sp2n(k), Sp2m(k)×Sp2(n−m)(k))

and k is a non-archimedean field, then there is no H-distinguished supercuspidal

representation of G.

For the symmetric pair (Sp2n(Fq), Sp2m(Fq) × Sp2(n−m)(Fq) over a finite field,

we lift the cuspidal representation ρ of Sp2n(Fq) to a representation of Sp2n(o),

where o is the integer ring of k and k has the residue field that is isomorphic to

Fq. Then, we get a depth-zero supercuspidal representation π of Sp2n(k). If ρ

is distinguished by Sp2m(Fq) × Sp2(n−m)(Fq), then π is a Sp2m(k) × Sp2(n−m)(k)-

distinguished.

Corollary 5.5.2. There is no Sp2m(Fq)×Sp2(n−m)(Fq)-distinguished cuspidal rep-

resentation of Sp2n(Fq).

Proof. Let (G,H) be the symmetric pair (Sp2n(k), Sp2m(k) × Sp2(n−m)(k)). We

choose the involution θ = Ad(ε), where ε = diag{Im,−I2(n−m),Im}. Then, it is

clear that θ is stable G0,0 = Sp2n(o). The finite field G0,0/G0,0+ is isomorphic to

Sp2n(Fq) and (G0,0+/G0,0)θ is isomorphic to Sp2m(Fq)× Sp2(n−m)(Fq).
Let ρ is an irreducible cuspidal representation of Sp2n(Fq). There is a repre-

sentation ρ of G(ok) such that is trivial on G0,0+ and factors though the represen-

tation ρ of G0,0/G0,0+ . Let π be the induced representation indGG0,0
ρ. Then π is

a depth-zero supercuspidal representation of G. By Mackey’s theorem, we have

that HomG0,0∩H(π,1) is a summand of HomH(π,1). Since

HomG0,0∩H(π,1) ∼= Hom(G0,0+/G0,0)θ(ρ,1) and HomH(π,1) = 0,
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we have

HomSp2m(Fq)×Sp2(n−m)(Fq)(ρ,1) = 0.
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